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FOR:W>RD
Humanidad has many meaningsl
education, culture.

mankind, human nature, human feeling, kindness,

All these things were part of George &{nchez' s life as teacher,

scholar, and advocate of human rights.

Witness to the wide range of his activities

is the variety of fields professed by his colleagues and friends, as well as by

®

those who did not know him. personally but were inspired by him . .

The contributors to thi.s volume honoring George Sanchez's memory reflect the
breadth of his work.

They -include scholars and men in public life, young Chicano

activists who looked up to
, him as a predecessor and veterans of the education and
civi1 rights battles of the forties and fifties, the young and the old, merlcanos
and Anglos--a fitting testimony of the legacy George Sanchez left us.
The editor acknowiedges with thanks financiaJ. assistance from the John Hay
"Whi. tney FOUndation, which made publication possible.

Ny appreciation aJ. so to Dr.
J

Julian Samora, Whose assistance in making the necessary arrangements assured
publication of the volume.
-

Most especially, my thanks to Dr.-Luisa Sanchez, who
".....

was most helpful in giving _

bibliographicaJ. and other information about her

late hu sband.

-

Alnerico Paredes
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OOMBRAS ANTIGUAS

shadows darkened by age
cast suenos antiguos
on wood fibers
on life nerves
path of corazon
independiente l!quido sagrado
bajo el sol de rayos emplUll1ados
113. tierra de capas escamadas
los pechos, nourish mazcrcas encueradas
maiz offerings
to, the temple of nesh
to' the temple of bones
mortal otf'erings
to mortal bodies
to COrazones eternos
to ro'stros mortales
peace exhaled by nowers in midatternoon
respeto a las carnes, huesos y sangre
a.jeno a la violencia ante el derecho
respeto a 10 vi 'YO Y 10 muerto
propio enonentro con renejos apagados y oscuros
paz entre los vivos en la luz
eternal transformation
never dead and gone
only absent nowersong
alurista

~A

Humanistic Approach to the Education of the

Bilingual~BiculturalStudent~

fl • • • the child's vernacular. his mother tongue.
isa valuable asset in any educational program
that is conducted in another language. 1I
George I. Sanchez
"

¥}WdUQti6rit
Bilingual-bicultural education is a lifelong process that needs constant
reinforcement.

It is an experience. a way of life. that needs to be maintained

from-early childhood through adult life.

Spanish-surnamed students upon enter-

ing school bring with them a culture. a language that ought to be developed fully
along with the study of English and other cultures that comprise this country.
The school must not be an obstacle but a facilitator in seeing that students
take full advantage of their bilingual-bicultural background.
The enactment of the Bilingual Education Act
of the Spanish-speaking student.

gives impetus to the education

It provides a national commitment for signi-

ficant changes in the educational policy of school districts and teacher training
institutions.

It gives moral and legislative recognition to the assets of a

people whose mother tongue is not English.

Bilingual-bicultural education serves

five positive purposes for the student and the school: (1)

jt

reduces retardation

through ability to learii'\~th the mother :ton~~ immediat~ ~)
the relations of the school and the home through a common bondj
the individual into an atmosphere of personal identification,
achievementj (4)

0)

,t gives

It reinforces
0) It

projects

self-worth~and

the student a base for success in the field of work';

It preserves and enriches the cultural and human resources of a people.
Bilingual education is the concurrent use of two languages.

Bicultural

education is the concurrent use of two ways of life. two cultural points of view.
Language is an integral part of the culture.

Thus, to be trulY bicultural implies

being bilingual.

However, a person may be bilingual without being bicultural.

Knowing the language of the people with whom one works does not guarantee that
one understands their way of life.

Cognition of a culture is not enough; it

must include feeling, experience, being.

Biculturalism is a state that indi-

cates knowing and being able to operate successfully or comfortably in two
cultures.
A humanistic approach to education is equality of opportunity for all stu-

CWlc!..v'
dents.

It is the respectj(Concernf for students regardless of the language and

culture they bring to school.

It is the understanding of personal learning styles

of students., I t is the positive climate established for students to develop their
full potential by taking advantage of their cultural and linguistic assets.

It

is the belief and dignity in all students regardless of race, color or creed.
A Pioneer
Dr. George I. Sanchez, whom I consider as the major exponent in bilingual-

'"
bicultural education among ~
~ Mexican-Americans, back in the 1930/s was promoting
and analyzing the dual experiences of language and culture among the Spanish-speaking people of the Southwest.
students.

He was attacking IQ tests imposed on Mexican-American

In one of his numerous papers on bilingual-bicultural education,

"Bilingualism in the Southwest--a Tragi-Comedy," he admonishes the schools for not
seizing upon Spanish as a natural cultural resource and as a means by which to
bring about proficiency in the English language.

Professor Sanchez viewed bilingual-

bicultural education not only as a way to preserve our culture but also as a means
for intellectual development and cultural understanding.
For over forty years Dr. Sanchez
was an educator. a scholar. a spokesman.
'"
c-ff #~
He influenced many Mexican-Americansto pursue higher education,."and many..,presently
hold key teaching and administrative positions at all levels of education throughout the United States.

I was privileged in working with him at The University of

Texas at Austin for two years.

I can remember sitting in his office discussing

'the problems and assets of Chicanos, of his

co~n

that

~

Raza was not advancing

fast enough, of strategies on how to beat the establishment, of methods and
materials lllOst suitable for Mexican-American students, of our Indian-SpanishMexican heritage in America.
~/Y

Dr. George S~chez was a fighter to the end~

Using his experiences QI'if his

.Jiew/
native state of"Mexico and his travels in other jouthwestern states, he began
o--y\.
,,:fA j
.d}
~
""
criticizing t5e educational sYBte~impos~a monotlingual, mono~cultu.ral

a:t

curriculum on Mexican-American students.

In 1968j-Q.uring the hearings before the

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in San Antonio, Dr. Sanchez was asked if there

wa~son why

bilingual classes should not be taught.

His response was that
S.ir¢1:. eu-t/,,/

there was no reason under the sun. that way back in the ~tury in Mexico
people sent their children to school where three languages were taught--Spanish,
6\Il1l;L

1

Latin 'JlNahuatl--without, any ill effects:X! A few months before his death, he was
testifying in court against segregated practices conducted with Chicano students.
Educational Neglect

,
is

Better education for Spanish-speaking students "ifl( no longer going to be a

¥

hope and a prayerifitbut a demand.

The Mexican-American youth lllOvement,which has

"l:aisedfso eloquently ~ cry. ya basta, has focused its eff'ortson destroying
the belief that the bilingual-bicultural person is disadvantaged, handicapped.
The participants are striking at the long-held debilitating syndrome that the
school can educate only those whose lllOld fits the curriculum.

They are saying
$;

that if that is the extent of the school's capacity, then truly the SChoo:Jand
training institutions are disadvantaged, handicapped. for they cannot cope with
different manners of behavior.

These schools and training institutions must

change their programs to meet the students instead of trying to compensate the
~l$vWI~eR-.-./
~
students for failure to meet the school. ".li!:1'al'lower..class and __ minority stndents who-do not fi t in the m,iddle-class mold are less likely to be educated and
more likely to

becomedrop-~ut

statistics.

Davia

Ba~iesbe!os

Mexican-American and other Spanish-speaking students'who begin school in
I:'n 0 ,vJ fl3J
our educational system without ~ English run into the hundreds of thousands.

to~)

The trend has been ~ forc'~ these students to repeat grade levels and to postpone all serious academic work until they learn English.

This latter approach

commonly leaves the Spanish-speaking student three to five years behind his
Anglo counterpart by the time he is a teenager.
The notion of cultural superiority has seriously harmed the United States in
,
.
CA.,i#~_)
2 .
its dealings with other nations ~inorities in this country.~ Whereas European
children grow up with the notion of cultural diversity and frequently learn two
......
.s I;; u.d Ii; n~
or three languages in the course; of their formal schooling, s~hgelg-~n the United
~Ye./.
d}
.
States commonlyhisolatij'tlia .\'IIteft~S from cultural exchange. This cultural isolation is reflected in the neighborhoods, in the churches, in the
club activities.

,

schools~and

in

If students in Europe can speak two or three languages, why not

in the United States?

We say

-Pe('!a.u~
yes~Europeans need

foreign languages for econom-

ic existence; but don't we need this same type of exchange for social existence?
It is a striking contradiction that in this country millions of dollarS are

spent to encourage students to learn a second language--and Spanish is one of the

,bu-t.,/

most popular

electives-~,

at the same time many school officials frown upon

Chicano students speaking Spanish at school.

It is easier and safer to prohibit

the speaking of Spanish on the school grounds and in the classroom (the need being
to learn English) than to take the imaginative step of teaching English and Spanish
to both Anglo and Spanish-speaking students beginning in the elementary school.
As a consequence, the "educated" Spanish-speaking person who has survived the
school system is likely to be one who has been stripped of his native language,
or at best speaks and writes it imperfectly.
By the time a student is old enough to begin learning in our public school

system, much of his skill in language, much of his. cultural behavior and his person:'
ality have already been developed and

determined~

What he finds when he gets to

qchool will either reinforce and stimulate the learning process he has begun or
I

else bring such trauma that his intellectual growth will be stunted. The dif~
ferent ways students perceive, think about)and react ~their world must be
observed and understood as precisely as possible if teaching is to meet the student where he is so as to maximize his development.

Educability, for linguistically
(.-

and culturally distinct students, should be defined

prim~ly

as the ability to

learn new cultural patterns within the experience base and the culture with which
the student is already familiar.
Shortly after entering the primary grades, the Mexican-American child
begins to realize that he is different and that his difference is taken by
society at large as a sign of inferiority.

And it is not only his schoolmates

who teach him this; frequently the teachers themselves betray an ill-disguised
contempt for the schools and neighborhoods in which they work.

The opinions of

the teachers are reinforced by history books, in which the youngsters read of
the Spanish Inquisition, of Mexican bandits, of the massacre at the Alamo.

The

result of this kind of teaching--or lack of teaching--by both school and society
is that the Chicano student is kept ignorant of the significant contributions that
n

his forebear!ts made to developing this land, nuestra tierra.
should be

developin~

he is made to

At a time when he

pride in his history and his own unique kind of Americanism,

·iho/
f~Ahe does

not

ha~e

-

a right to participate in the American enter-

prise, that he is an intruder in his own land.

-rhd:

A large percentage of Chicano students are still isolated in schools 1;" ;:]Z(
are predominantly

Mexican-American~ituationfcaused

gerrymandered school boundaries.

by de facto segregation or

While the segregated Anglo-American students are

'thd

eqUall!y deprived of a heterogeneous environment ~ could lead to increased
educational development, they are rarely confronted with a school environment
which directly rejects the culture of their home environment:

lifestyles, food,_

.C/V{/~...

-,

r

familyl relationships. holidays )and~physical appearance!The use of achievement tests or aptitude tests for selecting people and
".....,

sorting them out has persisted down through the ages and is unquestionably ;4:Je
most prevalent in our public school system today.

The widespread use of tests

for purposes of selection. for deciding from kindergarten on up who will succeed

-to

and who will fail. is endemic ~the kind of competitive culture that characterizes all ; ; our social institutions, including our schools.
t.-

The full potential of an individual's contribution to society is sacr,ficed
when he is denied adequate educational opportunities.

Failure to consider both

the values as well as the handicaps of bilingualism, and placement of a large

r£

~",~,t)

4;

,

,

number ~students in remedial and special education classesl are examples
of discrimination against Mexican-American students.

Poor teaching cannot be

protected in the schools through the assumption that the stUdent does not have the
ability to learn.

Disproportionate numbers of Spanish-speaking students are placed

in classes for the mentally retarded because they cannot cope with the placement
tests given in English.
jects.

Many are also placed in remedial and non-academic sub-

Frustrated and misunderstood. Spanish-speaking students are rushed through

or pushed out.

A major cause of dropping out is the general discouragement and

low morale of minority student's caused by their treatment in school.

When the

student begins to discover that the teacher does not understand him. he develops
negative reactions not only to the teacher but to the educational process and
finally to the entire culture and language

~

~

the teacher

rep~esents.

Teacher-preparation institutions have done and continue to do little to ai&
their students in coping with the problems and assets of minority students.
~y
Colleges~universities continue to certit,y teachers who will have' life-long contact
with students from different ethnic backgrounds, but do little or nothing to
specifically prepare them.

There are few special courses or sequences intended

to provide future elementary and secondary teachers with either the skills or
"...

\ understanding, of linguistically and culturally distinct students.
\

Why ian I t the bilingual-bicultural student prepared to attend and remain

in institutions O~l ~f.~hT~! !~~~ll;~~? The reasons are in the main that our education system is not geared to meet the educational needs of Spanish-speaking
students, thus developing an atmosphere of discouragement.
college population is very small,
nia~

The Spanish-surname

~ yet ar~Ollege graduates.

In Califor-

for example, which boasts a large college population, Blacks and Chicanos

iJ.,-L ,:;..l;vl,)r,~.js

J,A"~.r·

makeup l8.3~ of the state population, yet constitute only 3.8% oft1iD.iversities,
5.8%

~

0r~state colleges,

and

11%

of community

.

cOlleges~

The' Spanish-speaking community needs more college graduates.
ance of an education cannot be taken lightly.

The import-

One of the most important routes

1'1

by which the Mexican-American may reach some measure of equal 'opportunity with \
other American citizens is schooling.

For every successful man or woman of Mex-

ican descent, there will be innumerable others who will be inspired and motivated
to move ahead.
identity
Chicano students can learn.

Their language and culture should not be ob-

stacles to their success in school, but effective tools for learning.

To destroy

their language and culture is to destroy their identity, self-image, and selfesteem.

To err5F1e thelll t? survive in our monolingual-rnonocultural society they
~'

must be able to put into that society an extra

ingredien~~ marks

them as per-

sons with a valuable asset 1!D"'"!:e ll~ for the enrichment of the total society.

We Chicanos have roots in America.

Our

Indian-Spanish ancestors were here

\

before the ~ilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock in 1620.

'o/:tJ

~

Our

native langllage was

the first European language spoken in Americaj ~ayan and Aztec architecture was
at its zenith long before Cort~~landed in Mexico in 1519.

The University of
".

Aztlan, the

Mexico was established in 1542, nearly 100 years before Harvard.

Aztec word for jorthwest Mexico, is the spiritual name among Chicanos for the
Southwest.

Our

culture is still alive--only political boundaries have changed.

Pride, dignity, concern,)and feelings exist,especially among our youth;Who are
struggling for self-identity and a positive image recognition.
'limo am I? asks a Mexican American high school student. "I am a
product of you and my ancestors. We came to California long before
the Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock. We settled California, the
Southwestern part of the United States including the states of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado and Texas. We built the missions, we
cultivated the ranches. We were at the Alamo in Texas, both inside
and outside. You know we owned California--that is, until gold ,,,as
found here. Who am I? I am a human being. I have the same hope that
you do, the same fears, the same drives, same desires, same concerns,
same abilities; and I'want the same chance that you have to be ~
individual. Who am I? In reality I am who you want me to be." 'Y"
An Instructional Plan
The demand for a relevant educational experience is one of the most important features of the contemporary Chicano cultural renaissance.

On high school

and college campuses the demands for a relevant cultural experience has taken

the form of proposals for Chicano StUdies programs.

A Chicano Studies curri-

culum organizes the Chicano experience, past, and present, in accordance with
established cultural categories.

The unity of Chicano being is based, in large

part, on the Chicano heritage, la herencia del ser Chicano~ This contributes .
to the shaping of an individual Chicano's personality through

~

living or ex-

~'(\'tJ

perienc..... the Chicano 'culture",whichl in turn) produces a sense of community.
Thus, in the teaching of Chicano StUdies, formal study is designed to influence
the student's personal experiencej or identity/ and by doing so reveal to him,

either by showing him or eliciting from him)the diverse aspects of himself and
of his community.

In meeting the instructional needs of bilingual-bicultural

students; both in the public schools and institutions of higher learning, standards

--...

",.-.,

must be reassessed regarding

41 achievement

and IQ tests; »admission and

......"

academic requirements, and
service teachers.

~

We must look at standards in terms of diverse ethnic groups;

in terms of the changing times.
dards.

teaching competencies for both preservice and in-

We do not need fewer standards but better stan-

To require that a teacher know the language and cultural background of
;..s

the students _

a:,..

il'¥ieedjVery high standardf'l'.JWhich will create a better teaching-

training environment.

The content of the curriculum and the teaching strategies

used should be tailored to the unique learning and incentive-motivational styles
of Spanish-speaking students.
It is most important that professional as well as paraprofessional personnel understand and recognize the unique cultural and linguistic differences
among bilingual-bicultural students.
to teach our stUdents.

We need competent, proficient teachers

Let us not equate certification

wi~Lproper~ein~

qualified; certified teachers are not necessarily qualified teachers.

In ad-

dition to the content areas--including a knowledge of Spanish--techn1ques and
methodologies, education curriculum)and educational psychology should include
special sections of ethnic interest to allow preservice and inservice,teachers
to delve into cultural differences affecting classroom practices and teacherstUdent interaction.
An

"I

example of a sound teacher training program4 is the Teacher Corps pro-

ject at the University of Texas at

Austin~ Instructional staff; corpamen)and

community are working together to develop goals; 'objeotives,and oriteria for
,

the various project components.

MI3.

'

The general objectivesi\to better prepare the

teacher to do an effective job with bilingual-bicultural students Q.:

A.

The teacher will come to understand
his own attitudes, anxieties, insecurities, and prejudices through a program
of sensitivity development.

B. The teacher will understand the nature
of the stUdent's environment and culture
(including language) through a program
of teacher-interaction in the school and
community.

c•.

The teacher will become knowledgeable
of and competent in effective teaching
skills and techniques.

Objectives are designed to relate specifically to teacher understanding, attitudes,
and skills which presumably will enable the teacher to provide an effective
teaching-learning environment in the school.

For the teacher candidate,

"'10

strive toward understanding and respect of the child! s cultural setting, II specific
objectives for this goal are:
To identify basic variables which comprise a cultural milieu (e.g.~
values, religion,customs).

2)

To describe and compare effects of basic cultural variables on learning.

3)

To identity e~fects of socio-economic status on the student's develop
ment (physical, mental, attitudinal, social-emotional).

4)

To identify pressures and expectancies of the dominant culture as they
shape the student· s learning experi-ences.

5)
6)

To identify his own stereotypes of different groups.

7)

To respond to the students in such a w&:y that participation in these
activities is encouragedQ

To incorporate in the instructional environment activities and materials
related to the native culture of students.

To accept the student's language patterns as the starting point for
communication and instruction.
Another example of a successful teacher-training program was the MexicanAmerican Education Project at California State University, Sacramento~ The

/0-

ject had three components: (1) tarly P;hi1dhoOd }tducation, l2} 'rospective1eacher
t'llowShip,

13> fxperienced ;teacher fellowship.

The Mexican-American Education

Project was one of the few efforts nation:wide proposing to train teachers to
develop skills and understanding and provide knowledge to stimulate alternatives
to past patterns within our public schools.

The program proposed to institution-

ally change the ,niversity in building bilingual-bicultural teacher-training

.

delivery capability.

The third and most important objective was to build and
~

develop community accountability into a program proposing to serv;pe a MexicanAmerican population.

The program received national recognition and praise in

serving as a model for training bilingual-bicultural educators and educational
change agents.
~(t.mlVr

The new '!::l:l:adL

.

of the University of Texas at San Antonio has placed the

Division of Teacher Education in the College of HUltidiaciplinary Studies.

The

emphasis will be for the teacher to obtain a wide range of experiences outside
the field of education. in particular as i t relates to cross-cultural experiences.

Teachers will be prepared to work in urban settings and in the process

obtain a linguistic and cultural understanding of Black and Chicano students.
The sixth and final report of the Hexican American Education Study, Office
of Civil Rights. "Toward Quality Education for Mexican Americans," February. 1974,
recommends action at various governmental and educational levels which, if implemented, ,,!ill provide educational opportunities and educational successes for
Chicano students.

It is an instruc;:tional plan geared to the needs and assets

of bilingual-bicultural students of the Southwest.
Community,
An effective bilingual-bicultural program is characterized by community
participation.
of any program.

The community must be involved in the planning and implementation

1l"

_.

•

~_.~

The community should be involved in the training of staff and

should participate in classroom activities.

-

Otherwise, we are destined,to failure

because the participants may not be aware of the necessity and relevance or the

.......J 2
C.cmt'li ul1..

=-

Bav id 'Elal:'leS't3't:tlP

ha ve/

i: /q; s/

The-cnDllll~in the past l'laa" not been involved in the

program in question.

planning and execution of their own programs.

The community must recommend

manY of the elements of the program, and the community must become the main
-resource of the school, including participating in the evaluative process.
There is no substitute for the personal communication between the home and the
school; it is vital i f bilingual-bicultural programs are to succeed.

We must

continue to encourage parents to participate in all phases of programs which
affect their children.
Parent participation is particularly indispensable in bilingual-bicultural
education programs.

In most Spanish-speaking communities, parents have a

considerable knowledge of the language and hedtage.

Curriculum should be

developed in such a way that parents can teach portions of it to their children at
home.

The Spanish-speaking parent will support the goals and values of the school

when the school begins to recognize the worth of his culture and realizej!that he
can make a unique contribution to the educational

process.~

The Spanish-speaking population views the community not only as a physical
setting but also as a spiritual experience--an extension of the immediate family.
Whether we live in the barrio" or not, we are concerned for the welfare and education of Chicano stUdents.

We as educators depend on support from the community

as the community depends on our support.

The pursuit of academic excellence is

fUlJ;vcompatible with service to the community.

The educational institution is

or should be. an integral part of the communityand must exist primarily to
service and to support it.

Summary and Conclusion
The need for recognizing "the bilingual-bicultural stUdent
force in our society is beyond question.

as

a positive

Demands by Chicano student~ forma

better education and a more meaningful experience in school is a noble effort.
Both schools and teacher-preparation institutions must change before any real

13 ..
benefit will trickle down to our ultimate clients, nuestro hijos.

The commit-

ment in alleviating curriculum deficiencies in educational programs from preschool through university levels must continue and must be intensified during
$.Q.",R"o,1Js.
~~

the decade of

the~.

There is no room for deprived, disadvantaged, and han-

dicapped students in American education, regardless of color or ethnic background.
I would J,.ike to summarize by listing and commenting on certain points that
I feel are germane in humanizing the construction for bilingual-bicultural students:

1.

Encourage students, make them feel proud of what
they are--they should be able to succeed without
"losing their identity.

2.

Provide services to the community; articulate with
parents--unless parents and school personnel become
aware of each otheritvalues and respect these values,
conflicts.will continue, with the students suffering
the consequences.

3.

Facilitate cultural awareness sessions for school
personnel--teachers, counselors, administrators.

4.

Form a coalition with other ethnic groups on campus
to promote needs and desires of minority students.

5.

Hire and prepare I;ltaff who understand*, and empathize"
with students.

6.

Reassess standards; they do not have to be lowered-most standards were made for middle-class Anglo-America.

7.

Seek research funds to make studies on personal
characteristics of Chicano students, particularly
their attitudes, values, and feelings toward teachers,
subjects, parents, Anglo and other minority students J
and to each other.

8. Promote legislation prohibiting discrimination against
bilingual students in the testing and placing of such
students in "tracks," special education or remedial
programs on the basis of factors that do not take
into account their language and culture.

9.

Make available in Spanish, as well as in English,
notices, booklets, and other parental correspondence.

10.

Promote cultural democracy; make i t clear that all
minority groups have made a contribution and that
this country was built by many different ethnic groups.

I feel strongly that as we admit more Chicano ,students into our colleges

~d
universities, train more teachers to work in bilingual-bicultural programs, a-~~
,
hire more Spanish-speaking staff in our institutions of higher lea.-rning we will
all gain from this cross-cultural

eXChange>~~s to

of ourselves as a multicultural nation.

/----

_,f'

._

r

a better understanding

The Hispanic world has a legacy of

)fumanism) pe concern for man, the dignity of man, faith in mankind, belief in
equality.

We see this in men/like Bartolome'de las Casas, the great Dominican
.

f

'T'"t/a.-I ....... kes!';

__

._~_.,

who defended the Indian during the Conquest; SimOn Bolivar, the Vene-

zuelan, who gained freedom for his people; Benito Juarez, the Mexican, who
believed in the respect for man eEl respeto al derecho ajeno es la paz);
Jose Marti, the Cuban, who fought for racial equality; Eugenio Marfa de Hostos,
the Puerto Rican, who through his efforts in education developed in his countrymen a new dignity.

With more bilingual-bicultural instructors,

student~and

admin-

istrators in our institutions, I believe education will follow a more humanistic
path

:~~
• will benefit all our

students--both monolinguals and bilinguals.

Finally, I would like to stress the-necessity of supporting educational
,services that will take the whole student along with the needs and understanding
of his family, community, and cultural and linguistic background.

We must take

a positive approach to See that programs are designed to make students succeed, .
.

.

"-..,.7f:";/ril;([) . .

not fail, that programs include students, not exclu

George I. Sahchez saw

bilingual-bicultural education as a great asset;nnt only in our relations with
the rest of the world and our fellow citizensl but

a.l3

of incalculable worth in

the enhancement of the human spirit, un verdadero sentido de Raza.

-~" -
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JOE J. BERNAL

A Great Amerioart-

At the outset, I want to commend this group not only i0r
conducting a meeting of this type. devoted to Human Resources and
Leadership. but above all for your efforts in dedicating your

,

to the late. great Dr. George I. Sanchez.

Your choice of a

could not have been more appropriate, for no one

.

,-

co~ferenc8

dedicatio~

~ per~oni£ied

a
,.'

\.00

human resource for all of us in this vital area7civil rights. minority
rights. and

~/

discriminatio~than he,

and no one in the $outhwest ?rovided
~

more sustained leadership in the cause of Mexican-Americans taan ne

d~d.

Many voices have been heard in this last decade or So,
speaking out to protest the plight of the Mexican- American in the
...

-.....l!}trNZ..

Southwest. but George Sanchez spoke out
ago. when his voice was the only one
worthy caUSe.

V; ~ ,

fearlessl~hree decades

crying in the wilderness in

His task was a lonely one. speaking out against

th~

segregatio~

and for better educational opportunities at a time when it was highly
unpopular to do so in our society; yet)his words were listened to with
___ , .r~specJ:; because of the high-level

manner of his criticism and because

'.

\
insistence on such things as the need for bilingual education fell at
first not upon deaf but upon

~esisting ears~~ he persistently

"

~

hammered away on this and other themes until the opposition

.

~9

discov~~the

~

~or

truth.

,,~

CCl~r/Je. .

Many of the things that he labore(ttSo long l:e::ti:IliI/

true, thank God) in his own lifetime •.
For the benefit of those of you who ,may not have had the

,

good fortune to know Dr. Sanchez personally, let me recount for you

Jm; Fly the distinguished background of this man.
#

,.

Jorge Isidoro Sanchez y Sanchez was born in

01"

~

New Mexico, in 19067 and spoke proudly

~

bothAhis Spanish-American

of

heritage

and~he

Al~uquerque,

cltea~1y~~tury
S<z '.lturix.:e II

fact that his ancestors were

Spanish colonists in New Mexico.

'He grew up in a rough frontier minin9

'l.el!en+e~fr~

town)and at age ~~gan his teaching career in a one-room school in
.se~

the mountains of New Mexico.

He served ~years as teacher and principal,

earning his B.A. degree at the same time from the university of New
Mexico in Education and Spanish in 1930.

From 1930 to 1935, with time

out for further study, he directed the Division of Information and

Statistics o.c the New r-1exico state Deparbnen"c of

Educal.;~, .••

he earned his M.S. in Education at the university of Texas at

Austin~

and in 1934 the Ed'1degree from the University of California at

Berkel,e~Ed~;';t.:k>nai Administ~
!"""'"

,

'\

,

• ........,

He was a bright, hard-working, ambitious manA and was aided

" ,
~~~/d~,,)s)~; ~
financially in obtaining his last two degrees alii ii1 fell8\T eC the
General Education Board, a

Rockefe11e~endowed

foundation.

to considerable experience with education foundations.

This led

For two years,

,

1935-1937) he was research associate of the Julius

Ro~enwa1d

Fund of

Chicago/ and did surveys of rural schools in Mexico as well as of
Black southern schools in the U.S.

In 1937-3:>he,was in Venezuela

as chief technical consultant to the Ministry of Education, directing
the newly established National pedagogical Institute in Caracas. From
1938 to 1940, he was research associate and associate professor of
education at the University pf New Mexico, working with the National
Youth Administration. and surveying the schools of Taos county on a
carnegie grant.

His association with the Urrlversity of Texas and with the state began

\

in 1940t when he came to Austin as professor of Latin American education.
bis
He succeeded to the chairmanship of

'iliIIrIf department in 1951t but after eight

years of service in that capacity he returned to fu11time research and
teaching in 1959.

\

f·

tl

t

f

.. .t2.o A -

a

at the

His lengthy career of
~as

,

a+ "k~

university~

punctuated by frequent interruptions to accept important govern-

ment assignmentse

He was on leave in 1943-44 as 'education specialist

for the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.

In 1947,

he worked for the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, surveying Navajo

their plight in his book

Mexico,

~

--

was named to the Peace Corps Board of Directors in 1961,

and also returned to
~

~ peOPle(/94g)~

Venezuel~

to study new Latin American school

policies for the U.s. Office of Education.

May of 1962 found him in

\
Peru~

representing the U.S. Agency for International Development.
George S~nchez was not only an outstanding educator and

"resource person lf for this nation's government. but he was also an
active leader in Mexican-American affairs.

He was a founder and

}/f'J

as ~ ~ s of.

6J-

president~1941-42~

PASO,

the Southwest Council on the Education

of Spanish-Speaking People, of which he was president from 1945 until
his

dea;?
He spoke out unceasingly against the injustice and ignorance

~isplayed

toward Spanish-Americans.

He started fighting many years

ago for the idea that Spanish-speaking children should be taught
bilingually in the schools of Texas and other southwestern states, all
of which is now accepted practice.

He insisted that teachers who

spoke only English did not understand

Spanish-speaking children when

\

they talked or laughed in their native language. and mistakenly believed
they were being ridiculed.

This ignorance, he reasoned, was the main

thing behind the !ispeak EngliSih only" rule in many Texas SChOOlS';;

~t young

Chicano activists are protesting about today are

1/:.-,~
./"7>.{;~:>
the same things George Sanchez protested about in the ~nd Wsl . /
when it took even more courage to speak out.
S<::t~Q~

In 1960, ~erved on President-elect John F. Kennedyi s
Citizens Committee for a New Frontier Policy in the Americas, together

Arthur

Schl~singer.

Jr •• and Judge Salinas of Laredo.

In a position

~nl~~: S-f~9

paper to' that group he urged the

.~align its policy toward the

Latin American masses and w9rk with the pensadores of Latin America
such as Puerto Rico's Luis Munos Mar{n, rather-than with reactionary
politicians and the wealthy.

He azgued that our aid had made the
.,.,.

rich richer and the powerful more powerful, in Latin America.
Turning his attention to Latin Americans in the U.S., he
said,

\

I~e

must let Latin America know that we prize their language

and that we recognize our heritage from them.

We canit get away with

protestation of our friendship for Latin Americans across the border
when Latin Americans across the tracks in the U.S. are the most
neglected minority group in this coun:try.

Ii

Charges sucn as this levied"against

Texa~

political leaders

made Dr. Sanchez a controversial figure and led to retaliation against
him.

He told associates that he was the lowest-paid professor at U.T.,

but that it was a small price to pay for speaking truth to abusive power.

.

'~!

::.t··:~.t'-V
As late as~months prior to his death, he was still speaking out fear-

before a U.S. district judge.

'"

.

Dr. Sanchez insisted that the segregation

problem lay with the schools, not with the Mexican-American child; that
bilingual education should embrace all Texas school children,

am

t11a t

the

sco..t-e.. of
Texas supported segregation of Mexican-American children by a combination
of teacher certification, textbook policies, and financial aid.
He criticized both the public school

c~rriculum

and the

preparation of teachers in Texas colleges apd universities, saying
they were best suited to Eastern or Midwestern schools.

Bilingual

classes in the lower grades, he urged, would help the Mexican-American
\child by not forcing him to think only in the strange language 6f
English.

The real problem, he often said, is that Texas teachers are

not required to be fluent in both Spanish and English, and that they
are, ignorant of Texas culture. ~

.~

Sanchez straight-talked with everyone including young

\

Mexican-American militants..

He spoke in Spanish at an "anti-gringo"

meeting of young Chicanos in Austin in April, 1969, welcoming them to
+be

IT

m "amrin 9

and...:tQ.ok-ho.nj;ls_t~xception

with them on several of

/'

To sum Up, then, what was Dr. George Sanchez?

He was,

first and foremost, an outstanding teacher and a renowned scholar
, whose list of publications "is endless. ~'

.:------.-/
(J;e was also an ardent civil rights
and outspoken anti-segregationist.

1')

advocate~a militant

He appeared at hearings on

desegregation, calling for a system of public schools which discriminates
against neither

~acks
~

nor Mexican-Americans, a system which would make

possible first class education in public schools without regara; for
ethnic or national background or culture.
/'

Dr. Sanchez was an author who wrote widely in the field of
@

Fducation, his chosen field of 1.. 8%. rEven in his last years he was
much in demand as ~~l~c ~~r and ~ectu~~r. ~

~was the

intellectual leader of the Mexican-American

he
movement in Texas and the Southwest, andAis the father of MexicanAmerican studies, an area in which he was far ahead Qf his time.
-"
TO me personally, Dr. Sanchez
represented a person I held

IU:i:ulttz_::l

ra Cti1:?il

::i:r:ei~

sex

J itGb'-~;~8

upon my return from the servioe in 1945.

admiration grew deeper.

:t=ti

~taP'J5t}Ti'g

J4~

~'_l,..f~

I read his books, and my

Soon enough I registered at the university of

Texas for what is yet to come III my Ph.D. in
became my advis~r.

w

Educati~d Dr. S~chez

I got to know him better. and my admiration for

. .
him grew even more.
He took pride in being blackballed by TEA bureaucrats-r

for he was ,effective.
He was a critic--:a critic of the

establishment--~of the

it
Frank Erwinftypes.
He knew what was wrong and tried to correct it.
He loved and he hated--:'but he loved the right and just and
hated the vain and the wrong.
.

. whe"fe

He knew

~he

jugular vein wason the

issues~and

that's

what he went after.

\

He was persistent,

consistent,~nd always

He suffered pain quietly.
He was my'leader.
B@

was a man's .man•.~_

true to the mark.

~

e~

£1'*.."....

mnr

He had self-respect an:i was respected.

He set an excellent example.
a bit of'what he

w~_tp.is

If all of us were to be but

world would be a much better place for

all of us.
He was, in short, a great American;and you do right to
honor him by dedicating this conference in his honor and memory •

.

\

\

'.

N:>tes

¢1

version of this paper was read at a Human Resources and Leadership

in June 1972.

Mr. Bernal's remark s were al SO read into the rscord of the
Resolution NO. 1.5, adopted by

Texas

both the Senate and the House "in memory of Dr. George I. sanchez, di stil".guished
educator, father of' Mexican-Amerioan studies, intellectual leader of the MexicanAmerican .movement in Texas and the Southwest, and servant of' the citizens of the
state of Texas and of the On:l.ted states ot America."

\

-.::J..,S -
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The Spanish language in the Southwest refleots the history
of the people who have spoken it since it was introduoed by the
Spaniards at the end of the sixteenth oentury,

The language

spoken by the colonials then was virtually the same as the one
spoken in Spain, and not muoh different from the speel::h. of
other colonists in Latin America.
western wo:tld,

Span~sh~~intained

Like all languages of the
standards of usage through

its written literature and also developed a language of the
hearth among speakers who relied entirely on oral transmission
beoause of their inability to read and write,

Both levels of

Spanish coexisted and fulfilled the varied needs of all sec!

r-.

tors of society.

I

spoken by the educated classes developed differenoes in pro-

'.

As time wore on, folk Spanish and the language

nunciation along phonetic lines common to the language.
,

Pro-

f

fessor Aurelio M. Espinosa made a complete study of the morpho-

I

logical and phonetic changes in New Mexican Spanish back in
1909 which apply today as muoh as they did then~ Th.e ohanges

J

that occurred in the language of oOlon;al literate society are

!

J"""!"i

development~while
f

1..

.

those

~Wl'i/

~ occu~in

the oral language

of the folk were a form of deterioration brought about by a
relaxed pronunciation and by a limited familiarity with the

/

written word.

/

The folk's inability to read and write led them

also to preserve many forms which were current in the

seventee~

. . century and which today are considered archaic or obsolescent.

\

The current use of some of these archaic words among southwestern
folk gives a charming historical flavor to the language, but it
doesn't
tes.
A small number of crown representatives, administrators,
public functionaries?,and churchmen in the princ ipal cities of
the

Southw~st s~c_h.

as

~ta

Paso~d

Fe, El

~,

..

F

""

San Antonio were

_

familiar with the language of the folk, but their duties required
them to use also the more formalized language when attending to
Official dispatches, documents, contracts1 and all legal matters
connected with their offices. This type of language was less
subject to change because it consisted for the
mulae, some of which are still current in the
world.

~ost

part of for-

~fanish-speaking

The language spoken by the educated"origllos and by

administrators was not static, however, and conlinued to develop
·1

.",

along linguistic lines until it was replaced by English.

The

M9.'fe did not

folk who lived outside of this small cUlturedO

over
keep apace of the normal language changes Whictr~curred
f ','
the past three hundred years.

They continued

th~ir

brand of

popular speech and preserved unchanged the expressions
~

aPe

...--..

~

now

oonsidered obsolete, and at the same time developed the

apooopations,

elision~and

syllabic inversions which in linguis-

tics are referred to as ellipsis, metathesis and epenthesis.
Eventually, as the Hispanos merged into one class, the spoken
\

Spanish became unifo~d the differences between cultivated

-So -

Spanish and folk speech were erased.

What is commonly heard

today in the Southwest among the residents is traditional folk
language together with Anglicisms, literal

translation~nd

accretions from artificial sources such as Pachuco and what in
Spanish is labelled jere;a callejera or street slang.

Ironically

enough, a truer Spanish may be found in the isolated villages
and in remote

mou~tain

valleys in New Mexico than in the cities

Where Spanish is taught in the pUblic schools.
panos are more likely to greet a stranger by

The older His-

askin~NWhere

does

your grace come from?" when they s8.y "De 'onde viene su merc'?"
They may drop the "d" in donde,and the final one in merced but
t

these are normal changes which occur in folk speech thrOUgh:the
Spanish-speaking world.
The bulk of the population in the Southwest consisted
until recently of pastoral folk, mestizos and

Hispanize~

Indians

who relied entirely on orally learned speech because they lacked,
with few exceptions, the basic skills of reading and writing.
As they were introduced to the English language, they Hispanized
unfamiliar words
idiom.

and

extended this habit to everyday Spanish

Wo~dS like "-"park<;;-"flunk" . and "brake" were not common

in Spanish days, so they
flunguear, and breca.

simply~converted them

into parguear.

In other cases they transferred words

which in Spanish were used in comparable situations such as
arrear for "to drive."

The word arrear is a standard. Spanish

word except that it is used in driving cattle and horses instead

-31-

of cars.

The modern word in Spanish is dirigir. "Another form

of Anglicization is the literal translation of expressions from
the English such as aplicar for -to apply· and the corresponding
noun aplicaci6n for "application.-

In Spanish one "applies" a

j6. compress, and aplicaci6n means "laboriousness.·

The standard

Spanish rendition is solicitar when applying for a job, and
solicitud for application.

Spanish began to deteriorate gradu-

ally as it ceased to be the language of commerce, industry-$'and
pUblic administration.

The mandatory translations into Spanish

of legislative proceedings in New Mexico,
helped to Anglicize the Spanish language.

Colorado~d

California

On the surface, it

seemed that both languages were on "a par with each

other~but

in

reality they were not because English was the base on which the
Spanish renditio1Js were moulded.
speakers improved their

Gradually, as the Spanish

EngliSh~he use

and quality of Spanish

began to diminish proportionately until it became a familial
tongue used for interpersonal relations, among friends and for
household needs.

The diminishing quality of the Spanish language

can be observed in the translations made in the New Mexican Jegislature..

The earlier translations were made in standard Spanish

with occasional Anglicisms, but these increased in geometrical
progression in the ensuing years as the translators and interpreters became more familiar with Engiish and less so with Spanish.

Those who witnessed simUltaneous interpretations in the

legislative chambers were greatly amused by the renditions given

- 3:<./

, .

by interpreters who rushed to the side of some English-speaking
legislator as he launched into a long and involved dissertation.
The substitution of English for Spanish at home and in public
Span/slv

gradually pushed tJie-l 1tt'tez'into the background.

This is not uni-

que in the Southwest, the same occurred with the German of Pennsylvania, the Italian of New York, and the French of Louisiana.
It is very difficult for people to become bilingual when they are
surrounded by a unicultural society, unless a very special effort
is made by those who wish to preserve their own language at the
same level of proficiency
means, in effect,

of

the dominant tongue.

l~
bicultura~ as

Bilingualism

well.

There are many factors which have been instrumental in preserving the use of the Spanish language despite all the imperfections that characterize it today.

First and foremost, the

proximity of Mexico and the constant traffic of people coming
and going has kept the language alive.

Mexicans unable to speak

English have to-communltratewith the SpanIsh speakers on this
side of the border until they too fall in line before long and
adopt

the'~Spanglish"

of southwestern Hispanos.

Moreover, these

recent arrivals contribute additional words to the language and
,,-..,
help ~ keep it current. In spite of the limitations imposed
upon the use of Spanish by circumstance or by design, it continued to be used by Hispanos after the American occupation.

In

regions of the Southwest where the Anglo-Americans were a decided
minority, the tables were turned and the Anglos learned Spanish
in order to communicate with their friends and neighbors.

~.

Ano~her fac~or ~as 1ns~rumen~a1

of

~he

Spanish language was

of the village

them

wi~h

Some of
language
pries~s

~o ~he

missions.

o~herwise ~hey

more concerned padres provided

~o ~he

young in

who worked

~heir

spare

di1igen~ly ~rying

children of Taos was an

i on

The close

pries~s wi~h ~he inhabi~an~s

oral Spanish which

~he

~he preserva~

church, panicu1ar1y when Mexican

~he

or Spanish priests were assigned
associa~ion

.
1n

no~

would

learn.

ins~ruc~ion

One of

~ime.

provided

in

~he

well-known

~he

to provide schooling for the

independen~ pries~

named Mart{nez who

pUblished a few issues of a newspaper in Taos called E1 Crepuscu10•

.
'

Some

~

wri~ers

s~a~e ~ha~ ~he prin~ing

Ma~!nezft ~o

by

~he

i~YJ i~

Ci~y

pUblish his newspaper was

well known
was

press used by "E1 'Padre

merchan~-his~orian

An~onio

and sold

Barreiro who

i~ ~o

brough~ in~o ~he Sou~hwes~

Josiah

Gregg,bu~

brough~ ~he

Ram6n AbreuS'who in

~urn

in actua1-

press from Mexico
i~

passed

on to Padre

Mantnez in Taos.
Sho~ly af~er ~he

a clergyman of French

American

ex~rac~ion,

one of his main concerns was
sys~em
~o

in

~he s~a~e.

help him revamp

~heir

main

He

~he

in~eres~

A1~hough

Bishop John B. Lamy,

was assigned

~he s~reng~hening

brough~

lay in

~he es~ab1ishmen~

~hose

of

Fe where

~he educa~iona1

pries~s

jurisdictio~bu~

of educational insti-

inciden~a1 subjec~

these new padres spoke Spanish,

the natural fluency of

~o San~a

along a number of French

church work under his

tutions where Spanish was an
lum.

occupa~ion,

in

~he

~hey

curricu-

did not have

who spoke the language natively.

The schools founded by Lamy, such as the free school in
- 34-

San~a

Fe established the same year he arrived, emphasized the teaching of English in a curriculum designed to meet the future needs
of HispanOSllivin~nowli~an Anglo-American nation.

Less than

fifteen years after the arrival of Bishop Lamy, the foundations
for Catholic schools had been firmly laid with a thriving Loretto
Celie., e

Academy for girls and st. MichaelAin Santa Fe.

Another Jesuit

college was built in Las Vegas in l877;where instruction was
given in English and in Spanish.

The extensive school work

initiated and directed by Bishop Lamy was not designed to teach
Spanish to the New

Mexicans~ut

it did serve as a transition from

Spanish into English for many new citizens under circumstances
that were more favorably accepted by a predominantly Catholic
population.
One year aft'er- the-Ainerican occupaiion, Protestant -church
schools opened in New Mexicofled by the Baptists who established
the first school in Santa Fe in 1849.

After the Civil War, both

the Presbyterians and the Methodists built schools in Santa Fe
and in Albuquerque.

Some of these institutions have continued

as boarding schools until the present day.
schools

~ emphasized

The'Jt Frotestant

an English curriculum and tried to act as

a bridge between Spanish and Anglo-American culture.

Spanish

was included in the course of st1:1dy with a view to preparing
some of the young men for the ministry.

Since the congregations

they would eventually serve were Spanish speaking, it was
necessary for these future ministers to improve their pUblic

-35'"-

@
speaking proficiency in

-tI~

~language.

Both Protestant and

Catholic churches have conducted services in Spanish throughout
the Southwest so that indirectly those who attended services during the week were exposed to a more formal version of the language than they used at home.

Other activities supervised by the

churches during the Christmas season and other church holidays
gave the parishioners and the congregations an opportunity to use
Spanish freely.
The pUblication of newspapers in Spanish from Colorado to
California and all along the Mexican border was another means by
which the Spanish langUage continued to live with a fluency that
oral transmission alone could not have provided.

There have been

published over the past hundred and twenty-five years more than
five hundred newspapers beginning with a periodical which Antonio
Barreiro published in 1834 when he first imported a printing press
from Mexico.

Many of these newspapers had a very short

life~but

there was always another paper started to replace the one that
terminated.

!!. Crep:(i.s~u10 in

Taos had only a few issues in 18351'

but the people in that village always remember their first newspaper.

E1 Nuevo Mexicano in Santa Fe had the longest life of any

newspaper published in spanish in the southwest.
with the same masthead from 1849 until

1965~and

It continued
during the time

that it was owned by Cyrus McCormick it made a definite attempt
to upgrade the quality of the language and the content by employing an able editor trom Chihuahua.

Members of the Spanish faculty
c;'

i

-.56 -

\,

of the University of New Mexico and other state institutions were
employed as contributors and feature writers.

Many of the leading

pitizens of Santa Fe were also asked to contribute regularlYl'and
for a number of years the traditional lore of the Hispanos was
featured in every weekly issue.

1&9
,~

t91;8:1 number of newspape!'e-pu.bJ.-i.sh~~e-S(n:rt1lWEfS't
...

""""-",~

,.'

,-.,;.--,,,,

"

--_. ,._._~

over the pa s'+:-·ce:M;u;py:-andFa:-h&l~iiJ-O-ver-500·.-and, although many
M~~,&~.
. ~ were short-lived,

~
p

they provided an outlet for literary expression

of Hispanos interested in writing.

The names of various newspapers

are in some cases indicative of their objectives and editorial
policy.

Such newspapers as El Defensor del Pueblo or

~The

People's Defender" published in 1882 in Albuquerque alongside of
Opinion pdblica and Nuevo Mundo clearly indicate their mission.
In the early nineteen hundreds there appeared El Independiente in
Las Vegas, La VIa Industrial in the non-industrial town of Antonito,
Colorado; La Opinion Pdblica in Walsenburg, Colorado; El Heraldo
del Valle in Las Cruces, New Mexico; La Revista in

Ta?s~and

even

a small village like Roy, New Mexicosnad a short-lived paper
called El Hispano Americano ..
1

Californ.ia had one of the most vocal newspapers{'edited by
a young ,ialifornio barely twenty years of age who gave his editorials an emphasis seldom seen in other parts of the Southwest.
Francisco P. Ramirez was, according to Professor Leonard Pitt,
a self-styled champion of the Spanish-Americans in California
from 1855 to 1859.

He named his newspaper El Clamor Pdblico,

\

"The Public Outcry," and when he felt that the ( ~a1ifornios were
being "sacrificed on the gibbet and launched into eternity" he
echoed his sentiments on the editorial page.
,

had not been separated from the sources of
as the

N~w Mexican~so

The 1a1ifornios

r-'!

~

Spanish as long

they were more familiar with a fuller

and more current use of the language.

There were other news-

papers in California pUblished in Spanish for the benefit of
those citizens who were more accustomed to their original language than to the newly-arrived English.

In San Francisco

they read El Eco del PacIfico and La Cr5nica until 1856 when
they too disappeared •. It is interesting to note the variety
of readers which E1 Clamor PUblico had in southern California
when Ramirez complained that his paper was read more by the
Yankees than by the ~lifornios.The sum total of the newspapers published in Spanish was undoubtedly a factor in keeping
the Spanish language alive and functional.

There are many

Hispanos and Mexican-Americans today who may not be able to read
English, as is disclosed by adult education programs in San
Antonio and other large population centers, but many of them
are able to read Spanish and continue reading it in
newspapers.

~he

local

Reading, like many skills in the Spanish Southwest,

was transmitted by tradition, that is, a father who could read
would teach his son enough to get him started, and if he was
lucky to receive instruction from an itinerant school teacher
or at a church school, he would learn not only reading but
writing and arithmetic.

The number of well-written letters and
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official records found in the villages and towns throughout the
Southwest attest to a greater literacy than is usually attributed
to the inhabitants.

Books were not very numerous in the province

of New Mexico in colonial days and not particularly abundant in
American territorial days, but newspapers provided reading
material for those who could read.

Occasionally there are in-

teresting old editions of books found in the possession of Hispanic families.

There have been found eighteenth century edi-

tions of Caldergn de la Barca's plays and several volumes bound
in vellum, dealing with agriculture, published in Spain in the
seventeen hundreds.

The mountaineers who owned these books com-

plained that they were filled with spelling errors, not knowing
the changes that have taken place in Spanish orthography in the
past three centuries.

In a study made in 1942 by Eleanor Adams

and Dr. France V. Scholes of the University of New Mexico regarding books in the state between 1598 and 1680, they discovered
that, outside of the missionaries and the Spanish governors of
the province, the sett+ers were credited with only eleven
titles, all of them but one consisting of religious pUblications~
It is quite likely that a close examination of old Qhests owned
by many Hispanos would bring to light some interesting additions.
The most important factor in the preservation of the Spanish
language is the rich body of traditional lore which abounds
throughout the Southwest in the form of folksongs, proverbs,
riddles,

game8~d

folk plays.

And even more important are the
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troubadours and village poets who for centuries have composed
songs and ballads in every village of the region. and who in
addition to their own compositions have recorded traditional
songs and verse of years gone by.

The language of these bards

of tradition is surprisingly broad and riCh in content.

They

can express themselves much better than most people in the
villages.

In trying to put across a message in rhYme they study

and use forms of expression that the average individual seldom
uses,

Many present-day urbanized Spanish speakers find it

difficult to express themselves in standard Spanish and recur to
Anglicized expressions. that are neither Spanish nor English but
a bastardized form of communication used by those who have lost
touch with the language of the people.

There are many today who

advocate that the atrocities which are currently used in the name
of Spanish be taught and cultivated. under the impression that
this is the language of the people.

The real Spanish-speaking

folk whom they are trying to emulate have always had a very respectable command of Spanish.

The deteriorated forms of eXpres-

sion one hears today are for the most part arbitrary neologisms
or Anglicized forms that would make their own ancestors turn
over in their grave.
The Spanish language has had a different development in each
of the principal regions that comprise the Southwestc New Mexico.
Californi~nd

the Texas-Mexican border.

New Mexico was the

first province to be settled and was therefore the most isolated
- 46-

from the very beginning.

The region north of Albuquerque, which

was where most of the original colonials settled, was far from
the cultural centers of New Spain, as well as from those of
Mexico after independence.

The only contact the New Mexicans

had with people to the south was during the annual Chihuahua
fairs and through trading caravans over El Camino Real known today
as Interstate 25.

This isolation covering two and one half cen-

turies gave the language of this northern region a distinctive
character different from that of the other two regions.

Language

learning, like other skills in the country, depended to a large
extent on oral transmission with the resultant dislocations and
mutations to be expected in an isolated region without the modernizing standards of a written literature.

In addition to the obso-

lescent words of seventeenth century vintage, there developed in
northern New Mexico an intonation not found elsewhere and a pronunciation which is readily recognizable as a distinguishing
characteristic of the northern New Mexican colonial.

There are

in current usage a number of expressions and words which have
fallen into disuse in most sectors of the urban Hispanic world.
These outmoded forms provide the linguist with interesting cases
for study, but they also curtail the use of more current Spanish.
The use of such historical forms as

~,

truie, ansI, mesmo,

dende, agora, and a host of other archaic words does not mean
that the New Mexicans are speaking incorrect Spanish.
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It was the

language used in the Spanish world when the province was
settled at the end of the sixteenth century.

It simply means

that part of the language these people speak is outmoded.
The relaxed pronunciation in northern New Mexico tends to
pass over some of the sounds from off-glide to on-glide without
the tension necessary to give ph,oneme6 their full value.

As a

"

result there are a number of intervocalic and final consonants
whioh are dropped or elided. and "fits and "6"S are turned into
"3"s.

Fuiste becomes

~uites

and

~

is pronounced caja.

The introduction of the English language in the Southwest
affected spoken Spanish in all regions in much the same manner
but with different degrees of intensity.

-

In the northern villages

of New Mexico, no immediate changes became apparent at first beoause the few Anglo-Amerioans who settled in this region learned
Spanish and used their own language principally for official purposes.

The central part of the state, where industry and trade

centers were established with the coming of the railroad. had a
larger influx of Anglo-Americans.

The language lines were soon

divided when the modern cities like Albuquerque and Las Vegas
grew up near the railroad and the original settlement remained
apart and separate about a half mile away. known soon after as
"Old Town."

This division was characteristic of many oities and

towns in the Southwest and refleoted the dichotomy of the two
languages"

English was the language used in business transactions

on a larger

scale~

the official language of administrative and
-~-

"

r

legal matters and the language used
The Spanish

langu~ge

e~clusively

in industry.

gradually became the language o.f the hearth1'

used in familial situations that did not include the cultural
growth of the community.

.....-;
But exposure to English forms of exllllo-

pression, however, expanded the language communication of the
Hispano~who

found it more effective to translate literally the

new

from English into a Spanish that was structured on

concep~s

English syntax.

This gave rise to such forms as hacer au mente

pat arriba. for "to make up your mind,"
used for "having a good time,"

d~melo

Tener buen tiempo was

pat atras for "give it back

to me." etc.~.These expressions. so widely used in northern
and central New Mexico especially, are hardly conducive to true
bilingualism and much less to the claim that the language of
Cervantes is being spoken.
The influence of English on the Spanish of the borderlands
was inevitable after 1848 because all official and business transactions were carried on in the national language.
mutual influence in many cases.

But it was a

The taking over of the cattle in-

dustry included the language of the vaquero from the very beginning,

S!
Such words as lariat, lasso, horse wrangler. remuda. hac"'t"ore.
corral. mustang and buckaroo were not far removed from the original Spanish of la reata, la~~ caballerango. remuda. jaquima.
corral, mesteno and vaquero.

This phase of western English has

been studied for a number of years and continues to interest
those who first come upon it.

....
It Dr. Harold W. Bentley made a
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significant collection about forty years ago of what he called
"Spanish terms in English with particular attention to the
Spanish

southwest.~rTJ1e constant traffic of Mexicans and

Americans of Mexican descent along the border has served to keep
the Spanish language, including regional Mexicanisms, current
and alive in this part of the Southwest as already stated.

The

full meaning of expression available in Spanish from neighboring
Mexico has also helped to maintain a fluency in the' language
which in the isolated north was difficult to attain.

Full communi-

cation developed along the borderlands with a minimum of Hispanized English until recently.

There are great numbers of the

population who are fluent in both languages and who are truly
bilingual because they are bicultural.

This is a normal conse-

quence of people who grow up in a natural human laboratory where
both cultures can be lived and where,
lish and Spanish are used socially.

j~n

this case, both Eng-

J1GG~the

border cities,

there are Anglo-Americans who know the Spanish language better
than many Mexicans and conversely, there' are also Hispanos and
Americans of Mexican descent who have a better command of English,
both written and spoken, than a large number of Anglo-Americans.
There are actually three groups among the Hispanos of the borderlands from California to southern Texas! those who have cultivated
English and are more at home in this language, those who prefer
Spanish and know it well, along with a working knOWledge of
English, and the more fortunate ones who have become bilingual
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for practical reasons.

Many professionals of both cultures have
f

found it greatly advantageous to be bilingual.
versities in this borderland have helped to

Some of the uni-

~rther

the cross-

cultural flow by undertaking programs in depth through their
Centers of Latin American Studies.

The Mexican universities too

became aware of this interest half a century ago and began offering summer courses for Anglo-American students.

From these early

efforts the field has grown to such proportions that Mexican universities along the bordering states, as well as the better
known ones in the interior, have developed extended programs by
f"i

.

adding bitcultural Anglo-Americans to their faculties, and many
American """""
universities, wishing to take advantage of the cultural
climate of a Spanish-speaking country, hold summer sessions of
their own allover the neighboring republic.

The last step of

this mutual program has resulted in an American university in
Puebla called the University of the Americas and an extension
of the National University of Mexico in San Antonio.

Texans say

that the southernmost city of their state is Monterrey, and Mexicans insist that their northernmost city is San Antonio.
In California many Of the original settlers, partiCUlarly
the more prominent rancheros, became assimilated through intermarriage with the incoming Anglo-American traders and sea captains who retired

on the west coast. The larger part of their

descendants eventually became English speakers.

The Spanish-

Mexican period in California was comparatively short compared

.-4$-

with the settlement of New Mexico whioh took plaoe at the end
of the sixteenth century almost two oenturies earlier.

Linguis-

tically, this is why there are no archaisms in the language of
the ¢alifornios and the later Californians I exoept those brought
in by individuals ooming from regions Where these language forms
developed from an earlier vintage of

~panish.
,

\

tions between the original settlers

an~

the southern part of the state gave

ri~~

The olose rela-

the Anglo-Americans in
to language mixtures

which Mexicans have always referred to as poohismos.

In the

years that followed the American ocoupation, the nickname pooho
was applied to any person who used an Anglicized version of
Spanish, or expressions that were not striotly of Spanish provenience.

Some mildly critiCal quatrains, tempered with Span-

ish wit sang the failings of the

Cal~fornian

poohos and chided

them for their deoulturation.
Los pochos de California
No saben comer tortilla
Forgue solo en la mesa
Slrven pan oon manteguilla
The influx of Mexicans
has created
sively used.

~arrio§

The poohosof California
Can ',t even eat tortillas
For at mealtime on the table
All they serve'is bread and
butter

~he state. ov~r the past fifty years

where the Spanish language is almost exolu-

But as the children enroll in the pUblic schools

where English is taught. Anglicization begins to take place.
Unlike the Texas-Mexican border, California does not have goodsized

cities,~djo1ningeachother

along the border Where people

can freely come and go, ,as a consequence there isn't the
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carry-over that occurs in cities like El Paso
or Laredo.

~~

Both San Diego and Los Angeles require a definite

trip of many miles in order to reach the Mexican border.
language situation is comparable to the one\ in

The

Texa~everthe

less, but with a proportionately smaller number of individuals
who speak Spanish exclusively.

.-

For one thing, the opportunities

to work and mix socially in California are considerably better
than they are in Texas, and the cultural climate is more conducive to acculturation.

In Texas?,-with the exception of El Paso

and to some extent Laredo, the cultural lines are more strictly
drawn.
The one region of the Southwest which probably developed
~the most complete and a:i:ffl-=wme.
colorful Spanish was El Paso

Valley, extending north to the village of Dona Ana in southern

-

New Mexico.

Reing at the crossroads of trade routes, it was

.

never sufficiently isolated to preserve exclusive linguistic
forms that eventually would become archaisms.

It did preserve,

however, a very rich agriCUltural vocabulary that was not totally
current in other parts of the Southwest.

Some of this vocabulary

was composed of old expressions which disappeared only when
modern methods of agriCUlture were introduced.

A study of the

Spanish language used up to the early _thirties reflects the life
tbat these people led in the country.

The urban Hispano with

constant contact with Mexico across the border spoke for the most
part the language of nortthern Mexico.

Naturally. as the Spanish-

speaking population learned English in school and worked in
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industries established by Anglo-Americans, they found it easier
to Hispanize some of the concepts that did not come readily in
Spanish. but hardly to the same extent that they did so in the
north.

The diversified agricultur;¥

~'8

of the valley.

ranging from fruits, vineyards. cereals. cotton)and< vegetables
in addition to cattle, sheep. hogs, and horse-breeding needed a
functional language to use in such broad and varied activities.
Since agriculture could only be carried on through irrigation, the first residents of the valley had to build a network
of ditches based on the guidelines given by the Spanish crown
whenever land was parcelled out to settlers.

There was the

aceguia madre or mother ditch that took water from the river and
distributed it throughout the valley farmlands by a network of
smaller contra

aceguias~

This called for a number of activities,

and also necessitated a person to administer the distribution of
water.

The man in charge of this was called alcalde in the

south and mayordomo in the north, later replaced by the less
picturesque name of "ditch boss."
known as zanjero.

In Arizona this official was

In El Paso Valley. the Alcalde

d~gya title

for the supervisor of an aceguia was used as a carry-over from
Spanish colonial days, as was the name mayordomo in the north.
The Anglo-Americans also perpetuated this title by using the
English equivalent of "majordomo" which was close enough to the
Spanish word from which it originated.
they followed the southern

But in the case of acequia

mountainee~s

tendency to use the

'\,

-

duonominal combination of "aceguia-ditch" or "ceguia-ditch" much
as the mountaineers would say "man-child ll and "rifle-gun."
The preparation of the land for planting had a varied
vocabulary in El. Paso
barbecho.

Valle~where

winter plowing was called

In the spring the land was molded into melgas or tablas

for planting alfalfa and wheat, surcos and camellones for chile
and sweet potatoes.

The plow opened a besana in order to raise.

bordos
to hold the water.
.,

After planting, they cultivated the

plants by hoeing or escarda, and if the soil had to be dug deeper,
it was called traspalar, for which they used an azadon rather than
the lighter cavador used for surface hoeing.

In the fall, far-

mers who had been working on la labor, which originally meant 177
acres of farmland, gathered the hay and stacked it in an harcina
for the winter, or if there was a shed, the hay was placed in a
tejavln.

Perishables such as fruits and vegetables which the

families wanted to keep for the winter were placed in an alm'rcig~
dug partly into the ground. .
Those who had vineyards of Spanish moscatel cured some of
the grapes into pasas which travellers like Gregg and others
praised so highly and which California has continued to prepare
as a specialty for sale in delicatessens.

With the juice of the

grape, after making wine, they made a sort of jam called arrope
to be eaten with gueso anejo, the aged cheese of the valley.
Asaderos, an instant type of cooked cheese in the shape of !grtillas was a favorite for preparing chile con queso, a dish

which has become well known today and, incidentally, served
at the inauguration of the late President Johnson in Washington
not too long ago.

From the whey or suero that was left after

making cheese, the rancheros made a sort of oottage oheese called
regueson, a dish that in Spain is oonsidered a delicaoy.

They

never used the first milk of a oow-eome-fresh beoause they believed that the oalostros were not fit for human oonsumption,
but after the calf had "brought down the milk," the strippings,
called leche de apoyo, was oonsidered the richest.
When the oolonials in the Valley raised hogs. oalled pueroos,
but marranos or oochinos in the north, they oonfined them in
chigueros or troohiles unless the farmers were the kind that did
things al trochemoohe, carelessly, and let them fend for themselves.

In the fall when the pigs were slaughtered, instead of

making ham or baoon like their Anglo-Amerioan oounterparts from
Virginia and Missouri, they preserved the ribs for future use in .
a sauoe called adobo and the rest was turned into salchiohas,
chorizo and moroilla as they do in Mexico and Spain today.

From

the fat lonjas they rendered lard and made the usual chicharrones,
or ohioharrones de vieja when made from the rind,

t~e

same

crackling that is sold today in plastio bags at supermarkets and
filling stations.
This

i~dustrious

valley where so much history has been made

had occasion to use more of the Spanish language of colonial days
beoause of its diversified industry, cattle raising, and constant
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trade converging from all directions.

In trading and selling

. they needed to measure their products or weigh them when they
were sold by weight.

So the almud, that ancient measure for dry

cereals and grains used in northern Spain, was regularly employed
until the turn of the century.

Some of these quaint measuring

box~s varying from one half to a full gallon, were still around

in some of the old ranchos of the Valley during the early days
of the current century.

For larger quantities there was the

arroba, four of which made a guintal, or approximately a hundred
weight, and a fanega which amounted to a bushel and a

half.~

Length and height had a non-verbal system consisting of a number
of signs made with hand and arm.

It was considered an insult to

refer to the height of a boy, for example, by stretching the arm
palm down to indicate how tall he was.
sayl}'\'Heus not a horse or a cow."

The inSUlted party would

The proper way to indicate the

height of a boy was to hold up index finger and thumb outstretched
with the index pointing up.

An outstretched arm with hand palm

down was used for an animal higher than a man's waist and the
same arm with hand held vertically, to indicate the height of an
animal no higher than the waist, such as a dog or a pig.
Before standards of measurement were established, the folk
used the traditionally accepted system understood by all. and
served well enough considering that there was no particular need
for the precision of modern technology.

Since they could not

carry around measuring instruments, they used parts of the body
-5/-

to indicate length.

The shortest measurement was the inch, indi-

cated by the first joint of the thumb, pu1gada, derived from the
name for thumb, pU1gar.

The next length was jeme, the distance

between index finger and thumb outstretched, and like the old
English equivalent, the Spanish colonials also used the span
called cuarta or pa1mo.

The unopened hand and the individual

fingers were occasionally used in measuring liquids in a receptacle as in English.

The next measurement was

a~,

the dis-

tance between the tip of the middle finger and the elbow, and
lastly the

vara~easuring

tip of the fingers.

from the center of the chest to the

There are other traditional wa:ys of measur-

ing length as in the case of mothers who went to market to buy a
\

pair of trousers for a boy.

They would ask him to hold the

trouser legs outstretched across his chest, assuming that the
length across the chest and arms was equivalent to the length of
his legs.

The same device was used in measuring the length of

the saddle stirrup, by holding the stirrup under the armpit and
,touching the saddle with the finger tips, as any horseman knows
toda:y.

In measuring land grants l1 they were not so exact; they

calculated distances by so many cigarettes or a da:y's journey
from sun-up to sundown, but when an official grant was made it
was expressed in sitlos, 1abores and haciendas, the latter consisting of five sitios or five square leagues.
Other interesting archaisms known around E1 Paso Valley,
and not current usually in the northern part of New Mexico,
- S't2.,.-
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were words referring to everyday living.

When speaking about

a contemporary of the same age, a person in the Valley would say.
"You and I are from the same camada," a term that originally
meant from the same litter.
cotones

They wore cotton shirts called
--in the summertime for practical reasons; they were cool,

had no buttons and fitted loosely like a slip-over sweater.

The

name derives from the cota de malla or coat of mail used by
soldiers in colonial days.

When these shirts were made of home-

spun. they were called coton de jerga.

In Spain. the name jubon

was generally adopted for this shirt, but in the Southwest the
older name was preserved.

Many old Spanish words had their

origin in colonial military dress. capacete. is a good example.
Originally it was the Spanish helmet worn by the army comparable
to the morion.

In the Sciuthwest, and particularly in El Paso

Valley, it was a covering, not for the head, but a shade for
the front seat of a wagon or a buggy.

Covered wagons were called

carros encamisados, that is, wagons with a shirt.

In addition to

the old words, current since colonial days, the El Paso region
also adopted linguistic forms with which they came in contact
over El Camino Real.

This oontact with language currently in use

has continued to the present day, giVing the people of this region
\

along the Mexican border a much broader and up-to-date Spanish
vocabulary than those who led a simpler and relatively isolated

~ life in the north. lIt is interesting to note that this same

region gave rise to the much misunderstood urban argot called
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pachuco, a sort of dialectical Spanish derived arbitrarily from
a combination of old Spanish words, Anglicisms, and specially
created neologisms understood at the time of their inception by
young people, particularly newsboys, Western Union delivery boys1'
and those who worked at ice cream parlors and candy stores
which had bicycle deliveries.

At first, it was understood and

used extensively in El Paso and nowhere else, but eventually it
spread further north and particularly to California.

Many origi-

nal expressions of El Paso argot have become obsolete and have
been replaced by a more modern dialect called hChuco today.
I

If

someone wished to call attention to a good looking girl going by,
the girl-watcher would say to his

bUddy~"~chale

agua. mano:"

which literally meant, 9'Throw water on her brother:"

If attention

was being called to something before it passed out

the field

of vision, the call was "Licalo, licalo:"

~f

Going out on the town,

so to speak, was expressed by "dar verde," a different color for
"painting the town red,"

If a baseball player pulled a grand-

stand play by catching a fly ball with one hand, he was said to
be giving chantUl!.

When a boy was looking for work, he wanted

jale, but if the work was heavy it was called camello.

When an

El Paso young man was hungry he used to say he had jaspia, a
condition he easily remedied by going home to his chante to
martillar with his father to whom he respectfully referred to
as jefe.

After dinner, consisting of maromeros. the tasty pinto

bean, he was ready to caldear with his huisa. and the girl he
made love to did not object to being called by this strange
-.5"4-

appellation, but if she did, she would tell him, "Pinta:- and
that meant to "take off."

These and scores of other similar

expressions current before World War I were so unfamiliar to .
\\.

people in other parts of the Hispanic world that El Pasoans who
were members of the clan delighted in speaking their amusing
argot in the presence of outsiders in order to confuse and impress
them.

While this

~erga

callejera was originally contrived as a

.

=

dialect for the street "Four hundred," it eventually spread all
over the Southwest from California to Colorado and southern Texas
where.it expanded with numerous borrowings of English slang
associated very often with questionable elements of Hispanic
\

society.

The region where this argot did not gain much acceptance

was the northern mountain villages of New

Mexico~hose

culture

was more pastoral than urban.
·Cultured individuals found the slang amusing and used a few
expressions now and then when speaking to close friends.

A

medical doctor showing his new car to a friend would say in jest.
"tchele agua a mi nueva catalanga," "Throw water on my new chariot."
To which the other interlocutor, if he was "hep," would answer in
like currency by saying. "Tres piedras, cuate, y un ladrillo
adrenical:," meaning that he approved highly, although he actually
said. "Three rocks, my twin, and a brick to boot:"

Later, this

street jargon called Pachuco assumed social implications and for

*-'
t'hile
was associated with the dubious elements of Hispanic
society in the Southwest.

In many sectors of Texas and California

- SS"-

it was considered for some time the language of the marijuana
smokers, the gpifos, or los del tres, so called because they inhaled the smoke in three gulps.

The name faChuco is applied ~oth

to the speakers and to the dialect because the two go hand-inA'
hand, but it should not be assumed that those who are familiar
with this dialect are also members of
this term.

~he

group designated by

Like any artificial form of expression, this widely

pUblicized speech lacks originality and has lost much of its
former picturesqueness.

It ascribes arbitrary meanings to words
~,t

$'

already known in Spanish lexicon; sometimes tcay stumbl~upon
archaic words unknowingly as in the case of calcos, from the
Latin

Calce:~

:z

~ shoes.

~d;

but When

"iMy

v

.

refe":) to the same article

as boris, it beQomes an arbitrary invention which is made resF

•

_

~'."

pectable by calling it a neologism.
use figurative

wo~s

._

There is no attempt made to

or expressions that manifest a sense of

beautYl on the contrary, (aChUCO is somewhat depreciatory and
inelegant e

Oftentimes the Los Angeles zoot-suiters of World War

II have been compared with •hChucos. The former attain their
designation from their manner of dress and style of duck-tail
haircut.

The 1f"a.chucos originated as a linguistic group and hae"e
I

no distinctive dress style.
Folk speech, such as is heard among the mountaineers of New
Mexico and the country folk in Mexico is based on observation of
nature expressed in colorful figures of speech.

For example,

people who handle stock have learned that the way to hold a horse

- S-<t.-

with a rope is by leaning sideways on the hip, so they say
figuratively,

"~chele

cuadril:" which English-speaking folk

working with wagons would render by "Put your shoulder to the
The same Hispanic cowhand speaks of~being thrown over

wheel."
>\

•

•

the head when let down by someone, and expresses 2t by say2ng,
"Me ech5 por la cabeza."

The iachuco dialect, on the other
I

hand, being a product of an urban environment, revives a few
obsolescent words, makes up a number of Anglicisms and ascribes
arbitrary meanings to current Spanish words.

Students who have

researched the,iaChuco argot have assumed that all the vocabulary
used is original, but a simple reference to the dictionary of
the Spanish Academy or to a good Spanish-English one will reveal
that such words as chavalo, hacer ronda, garras, grenas, controlar,
chaveta and a number of others listed as Fachuco are standard
I

Spanish words.

There are attempts being made today to reinstate throughout
the Southwest the Spanish language among Americans of Mexican
descent, Hispanos of New Mexico, and
Chicano movement.

~

8:J!!'fi"Pg

the members of the

One of the problems faced by advocates of what

is termed "bilingualism" is the selection of the Spanish that
should be taught.

Some object to the literary Spanish that forms

the standard of Mexico, Latin

Americ~and Spain

on the grounds

that it is the academic language of the Spanish recognized by
the English ~tablishment. Others go so far as to insist that
the language be taught as ;Jfpeople speak it."

The onlY problem is

-$"'7 ~------------

¥

_v_ _

~,

.

,

.

_

~

-,

the selection of the people
guistie expression.
lan~J.age

wh:&m

to use as the standard for lin-

If the object is to preserve the Spanish

as an instrument of 'communication among the

rliexican~

Americans, Hlspanos, and Chica."'los, the use of a dialect
/'

plagu~ed

with·Anglicisms and syntactical forms derived from the English
language iioU'ld be counter-productive because it is partly molded
"'" on the very" language they are trying to avoid.
Some Chicano activists advocate the use of what they call
"Chicano Spanish" and insist that this is the language that
should be taught to them in the public schools because it has
morere~evance to

their culture.

This would be a practical con-

sideration if the Chicano adherents did not have to communicate
with the rest of the world in which they live, if in reality they
had a culture

c,f

their own. In the Hispanic world. the deteriorated

dialect they propose 1s not acceptable:and
since they are
.
_./

no~

self-

sufficient. they must use a language that is understandable and

,-

acceptable to both the Spanish-speaking and English-speaking
world.

Moreover. the number of Spanish speakers who accept the

name Chicano as the label by
- "'
indeed small.

~hichthey

should be identified is

A recent survey made by the University of 'l'exas

Center for Communication Research revealed that 4J percent of the
persons interviewed in Texas. Arizona:and California during research for Teletemas, a national program. to create cultural and
entertainment television programming for Mexican-Americans. preferred the "term ;rlexicanos, whi1e only six percent chose Chicanos.
'--'-'~"'-.'_.-

- S"J1 -

--------------~~~----------_.....:.....-

This indicates that the Mexicanos_ who speak the Spanish spoken
;c_ _

,_~,

",_

.-

throughout the Hispa.1"lic world prefer to stay within the culture
that gave birth to the Spanish language.

Mexico has produced a

literature that is recognized throughout the world. and the present
advances in all fields of Mexican economy. industry. and education
-'

',.~

have found their language adequate for world communication.
Chicanosr;whoare an infinitesimal number in the Hispanic

The

worl~;,

would isolate themselves completely if they adopted the dialect
they choose in their attempts to create a Chicano literature.
,.

The.Spanish language of the Southwest has avery long history. a
history that dates back to l\1exico and Spain.

A fluent command

of Spanish today is what Hispanic students in the Southwest are
,,
striving for and not a dialectical .expression made up of Angl~ciams and perverted Spanish idiom.

This is probably the reason

why an
overwhelming majority prefer the term'Mexicano~
with a
,'0'
'---.....
~.-

sprinkling of "Mexican-American.

II

~

"Latin-American." and even

-:lexano.The Southwest will ideally continue to use Spanish and English
for cultural and historical reasons.

The problem arises when we

try to keep both at an equal level of performance.

Bilingualism.

however. is another long story.
Those who insist that the few archaisms of sixteenth 'century
vintage be preserved do not take into account What all students
of history and language know. namely. that a language is a mirror
of civilization and culture.

A verb-form that became obsolescent

- 5'7-

a hundred years ago does not reflect the society of a modern Spanish speaker.

In order to be consistent. those who advocate the use

of archaic speech should ride a horse instead of a cart and dispense
'with a1J. modern home conveniences.
There is a third group of Spanish language advocates who use
English and Spanish simultaneously on the assumption that this is

-

,

, the way the language is actually spoken today.

It., is not bilingual-

ism, strictly speaking, because neither of the two languages appears
.;1n its entirety.
writing verse.

It is a sort of mixture used particularly:for
Four-letter words in English appear with their Span-

ish counterparts as part of the freedom of expression which versifiers
feel should be used bilingually.

The resulting effect from this com-

bination is not a happy one because of the different manner in which
i

scatological language is used in Spanish.

There is a hoary tradition
.
in this form of composition found in the unblowderized
versions' of
fe.
j

the Middle Ages, especially among the poets of th.e literary court of
Don Juan II.

This tradition has continued unbroken throughout Latin

America.Picardia Mexicana~~publishedby the ~exican contemporary
scholar A. Jim~nez is a collection of all types of scatological verse
designed to be witty and entertaining but with no thought of being
.

\.:;/

poetic.

The picaresque

l~peros~andthe ~elados

runners of the modern

langua~e

of

of Spain was also cultivated by the

Mexico'~ho

~chucos.

may be considered the fore-

Even the traditional bards of the

Southwest use the picardia very effectively in some compositions
written in a lighter vein.
In the midst of these considerations, the)federal government
has been asked to underwrite a program of bilingual education for
-,"0 -

the Southwest as a means of preserJing the linguistic heritage of
the Spanish speakers.
a consensus

regardL~g

Advocates of bilingualism have not yet reached
the type of Spanish which should be cultivated.
\

~--~

It will be interesting to learn what criteria will be' eventually I...adopted to determine the nature of the Spanish language which is to
be taught if and when bilingual education becomes an accepted program.
In some cases, recommendations have already been implemented by active
advocates of bilingualism who are preparing matarials for classroom
use.

The San Diego Public Schools pUblish a

~n Marchai~under a

rr~azine

~

called Materiales

Title VII' grant which has attained a wide distri-

bution in a',period of a few months.

The content of the pUblication

is bilingual, although the Spanish contributions are too few, and the.
material isbiculturally oriented with the expressed purpose of

_.

being "both educational and entertaining. If

The Spanish used by

contributors is that of an- educated native spea.ker· with no attempt
made to use the dialectal speech advocated by other groups.

The

same is true of Bilingual Educa-tional service~& pUblished in South
\, /~"

Pasadena~""

This is a catalogue of films, film strips ~'Snd a variety

of audio-visual aids taken directly from

Spanish~speaking

and consequently prepared in the current Spanish used

countries

universally~

In an extensive workshop conducted at San Jose State for the

pre~a

ration of materials recommended for bilingual education. the
;6irector, Dr. Feliciano Rivera, obtained a good deal of material
from the Ministry of Education in Mexico City.

Again. the language

was the current speeCh of the Mexican republic.

In Berkeley there
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is a quarterly with an entirely different orientation in regard to
language and content.

El Grito, as this quarterly is called, is a

contentious publication which includes articles written in English
or in Spanish, except that there is no fixed standard for the language
used by the aut!lors.

All brands of language appear, from the litera-ry

lexicon to Pachuco and Chicano dialect.

For example, "Nuestra Circunstancia Lingttistica" by Rosaura Sanchez 9 is not only a good study
~:

of southwestern Spanish phonology and morphology but also a good
example of contemporary, academic

,~_1. . .

style~'"

The policy of the magazine

is quite liberal, and since it is not intended as pedagogical material
for use in the ,classroom, contributing authors are allowed to use
their own choice of Spanish•.'The wide variety of efforts to further
the use of the Spanish language in pUblic education will eventually
,
;

determine the choice of Spanish which will be taught when a fOrmal
program is implemented.

The interest manife.sted in the preservation

of the original language of the Southwesterners, whether Hispanos,
~

Mexican-Americans~r

,

/

members of the Chicano movement, should produce

something interesting and valuable •. It is too early yet to appraise
the results of these efforts, but in another decade or two there
should be results of measurable magnitUde, providing that the choice
of what to teach and speak is allowed to develop freely and unhindered
by contentious political considerations.

Hopefully, this concern and

. renewed interest in the Spa.."lish language and culture should eventuate
in its restitution to a practical and effective level throughout the

Southwest.
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The words harcina, te,iavan, and almarcigo are characteristic of
the changes made by the folk in the Southwest. The current
Spanish is hacina. a 1 macigo and tejavana. The first two
words have added the trilled r t a reinforcement kn.own as
epenthesis. and tejavan is shortened by the relaxed pronunciation of the final g which eventually disappeared.

r

When the merchants weighed the produc e of El Paso Valley they
used romanas. basculas. pesas or balanzas. The medieval
romana. probably of Roman origin as the name indicates, was
replaced by a newer model consisting of an encased spring
with a vertical dial and a hook that held the article being
weighed. When a container, carrier or receptacle was usi;!d
in weighing they adjusted the scale for the tara or "tar~.
The adjustment was called destarar.
;
II

Jimenez. A., Plcard{a Mexicana. Libra Mex Editores. M~xico. D.F ••
196 0 •..
Materiales en fJlarcha,ESEA Title VII. San Diego City Schools,
2950 National, Avenue. San Diego, California, 9211J.
Eilingual Educational Materials, 1508 Oxley St •• South Pasadena
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Rosaura Sanchez. "Nuestra Circunstancia Lingt1!stica.
Vol. VI, No.1. Fall 1972, pp. ~5-72.
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On Chicano History:
len

Memoriam

~

George I. Sanchez

1906 -

1972

1,

1-

we do

j

our shadows live
Alurista

-

Given th&.nature of this encuentro, it may be that
many of my co-contributors responded somewhat as

I

did

when I first received Americo Paredes.':i/ invitation to
contribute to a volume dedicated to the memory of George
r. S€nchez.
tance.

It .did not take long for me to reply an accep-

And I further suspect that many

o~

us might have

done the same pretty much for the same reasons.

Although

not having known him' well personally--we were of different
generations and only met

t~ice--r

knew of him since the

mti>lilS9s'and followad his. w.ork over the years.

Entre noso·tros

i.n education" most everyone had heard of him and respected
him and his work, and so for thos.e of us joined in this volume

L

it 1.s, I am 'aure,

I

l

,
l

memo·ry.

'a distinct honor to write some words in 4is,

-

As r recall, one of S~nchez's most important achieve~
-::;/

mentsA"and this Should especially be taken to heart by Chicano
~'l

(

-~

youth; was his protes~'against so-called I.Q. :rests and the
i

placement of Chicano children in public school tracking systems>which he began as early as 1934.

""
professional

lif~0sanchez

Very early in his

began his battle against the public

schools for spoiling the learning capacities of our youth.
At t\ twenty-eight
'. he already recognized the impact of such losses
.
on our human,

cultural·~and

social status in this count.ry.

Over the years, as we all know, he continued his protest, and
he always impressed us with his quiet confidence and infectious
optimism.

;

I last saw him in July of 1971.

J

We met on a quiet and',

sunny summer day on the University of Texas campus in ,Austin
in his office, and

de~pite

his illness, the vigor of his

confidence in our chances as people remained as strong and
radiant as the I Sun outside..
Chicano

p~litics'and

We spoke a bit about the new

about the movement of the youth;

~

his words and gestures made it clear that his spirit still
marched right alongside them in their protest.

It also became

clear, in an understated kind of way, that he was fully aware
of some differences.

l

From'what I knew of him, and due to

that brief encounter which remains a unique experience in my
memories of the late

&Q,S'

and early

-6~-

-J,Q.Q.,

it is perhaps not

i,naceurate or
- llVe.n

~unfair ~.to

say that his life' s work, and perhap-s

IUs ~hopes " are being fUlfi lIed in the e.fforts and hopes

of that human practice which some of us know

the Chicano

~as

Movement.
We also share with him and with his generation a common
history and culture (wliich ultimately represent the genetic
pool of politics).

We.

know of course th.at on more than one

occasion he referred to our history as the history of a
"forgotten peoplefl--that was then the cry to make in the
wilderness.

However we

ot

the g.eneration of

.=.!.

sesenta,

because of our diffe~ent generational experience in this

country, have chosen to call it instead Chicano ~istory.
!

Our respective' views. on history notwithstanding'it still
seems to me that these

pr~positions

on the value and meaning

of Ch~cano HLstory are in harmony with our remembrance of
~

life and work.

I.

It is well to remember that ttta~ Chicano !History which
is increasingly talked about today in educational and politLeal circles first appeared

a~

a cateqory of history in the

colleges and universities of California in the1ll'~s.
-/

.. ',';'"

--'''',

Those

of us who then used the c~egQ*ymight not have taefi had a

ct~ar idea of just what we meant by it, hut we did know
what it did not mean.

It did not mean to

uS/~nd

our

resistance to this part of our past was unquestionabla,
,. that
,so-called history which begLns with a few chapters "about
and then concludes with a few chapters about Mexican-

~exLco/"

-,

Americans in San Antonio and Los Angeles and raps about discximination and police brutality.

Neither did we mean those

,histQries tnat invoke populist r~etoric about Pancho ,Villa
"

and Zapata, or ,those that picture us as wayward sons and
da,ughters of Mexican culture ,and history.
~osotros

know;

de aca de

no somas,

est~~do."

c~~~_~ice

1a

For as we all

canci6~,

__

"mexieanos
.
....,--"-

That is not the kind of history

~

we had in mind, though at the time about the only thing

,---

~

we c0\11d sayan Chicano 'history was that what we had

in mind was knowledge of that unique and distinctive

con~
~

7'

crete social process whi.ch had shaped us as a people "..:.~t

~~~~~~ taken, place

at a certain time and in a certain place.
__ f

Our earliest discussions on Chicano history,,,"which, took
place among Chicano youth

~nd

which were truly extraordinary

in range and depth, 'happened duxing the very acti.ve years
pf the Chicano Movement of the late'60s •.
We talked of la cuesti.on chicana endlessly it seems,
and continually thought of it and in time started to dream
abou~

it, sometimes as haunting nightmares that confused

-67-

us

And we also discussed it at conferences,

t~rribly.

meetings, and caucuseS7 one weekend at Davis, another at
Riverside, next at Los Angeles, then on to San Diego, Fresno,
San Bernardino etcetera, on through the years starting in
1968.,

~ in the years that followed,

e,¥.e-lf'~:Y we lived

through a thousand crises in our practice of a chicano
~

consciou.sness, and after every crisis we. asked ourselves in
intense frustration,;;,
us? to me?"
$

"Why do ,these things keep happeninq to

But we kept on moving, going forward, and that

is how we started becoming aware of our contradictions, at
,the pers'Onal and at the social level, and how we began to
look toward Chicano history as: a source of knowledge about
our existential situation.
If we, look back,

---"'~

~a~~±S

those of us who lived those

moments (and there were many of us), it seems rather clear
that the

m~in

energy behind the idea of ,Chicano history

came from a deeplYffelt need by our people for self-

0"

knowledge~,for
J

"personal

and social knowledge about our social

t.

and sexual past in this country since at least the middle of
the nineteenth century.

And alQ.ng· the: way/' of piercing that

initially veiled and dreamy encounter with our pa.st~,we arrived
",
at the category o£ Ch~can~ a~ culturally, historically, and
,~

-

psychologically illuminating.

Chicanismo simply came to

mean asserting our very own distinctive and unique natures

~-'and.characters

as a people.

As! fue como descubrimos que

no iramos simpiemente pochos and certainly we were not
Americans in any sense of the word that would have civil
and economic validity.

It seems qUite clear that there

existed a relationship between a sociallYfexpressed need
to know oneself--which was the heart of the Chicano Movement-and the creative explosion of hundreds of literary works and
newspapers; of the flowering of a militant poetry ringing
with assertive cantos as in Corky's
~.

-'

Joaqutn~and

the soul-

searing versos' of Alurista; of the renaissance in mural arts
in San Antonio, Fresno, or Oakland; of the farmworkers' and
Valdez's teatro campesino; and of a social movement which
l

.

'produced a program of higher education called Chicano ;Studiks
,

.~.

and also 'Chicano history.
The novel spi.rit of Aztlan, of the myth of the eternal
return, is the. energy force that inspired one of the leading
statements of the Chicano Movement in California college
•

,Of,...,", ' .....

4

and university campuses, EI Plan

\:r,,'

'~"

.

de Santa Barbara, a co.llec='

tively executed plan of action (the result of a conference
originally proposed by Ren~ N~nez), brought together, among
others, by Armando Valdez, Juan G6mez-Quinones' and Fer.nando
de Necochea.
e~pressed

There in El Plan we find in its first sentence

----

the spirit of the times in the words:

"For all

people, as with individuals, the time comes when they must

L

reckon w-ith their history."

We can go so far as to say that

the Chicano Movement on the coll.eges and universities of
California

cre~tedthe

idea of Chicano history, and fragments

of the idea or its entirety could be heard wherever and
whenever Chicanos gathered on ·ther-,many campuses and,.towns
/i)

of California as far north as Davis in the late .60s.
It thus seems safe to say that Chicano history emerged
as a product of the'Chicano Movement because of our people's
social and psychic need to gain self-knowledge.

There were

also other attributes which inspired Chicano history, such
as that parallel to our need for self-knowledge we also
gradually recognized\that we were'the social and cultural
product of a racial and cultural mestizaje which had attained
such a degree of deranged assimilation, that i t had produced
a monstrous distortion of our true past.

Se If.-conscious ly

we thus setout to identify and reconcile ourselves with our

true past, which meant a positive identification with our
indigenous forebears.
And that is the feeling which eventually engendered the
/

rebirth of the ~yth of Aztlan, which prefigures the return
j

of a cycle of time out of our past that is slowly emerging
from the texture of our memories.
Yet the attributes of ,the Chicano Movement and of Chicano
h~story

did not always appear so arcane, and so we also

,:&"":
~

conceived of ourselves Ln the rational sense of social class.
That is why from the start Chicano history especially focused
on workers in the fields or Ln the urban colonias "~/ That
too reflected the reality of the Movement, for its social
impetus essentially came from maturing workers and middle
classes increasingly conscious of their political rightsJ
and, more

importa~tly,

of new skills in exercising them.

The fact that the farmworkers of California, the lumpenproletariat of northern New Mexico, or the urban youth of
Colorado and California/ were initially among the most strident
voices expressing the"new mood of the

-6-Qs,..

is implicit and

explicit to the writing, so far, of a Chicano history that
has stressed problems such as the composition of the Chicano
labor force, a variety'of strikes in key industries, and the
mobilization of several kinds of workers' organizations.
In sum, though there may not be complete agreement on
this point o£ that, Chicano history, perhaps many 'of us woulu
agree, shared from the start the fundamental attributes of.
the Chicano and Chicana Movement itself (Which was the move~
ment of Chicanos a.nd Chicanas on the colleges and univ-ersities
starting in the late' ~): a passion' for self-awareness, for
pursuing our own unique consciousness, and a deeply-felt need
to know about the shaping influence of race and class on
human society and on individual character and personality

-7/"

as well as on culture.
Looking back over the last few years it seems clear that

-'

those were the problems that Chicano history initially set
out to explain, and due to our most recent experiences we
have begun to understand a few more, but before going any
further along these lines we should now turn to a discussion
of the nature of the past itself.

II.

Before passing on to the actual datum of Chicano his:
,,",

tory there are two questions, interfrelated
and inter.,i.dependent,
,
,~

-",

\

that must be taken into account, the first being the question
of the relationship between ,Chicano history and culture and
the history and culture' of Mexico'_
implies is an even larger

on~er

What that quesJ:;ion actually
the vital question off

wheth,er we are" or are not,' a u.nique and distinctive people'
in history.

Most of us probably agree, or so it

wo~ld

seem,

that these two questions figure among the most strategic
problems dealing with our particular

,-

ex~stential

situation

as a distinct people.
Ultimately what is the fundamental problem of Chicano
historYI but that of explaining the historical becoming of
">

our distinctive and unique being, or existence:

-7~-

Only through

,~_,

· . Chi.cano history can we truly answer the questi.on of whether
~we

are or are not ourselves; or whether we are simply the

other {either the other from Mexico, or the other from the
United States.l_
Perhaps such a manner of looking at ourselves will
appear to some as an enli.ghtened way for us to start dealing
with our vital statistics as citizens of the United States.
Who are we?

Are we simply mexicanos who speak

English~

"

and

who have forgotten our Mexican ways?
If.we truly mean to explore Chicano history, then it
seems to me that. thes.e are the kinds of questions that
',,,'

we must confront.

And we are starting out by saying, then,

that if we speak of Chicano history i t is because we sense
emougl'L of its nature as to sugges.t its distinctiveness; a
dist:inctivenessthat derives fr·om the unique experience of
our forebears, beginning in the middle of the nineteenth;
cent~ry

when we first appear as a unique community due

to a' fundamental conflic.t between the expanding capitalis.m of
the United States and the weak neocolonial social structures
of a Mex:ico beset by profound inner

contradic~tions.

Since

those difficult times the major conditioner of our becoming
an increasi.ngly distinctive popu1ation has been the relative
power relat:ions between Mexico and the United states.

All

of the fundamental facts of life behind our vital statistics
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~',

have been affected by that bi;lsi.,c relationship;
Seen in this light::,'obviouslY\,Chicanohistory is. not
•

r

.,/

:/

~

simply an e.xtension 'Of Me:l:tican history/ but potentially anautonomous va:r,iant •..And I am not sayi:ng simply that we are
a unique people in 'history because of our peculia.r historical
~~periences which have produce~ a uni~ue culture, but also

because perhaps our

historic~l

from those of Mexico.

aspirations may be different

Asserting our distinctiveness should

not however be construed as a denial of our origins in the
culture and civilization of ancien.t and mO.dern Mexic9., for
it mainly means that the historical origins mos·t immediate
to us, not only in time but also{n space. are those exper=
iences accumulated-since the' late sixteenthfcentury in the

la~~s-called el
;\

-

norte, or the Spanish borderlands, or the

American southwest, or by some of us, Aztlan.
true culture

,~,

That is our

for in those lands appeared some of the

most ,important distinctions between Mexican .society and
culture, and what in time will become known as Chicano society
and culture.
Actually any proper discussion of our hypothes!s should
start with the sixteenth+century.
,

To do so we need but

turn to George Sanchez' s classic, Forgotten People, fi.rst
published in 1940.

"Fruits of Conquest,· his first chapter,

resounded with the somewhat bothersome noises "of trumpets"

74-

and the ,blinding "glistening of armor," but nevertheless it
included a good general description of the founding of New
Mexican

soc~ety.

It tells a marvelous story of the origins

of the New Mexican as the

,

-'

unfold~

of a new mestizo culture,

part sixteenth-century Spai-n and part "pueblo .•• Navajo ..•
Mexic~n

Indian." Just as a new blood appeared in New Mexico,

so did a new hybrid culture, both the product of the mixing
of blood and culture of , Spaniard and native of the place
./i

Cor brought there from Mexico)--in effect a mineral synthesis
of race, culture and environment.

According to Sanchez,

such early efforts soon produced a "simple agrarian economy,"
~

·~54~. ~

which in 'turn supported a unique pastoral culture and society
-characterized by forms of "communalism."

Gradually social
<

,

~

I

I

stratification also occurred, indeed i t came with the original
,
settlers.

By and large a healthy patrimonialism reigned

i'

occasionally highlighted by the celebration of "saints' days,
marriages, christenings, and baptisms."

hap~

Most of this

pened in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in New

...

Mexico, and in the 1700s a similar society and culture
,

<-

','

flowered in California and Texas.
of

course~existed

Some important differences

between the society and culture which

Sanchez described and, say, California--for example, the
independence of Mexico deeply affected the economy of
California but left New Mexico virtually untouched.

'.

theless, on the whale, the two societies shared "relatively

"

.

J-

Never~

.

•

similar social structures, in addition to sharing their
's ,,,_..t;

Our common origins in Mexico,

common origins in Mexico.

however, as S'&nchez pointed out, were gradually modified by
the relative autonomy

wa.~

the regions of the northern

periphery enjoyed, and thus a kind of distinctive society

surely.~/

evolved imperceptibly but

Up to this point what

distinguished our people from the people bem Mexico was
their

peculiar~rustic

"

ways of coping with their environment.

Jacinto Quirarte, £or instance, has recently drawn our

-

attention to the distinctive regional art, 'ci:nd architecture
,3'

of our forebears. vf
Up to the

m~ddle

of

-

~~e Aineteen~h-century

(earlier

in the case of Texas), ,i;;hen. we
what we may tentatively call the colonial period of our
entire social history, and there fortunately exists a
formidable research literature on the sUbject.

Our majo,r

task in relation to this ~~riod is therefore t~ conce~tualize
it from a Chicano perspective.
wrote:'

As

G6me~-Quifiones re~ently

"The historiography related to Chicano history is.

richest in dealing with the period of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries.

Perhaps in this period •..

research, is not as imperative as is a re-examination and'
reinterpretation 'of the ava.ilabl'e sources."~

:It

is vital

that we develop a conceptual approach to this period, and
then proceed to investigate the distinctive historical

-76

experiences of our people up to the middle of the nineteenthf
What we need are answers to such questions as, what
were the peculiar

soc~al

relations that characterized com-

munity life in Aztlan from the sixteenth to the early ninete~pthfcenturies,

produce?

and what type of culture did such relations

This means that we must start by conceptualizing

the mode of production of those particular social relations-what were the reigning institutions, such as property and
law, and what was the division of labor.

'.('00

\we must determine

"the nature of the 'impact of such relations on consciousness
<

'!H~,c;L,
,

t'lie" making of cuI ture--wha t were the reigning ideologies

.". ~

'!! ~

what ~ relations between female and male "like.
It is
.
important that in approaching this period we give critical

"an~

r \

.~"

r

attention not only to the conceptual problems/ but also to
the problems of

method~aad

Ultimately for the research to

extend beyond published materials.
Yet for all of the importance of the colonial period,
the distinctiveness of our culture area essentially derives....
,:':':.'~~.~~~~.t>r "~:. ' "~'

\.

%,:"__",

'-~~"~'-:.!.:-

, .. ,

._~

,- '"

mO:$t.~lIIme-df~;te}Y/·froin
. '"
~.

C'

",.H

n::r

the .iif"neteenthtcenturY"when starting
",.;

with the secession of Texas and then with the Mexican War

a major

deran~ement took place in the lands of Aztlan.

III.

Although the

dr~ma

of Chicano history as it is

-77-

-

~.

understood here truly

beg~ns,

~n

violent modern terms,
-*,-

in the second half of the nineteenthtcentury, at least
some of its distinguishing features can already be delin=
eated in the first half of the century.
the. native populations of

Aztl~n

Relations between

and Americans from the

United states (as well as of other encroaching European
populations) were characterized, gradually but inexorably,
by the absorption of the former by the latter since early
in the century.

Fear of the encroaching North Americans

was expressed.as early as the late eighteenthtcentury by
Spanish frontier authorities, and it is certainly sig-

'-

nificant how interfmarriage between the daughters of wellto-do California families and Yankee traders and men of
adventure starts to take place with all of the rigor of
a seemingly calculated policy by at least the l830s.

Other

aspects ofsoc'ial relations te,nd to confirm this trend of
events, such as in political terms the separation of Texas
in the 1830s, and the economic fact that by the 18405, due
to the trade of the Santa Fe Trail, North Americans already,
dominated the economy of New Mexico.

During the early part

of' the century perhaps the greatest weakness of the society
and culture of Aztlan, from which stemmed its vulnerability,
was its relative isolation and its small, scattered popu~
lation~hich.

amounted to, between 65,000 to 75,000 inhabitants

prior to 1848; spread out in a vast rural back land and in

7/-

towns such as San Antonio, Sante Fe, Tucson, San Diego, and
Monterey.

As one would expect, a marked localism charac~

terized this society.
Beginning with the events of Texas in the 1830s, but
more particularly due to the Mexican War of 1846-48, the
;-

entire culture area of Aztlan was conquered and assimilated
by an expanding United States.

From then on the native

population became selectively absorbed, according to the
needs and demands of the dominant society, from which there
evolved a relatively perceptible pattern of social and
cultural relations between the native Californios, Hispanos,
and Tejanos and the Anglo population.
There already exists some relative agreement among
Chicanos that the second half of the, nineteenth-century
is the crucial period for the emergence of the Chicano.
Although Alvarez conceptualizes ,the period somewhat vaguely

':\
with the category of "the creation generation," he

writes~

"The Mexican-American people were created abruptly, virtually
,5/

overnight, because Mexico suffered military defeat."v
Moreover~~e characterize~

'"

~ ~

(:lE"_~_Ji9::t

relations between Chicanos and

Anglos as being condition'ed by a ",Thoroughly structured,
f

thoroughly defin"E!.d, social situation. "'0/ What actually
/"'\

happened is that the social process engendered in the afterI

math of the War

pr~gressively

deranged the

pre~ar

society

and culture of the area, and in time became the major

,

'

.../

conditioner of a new society and culture, one principally
characterized,by a structural dependency.
peculiar social

~ircumstanCe5ja

out of such

novel kind of bilingualism

and biculturalism evolved, as well as a novel social type;
the Chicano.
Not all the population fared equally badly under the
,new social order.

Some "upper-class families •.• became so

"thoroughly 1\mericanized as to be able to slip into Anglo1\meri c an'society at will ...<]/ In general, however I wholesale
class and racial exploitation ensued which despite the
~

/

efforts of social bandits such as Tiburcio Vazquez, JoaquJ.n
rl"*

•
.GregorJ.o
. Cortez,..."
,8/ an d
MurJ.eta,
E If ego Baca, Juan N. cortJ.na,
many others, produced in California the "alienation of the
second generation"

(between 1865 and 1890);~

Between the

midcentury and 1900, the social history of the area now
responded to new demands which created a social situation
that has been characterized by Leonard Pitt thusly:
_"Of the forty-five Ca,li.fornios representing the
twenty-five families whom Thomas Oliver Larkin
~had enumerated in 1846 as the 'principal men'
of the gld r~gime, the vast majority went to
their graves embittered.
Indeed, the gentry
had experienced what might be called California's
only true socia1 revolution:
they were a ruling
class militari.ly conquered, hereft of national
sovereignty and a constitutional framework, and
alienated from their land, homes, civil rights,
and honor.
They had ~etained little else besides
their religion and a thin residue of honorary
political influence.~~O,
......

Co'
0'
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The lower classes of course fared even worse.
1854 and

~865,

Between

sixteen to twenty percent of San Quentin

inmates were Ca1ifornios 'or Mexicanos--"a high figure in
,', -

view of the relative numerical decline of the Spanish.' 11./
speaking. ",-:" In the-t:ase of Texas, "by 1900 the Mexican's
role

~n

w~s

Texas as a landless and dependent wage laborer

well established in all but a few insignificant areas.~12
SU'ch were the adverse circumstances, the 'birth trauma, that
marked our emergence as a people.
In

vie~

On the whole:

6f such events, what can we make of the period
~Ll

it means that once again we.must turn

to the conceptual. problem.-

I

J-

I

Ii

~nd

in so doing we find ourselves

a, little more advanced than in dealing with the colonial or
formative period.

While we do not yet fully understand the

period from the sixteenth to the

eighteenth~centuries

enough

to conceptualize fully its meaning, discussion among us
thus far has produced a tentative hypothesis about the
nineteenth7century.

Among Chicanos, the most advanced con-

ceptual proposal made to date for explaining our social
status in this country is the viewpoint which"refers to
our past and present situation as essentially the product
"13

of a colonialist experience.'"

Without doubt the most de-

ve10ped historical particularization of that point of view
has been the excellent essay by Rodo1fo Acufia, Occupied
America;

L

j

Tbe Chicano's Struggle Toward Liberation.

-9}-

'Acuda's

essay is the first fu.ll-length history of Chicanos to adhere
;;J
""<
to a Chicano chronology--that is, that starts in midhine*~

--

1\

teenthfcentury and then proceeds forward.
Acuna writes

Early in the essay

~:

"Central to the thesis of this monograph is my
contention that the conquest of the southwest
created a colonial situation in the traditional
sense--with the Mexican land and population being
controlled by an imperialistic United States.
Further, I contend that this coloniz~tion--with
variations--is,still w±th us today.
Thus I refer
to the colony, initially, in the traditional definition of the term, and later (taking into account
the variations) as an ,internal colony. "~'¥
Acuna then continues in the following pages to

char~

acterize the colonial situation'on historical and analytical
groundsl and likens the social experience of Chicanos to that
of Third World peoPles~:;V~"While others have also used the
concept of "internal colony" in relation to the Chicano
people, Acunats essay is perhaps the most complete and
extensive formulation to date.
Nonetheless, and despite the fact that analytically
the" colonialist thesis does make a lot of sense, i t is perhaps
not entirely valid historically.

It,is valid, say, up to

the end of the Mexican period of Aztlan, but thereafter its'
application~'

and especially the application of the concept

of "internal colony," raises some complex problems.
It is quite clear for example that if at a rather
general level of analysis there does exist a parallelism

between the social experience of Third world peoples and
Chicanos, at a level of particularizing our historical
experiences as Chicanos the historical record diverges.
Rather~,I
<'

propose that we view ourselves as a dependent

national minority/ instead of as an internal colony.

My

major reservation to the concept of internal colonialism
derives from the fact that in order for a colonialist
situation to exist there must first exist an articulated
and formal system of political control e,ffectuated through
an administrative system.

While economic motivation may

, ,be the major impulse behind colonial aggrandizement;; the
COlonial situation ;stili requires a political rationale
(ideology) and a system of control (the colonial administra:
tion).

AlsQ.-,Jor a colonialist situation to exist .there must

exist a colonial policy.
been our lot.

As Chicanos, however, such has not

It is a point o.f legal fact that we have never

. been formally recognized as a conquered people, for the .provi ...
sions of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo have never heen forma~~
ly recognized.

As far aa the federal government of the United

&tatesis concerned, and the s1;atesl and municipal governments,
1\

We do not exist as a people--for there do.s not exist either
p~hlic·policy

That is why

pr legislation which establishes such rights.

S&nah~z

referred to us as a Forgotten People, and

~t is from that source too tha~ stems_the notion of us being an

"invililible minority."

For in the eyes of nonChicanos we
r\

rr·

do not.. ~exist~we
9 do not ha.ve a culture and neither do we
A'

-have a history--we have no identity.
~V

If we· were colonized
l)

>/

we would at least have a namet:l-~but we do not~we are simply
"the Spanish-speaking;" a phrase which tells virtually
nothing about us.

Our situation

,therefore~is

not comparable

to the status of the colonized,for a colonialist situation
requir~s

a.formal recognition of the status of the coionized,

and the establishment of a system of administration and
public policy to perpetuate it.

And that has not been our

lot because we have never been granted formal recognition.
That bein.g the case it behooves us to establish the
basis of our own identity by first establishing the historical
basis of our own unique and distinct~ve culture; and in order
for us to do so it is well that we grapple with the problem
of conceptualizing the meaning of that experience.

To see

ourselves as a dependent national minority means that we
are able to a'ssimilate at the level of social analysis
the exper.ience of colonized people, yet we do not lose
'sight of the important fact that we have never been granted
formal.recognition.

Moreover the concept of dependent

minority has the added advantage of proposing a nationalist
character to the Chicano struggle.

As a dependent national

minority we struggle to vindicate our rights, which are
first and foremost to

e~iminate

our dependence on an alien

culture and to give our community a just and necessary

econom~c

measure of

matter of Chicano
need for

furth~r

and

~olitical

nat~onal~am

independence.

On the

there is obviously a great

discussion, especially in relation ·to

""~o",,;,,_,. the need for formulating a revolutionary Chicano nation':

alism.

All

th~s

is not to say taat the Chicano Movement

"should not be a part of tr.e inter·natJ.onal struggle for
the vindication of the colored peoples of th.e world.
At this time 'the thrust of these remarks is intended
mainly to invite comments on the suggestion that it was
~

beginning in the·second half of the nineteenthfcentury
1"'·

that we first appeared as a new dependent national minority
in the United States.

It is in that era that begins our

Unational period"--or that period from 1848 to 1919

du~ing

which we were assimilated, according to an informal system
of social

relation~,

as a dependent racial minority. All
.
.
of our history since 1848, is a refle~tion of that process,
and it is only now, with the appearance of Chicano history,
that we are becoming aware of our national existence and

st.atus.
Just as we proposed in relation to the colonial period
the necessity for a certain kind of historiography, si.mil·arly taere is a need to do the
1919.

sa~e

for the perioa/ 1846-

We have already seen how we are more advanced in

dealing with the conceptual problem of this period than
in

dea~ing

with the former; we also. have, it seems, a

gre'ater knowledge about this period.

Or perhaps I should

qualify this by saying that we seem to have greater
materials about the kinds of institutions which the Anglos
established, though not about the impact of those institu 2
tions on, our society and cUlture.

Indeed'that should

become the first item on our research agenda for this
-_::.

period T the study of how Anglo institutions, culture, and
language, affected our people in the course of the 1800s
and early 1900s.
In focusing on this crucial

~spect

of social relations

between. Anglos ,and Chicanos., we shculd keep in mind especially
the·· concept of dependency.

We should first distinguish

between psycho,logical dependence ,such as that involving
mother and child, and social dependence, or that condition
which assumes «'social dependence of, in our case, a racially
and culturally distinct people; on the institutions and
culture of a dominant
matrix.

foreign~institutional and

cultural

Unlike the Blacks, Asians, and even the Native

Americans·,·we have a unique status of dependence--one whose

-

distinctive feature is' a presumed invisibility--and that
has produced our distinctive consciousness/:,,(~.,··we still
do not know what to call ourselves and lack a formally
recognized status, both conditions of which redound to
,~

our political impotence}Jand our distinctive linguistic
and cultural configurations,

So the concept of dependence

- 8'-

is also central to any diacussion related to the problem
of how to approach conceptually the period! 1846-1919.
For the moment i t is perhaps enough to draw attention to
these two periods:

the two periods which run from 1846

up to 1919, and the much larger one which begins with the
...
~

sixteentli and culminates in the eig.hteenthfcentury.

IV.

•

But5"in the final analysisjwhat is the meaning and
value of Chicano history?

Will it, can it, contribute to

our freedom in face of the harsh realities of our social
circumstance?

Surely only individual raza can render such

a judgment, and surely too the struggle to verify and
confirm our own perceptiona and feelings about the past
lias

~

only begun.

Nevertheless we can suggest some

·perhaps useful observations on what the value and meaning

_.

of such an idea of Chicano history might be, in time.
First~it

is vitally important to realize that such

<"

an idea of Chicano history serves a social function, in
that it can help illuminate problems in education, in
anthropology, in social work, in politics, and even deeply
.

~

personal problems of consciousness.

~

need only remind

ourselves of the axiom that the way we view the past-f

or riow view it--is also the way we view ourselvesj to grasp

t~e

Until

strategic importance of historical knowledge.

a short time ago, C~canoa were so caught up with the
constant and daily struggle of social and psychic living

-'

that we hardly had time fOr such things.

Then, in the

19605, our society experienced a kind of crisis, from
Whi~hthere

our past.

appeared a need to enlighten ourselves about

At that moment, when our people assigned an

importance to historical knowledge, we encountered and
began a social process. governed by historical ,time.

To

begin to consider the problem of Chicano culture in terms
of. history is indeed to achieve, in our i30cial
and

intuLt~ve

ana~ysis.

adventures., the depth of time.

Long before the

~960s,

of course, we had known histories

about ourselves--indeed George Stlnchez I s

,.c~lassic._

Forgotten

People is representative of an old tradition--put the Chicano
history of the &Os started something new with its thesis of
the di::stinctive eVOlution of our society and culture.

It

further proposed that we measure, and assess critically!
our community in terms of a social and cultural process
extending over time.

At the moment when a community

begins to see itself as constituting a chain of events
that occur

wit~in

time, then perhaps one starts to under-

stand a little about why certain things happen--to me,
to you, to everyone.

One starts to

~earn

about social institutions, about

-3K-

f

1-

"

their structural organization and spiritual natures; one
begins: to learn about culturel and how it comes to be
formed and shaped, especially one's material and spiritual
~\

experience~~nd
about individual consciousness, and how
",
it is:

influen~ed

and determined by race, class, sex, and,

language.
Certainly that is: one value that historical knowledge
has, that it can approximate and even become an experience
/';'

j

of revelation. mainly because of its power to divine the
....... -

"~~

.

mysteries of culture and also of consciousness.

For

history~

seen· as pIocess or becoming, coritains the elements of culture
.just as i t also contains the elements of consciousness.
Without a

histori~alperspective

rooted in the material as

. well as subjective conditions which have shaped our lives;,
we could never understand how it was that we came to be-our peculiar cultuIa1 situation which involves a unique
speech, ,

"

particular arts, an increasingly peculiar schol-

arship and politics, in short, a peculiar Chicano style •
.. Trueithe p.uris,t;'l will surely shift restlessly at such'
,bizarre suggestions, and in chorus chant that our culture
is characterized m«in1y by its great and opulent variety,
and who can deny it.

It is certainly true that our way

of life is marked by a rich and rare variety--one need
only compare California to Texas--but i t is also char~
acterized by a fundamental unity at the level of structure.

'i9-

Despite the great variety of functions, determinations,
'and particularizations that exist among us, there also
exist certain structural uniformities which when we finally
start to recognize them will contribute to a greater solid~
arity of purpose among us.

There are infinite variations

in that continuum of relations that exist between Anglo
society and cUlt.ure' and Chicanos in Texas and California,
but

ar~

not such differences determined to a considerable

degree by the relative development of the Anglo society and
culture of Texas and California--i.e., differences among
them have different impacts on Chicanos and hence determine

'.

differences among us.
If we suggest that history can be the key to understanding our unique and distinctive culture, it can also
be proposed that at the very least it should inform our
politics as well.

.Once more it is the dynamic vi.ew of

society and culture that history can proj ect which <'could
enlight~ned

contribute to a truly

Chicano politics.-

There is one strategic contribution that Chicano
history can make to a Chicano politics, and that is to
help us understand the process of changing

society~~
/

particularly given the reality of certain circumstances.
For the most part change
powerlessness, has mainly
society.

amo~9

us, given our relative

refl~cted

change in the larger

By and large we need and want what the larger

.

..,

,

....,

11:

- '10-

since suca needs and wants

society needs and wants.

i.nvolve some of the bare necess.ities of life--such as

.-

housing, employment, educational opportunities--that is
clearly understandable.

Yet perhaps we also need, and

want, to develop a more creative approach to change, so

-.

that we can change our lives i,n order to be closer to our
true selves.

We are perhaps standing at a juncture where

it might be possible to strike towards a new direction.
What is it that we want to change?

into what?

for what?

Should change simply be the end result of what the political
~rperhaps

marketplace will give?
an even larger

question~

do

~e

we also need to address

really want to change?

In sum, the meaning and value of our history lies in
the fact that i t can be the key to unders.tanding our cu.lture;
that i t can enlighten 'our pol.itics, among other things, on
the problem of changing; and that i t can even have the.
function of revealing to us our consciousness.

v.
According to George

we were a

S~n'chez I s·~thesis,

";forgotten people" because "in the march of'imperialism
a people were ;forgotten, cast aside as the byproduct of
territorial aggrandizement."

From that ne~r-fatal. even=
"

tuality derived most of our misfortunes,

~,.;

_~.' - ....

t~

--,~",,;t-

;;t he-belonged

-,
"""j
c:...·

--'..:......

~~

••

. ~~ ~

~~F_.

_

to a generation that saw in education--according to the
"Mexican and

~stern

toward freedom.

liberal tradition--a.n open road

Only if we had access to education

could we manage and cope wLth the world, and that became
the essence of his message.
We of the generation of

~

sesenta, share in that

point of view with him, though perhaps our concepts of
education and knowledge differ from his, which is understandable given the unfolding circumstances of our ,society
and culture.

Nonetheless~we

can feel a solidarity with

him, even now; a solidarity which will surely grow through
the years in recognition of the life path which he took R
i?

and which we must now follow.
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In adhering to the provisions of the ACT of 1972 the'District is by no
/

J~

~

s entering an unexplored area of education activity.'; Bilingual instruction

a long history in the United States.

Its lessons are familiar to st~dents

t
l

Where the home or ancestral langu.age is not English, children who are
first taught reading in that-language (the first language of the child) will

1

learn to read English better and more quickly. _
.•.~There is evidence to the effect that competence in reading in one language

l

not only does not interfere vith reading in another but tends to enhance it.

/'~-_

~

~The best medium for the initial states of learning. where such learning

relies mainly on aural and Verbal communication, is the -Child's dominant
language.
These conclusions,,'based on past research and confirmed by current practice,
make

unco~~only

good sense.

Linguistic patterns are firmly fixed during the

first four or five years of life..

During that time they become a vital part

of the psyche of the person, and they cannot be abandoned or proscribed without resistance by the individual.

J

This means that he will be psychically

disturbed rather than reassured by instruction present to him in a

I
.Le

la..~guage

he does not understand.
and speak a

•

t

lang~age

Furthermore, the transition from ability to hear

to reading it takes far less effort than to master all

three skills simultaneously in an

unf&~iliar language •

With these propositions in mind, it may be stressed that the heme
language, by its process of
positively in the
is a direct and

free associacion, has in fact

~o~~h ~qddevelopment

i~~ediate

what he hears and says.
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rela~ively

of the chi+d.

ftL~ctioned

This is because there
fu~d

connection between what the child experiences

L~is

spontaneity is not restrained by rules about

the mechanics at' speech, spoken or writtr;n..
of the child, an experience of success.

It is therefore, en the part

Only later, much later, is the child

able to understand intellectually that the mechanics of learning - phonics,
grammar, syntaX and the rest - are useful devices by which he can master more
complicated areas of experience.
To these ends.bi1ingual education has been

defined. as

,
instruction

"

~n

~,
,"we

I
,,

languages and the use of both as meQi~~ of instruction for ~~y part or arl
of the school curriculum.
Education

tL~der

Historical

The

~~idelines

issued by the State Department of

the ACT.of 1972 adopt this definition.

experience~not only\~~id~;;S~E~~~_.conceptslbut.also

the
'"'
, social and political and t ecnnical conditions upon which their success depends.
-----~~--~

The competence of teachers in the home language (in this case Spanish) must

-"

be of a high order.
bilingu~l

The administrators of the school system must give the

program their support.

The

cOT~unity

must believe that bilingual

,-~

instruction is beneficial.

Parents must accept the view that the maintenance

of the home language and the transfer to English do not raise an. "either-or"
dile~~,

but are two comFlementary elements in the growth and development

of the child.
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Language maintenance

8.2111

language transfer.

Bilingual education offers a human and sensible answer to the linguistic

l
L

problems of a child who is reared in one language and is suddenly plunged
into a school world that teaches htm·inanoth&.

The psychological and ped-

agogical evidence goes frompersuesive'to convincing.

i~.

The resistance that

remains is not based on considerations, backed up by evidence, of child
growth and d.evelopment, but on contraposing the concepts of language

l

maintenance and language transfer.

1.

l

, There is no doubt as to the roots of the concept of language maintenance.

l1

They are in the cultural survivals of ethnic minorities whose adults

strongly desire' and even, demand that the "old country" traditions, mores,

t

customs and traits, including speech, beimprj,nted on their young.

l

education.

!

important condition of restoring their prestige and status in the community

Cultural

heritage has been central to the demand&c-of, Mexican-Ji.Jllericans for bilingual

.....

They have viewed it, as have all other ethnic minorities, as an

i
I

at large.

..
j

The fact that cultural maintenance and linguistic loyalty have not been

'-

dramatically successfUl in the United States does not argue for

~~derrating

their influence in many cOI:lmunitieS; i~~i;g~e. They account for
much 0'£ the momentum toward bilingual education in the last ten years.
Language transfer, on the other r.and. can have the effect, and has had

l
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it in the'past) of. polarizing opposition to bilingual instr.uction.
argument runs that since the child is destined to
'Y"J

~unction

The

in an English-

"./

ape~~ing society, the sooner he learns:t~~the better.

This position invites

a cultural encounter with the language maintainers; and for this reason the
more the issue is argued the more obscure the controversy becomes.
It is worth noting in this connection that the official position of
the State of California, enacted by its legislature, is that, from the standpoint of the child, lan.guage maintenance and language transfer are both vital
elements in his growth and development.

This is not a crude political com-

promise but rather a legislative acknowledgement of the conditions of effective education for children who must negotiate a difficult cultural transition.
For the very young l.earner;cthe maintenance of langJ.age is not an issue of
/

sentimental ties with ancestors or a vital matter of ethnic prestige.

It

is a crucial condition of psychological stability; of personal psychic integratio~under the

most

favorabl~

conditions possible.

There is reason to believe that these conditions are also those that
prepare the way for language transfer;,which indeed also becomes a necessity
"

for the child as he confronts his needs for getting along with

multi~lingual

peers and of making his way successf'ully through a second language' and a
second culture.
This is the course on which the schools of California are now launched:
(1 ) to meet through bilingual instru.ction the linguistic needs of minority

children whose first (family) langaage is not English; (2) to facilitate
transfer to English of such children; and (3) to preserve and enhance linguiatic skills acquired in the home.
Two important things should be noticed about the above statements •

./

i

t

I
!
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First t they reflect primarily and dominantly the
child as a growing and developing individual.

,'

ficial

S :.-:;~ i-~~',,~~!:

poin~

of view of the

Second, as a matter of of>

pol~cy~wheth~r,

and how far and for how

lon~the

linguistic skills

acquired in the family can .be preserved and enhanced.
In this latter connection

n_

t~t.r..id;.-is·~b~take

into account

that preservation and enhancement have important consequences for both the
individual and for the community.

The present shortage of American";born
-t--;,
-_
'-I

teachers of Mexican ancestry who possess

~

~·~igh
"

.

a~

competence noted

as one of the conditions of the ,success of bilingual education, makes two
points with one illustration.

Mexic~-American teachers whose £irst (family)

language was Spanish and whose skills thus acquired were not preserved or
enhanced throughout their schooling, cannot compete in teaching effectiveness
with Mexican-born and .bred teachers and must go through time-consuming,
.~:.-,_. ~_.

arduous and expensive· in-service training to sO compete.

as well as a

comnuni~y

•

••r%' ..
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This is a personal

loss, as evidenced by the difficulties

that~school

systems are having in locating American-born "Chicano'; teachers with optimum
. competencies.
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Educational philosophies, methods and even techniques are the· results

-

o~

a political process that goes on continuously in the community among those
~~

adults who take

active interest and part in the schooling

o~

the young.

Except in rare instances, and only at the high school or college level, the
young, as the objects of pUblic schooling, are not the agents of change in
philosophies" methods and techniques.
articulate them.

fl~

the next. higher level

They can manifest their needs, but not

assessment of needs
~~

an adult response to them and on

artiCulation on behalf of the young of how to respond

to the needs.
Here a word of caution

.in order.

The process of assessment and arti-

cUlation is rarely clear -_ cut and una..'llbiguous.

It

more often infiltrated

~--~

1-,
i

-

by "needs" other than those of the :roung.

There is the "need" of some parents

to preserve.the culture, and therefore the

lan€~age,

of a

recalled with
".~.~~......:...:.;../'

affection.

There is the "need" of persons who -would find para- or professional

employment in a bilingual progr8J.'ll.

There is the "need" of providers of in-

.structional materials for which bilingual instruction would open new markets.
These are not "needs" but cultural and material expectations of certain
sectors of the adult community.

"\-l;'1atever their legitimate role in the final

decisions on educational policy, they are secondary to needs for growth and
developm~nt

of the child.

Re;r6llllllendativr.;.-."~~llistr-ic:t-ad~l"OOedu~~
assessment

\,

,
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of·_lin~i stic~needs <o:t;~~-~enrollees.-i.n,.jts~scllooJ.&T_includ.ini5-.t..~use..of
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strU!Ilent~

the Sta.te F'orm;,-andthat-"thi& prooedure-be
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of"-·alJ::- persons-'·par1lreipat·:i:ng-in tIle esseSslkent.
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On~

the lingd.stic r.eeds of the c..'Ji1dren are found and instruction

in a language other than Englig.'t is approved.

in-

sions have to be made in

two major respects.

The first question that arises is~J }I~w shall the

available time for instruction be distributed between English and the first
(home) language?

And the second,-, jow shall the subject matter be allocated

as between the two languages?
These distributions should not be arbitrary.

They should reflect the

linguistic condition of the learners at any given time.

Clearly, for

children who are completely monolingual in a langu.age other than Engli sh.
instruction. all instruction. can reach them only in their first (home)
language.

As their skills in English adva"1ce, more latitude is available

for the distribUtion of time

~~d

subject matter.

Such advancement will

come by degrees ,;the guiding principle'throughout being that no child shall
be taught anything in a language 'he does not understand.
As the learner moves away from complete dependency on his home la11guage,
options more flexible and numerous are open to the schooL

It has been

estimated that more than '250 combinations of time and subject matter are
available, theoretically" to the curriculum plall.ner of a bilingual program.
(See Ilr'. William F. i1ackey,
A
TYPOLOGY
OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION',
International
..
::;
_.,
-,~

Center for Research on Bilingual Education, Quebec, Canada).
It is in the selection of the pattern that best suits the learners,
that more genuinely reflects the cultural styles of the co=unity and that
better prepares the child to operate in those social universes which will
be open to him; that the understanding and skill of the bilingual educators
is demonstrated.
degree of

For instance, it has been pointed out that the kind and

lang~age

reinforcement which the child receives in the normal

course of his lite at home and in the comnunity should figure heavily in
the type of bilingual instruction to be given in the school.

-/0/-

The talk of

r,Y/l~

pe~r~

)",5,

radio and television programs

~

9nly a part of the cultural situ-

ation that must be taken into account by the school.

Communities differ

importantly in this respect,{>13.."l.d no bilingual program can be justified in
the long run if it stands isolated from that situation.
j

leI

I

There are to be

considered such factors as the ethnic distribution of the immediate community
served by the school, the larger areas of contact of the individual, the
cultural resources available to the family and used by its members, the
ethnic ratios within the school itself, the numbers of speakers of the
given language who are in active contact with one another in a locality.

provide" themselves':ifi~,;;j,l<f-ol'm.a,ti'"~~t&-~e-f~~,f'
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The bilingual curriculum.
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Every innovation in schooling presents both a temptation and an opportunity.

The in."l.ovation may be a philosophical approach, a method'here-

untried, a marked difference in curriculum design or a rearrangement

it-

to~ore

1,

tion of what is offered as new to the vested requirements of what is old.

of power and control of school policy.

The temptation lies in the accommoda-

j

f-

The opportunity consists in recognizing potentials in the new that will make

L

education progressively more responsive to the human condition of the
child, past, present and future.
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The traditional "curriculum" on which the bilingual program "'"ill
be grafted stresses competitiveness

~~d

personal

ac~:i~ement.

Textbook

instruction determ:i,nes the main tracks along which both methods and subJect matter move.

Cognition as a product measures achievement and re-

wards competitiveness.

Reading skills and their attainnent overpower and

nearly banish other considerations.

Verbal forms become practically the

only sign language that is recognized as a means of communication.

The

whole educational process, from kindergarten to graduate school, is motivated by expectations, increasingly

post~oned

and rationalized by delayed

rewards for personal competitive success.
It will be noticed that the word
paragraph is place in quotation marks.

It

curriculum" in the preceding
By this it is intended to suggest

that the curricUlum which is being quoted is the traditional one, and

r

that it is understood and practiced as a series of assignments ot cognltiJ
,
goals.

It woUld seem that the bilingual innovation could recognize that social

awareness and group success are also important.products of situations contrived to make instruction possible.

Textbook time tables ana schedules

could be considered at best as main routes of learning open to innumerable
feeder lines of unpredictable interests and spontaneous side trips into experience.

Co~ition

could be regarded as the continuous activity of all

the child's senses in the natural and social worlds tl:'.at surround him, and
that can be consciously made more sensitive, discriminating"and interactive.
Reading skills could be properly placed within a more

~~ple

understanding

of other vital skills necessary to a fully developing person.

It could be

recognized that those other skills, too. are different styles of communication.

::ex;. it ...

¢.!ii'f _rXJJJ4ii1:l!fllllOel'

&.llowing the personality to express itself beyond the' point where words
tail.

The whole educational process, especially for young learners,

~ould

become less of a means to remote ends and more of a lively experience that
is such because it is present, reassuring, and therefore 'an end in itself.
Because bilingual education is bilingual as a concept and as a
description, it is particularly important for bilingual educators to notice
So

difference between "curriculu.'U·r as a series of cognitive assignments and

curriculum understood as a series of experiences carrying educational
,values.

These values are by no, means exclusively linguistic.

Ability to

. read is not the least of the products of educational experiences, but it
is not all.
Some of the overtones of curriculum understood

~these

terms Can be

briefly stated.

l
l

Education can be thought6f as progress of the individual powered by
his own experience, observacion, feeling, thought,

curiosity~and biological

,;~, ~'.

endowment, rather than 'De'the pOwer of adults over him.

This is motivation

in its genuine sense: the forward movement of personality towards enlarging

cycles of experience

t

anchored in a sense of worth and success in the past.

It is the deeper mea.'1ing of being frturned on!!-;- ExperienCe of this quality
f

is a

~ine

blend of the cognitive (ability to notice, recognize, and arrange

,,;.
real things); heuristic, (the interest in pursuing knowledge beyond what is
immediately obvious); creative, (the joy

ofi~pressing

upon an experience

the stamp of 'the experiencing personality); expressive (the flow of spontaneity into the perpetual mix of the inner

~~d

outer worlds of the jndiv-

idual human life). affective (the exercise of emotion to establish healthy
~oyalities

and psycological securities

a.~ong

-104-

peers); and social (the ability

to recognize what the companionship of others provittes and the willingness
. to accept it!> responsibilities along with its pleasures).
This is a somewhat lengthy definition of curriculum as a series of
experiences, deliberately planned and provided by the educator, to promote
the growth and development of the child, looking at him eventually as a
',~

member of a society.
dicated

.

It means growth and development in the direction in-

by Piaget.~ "the

increasing coherence of self and. non-self"; man

as a thing among things, as an event among events, as a person
·sons.

~~ong

per-

So that an assessment of needs, beginning with a technical inquiry

abbut ling-dstic· liabilities ends with a recognition of the "needs" of
. growth and development direction of all children.
M~'

' , '

It hardly requires special notice that cognitive skills and cognitive
possessions are part and parcel of this whole process, not the least but
also not all.

Bilingual education cannot become an unreasonable claim

that it will cure the defects of present pUblic schooling.

But by being

sensed a/one component of a new context, as an innovation,it can be an opportunity rather than a temptation.
Phasing in.
The minimum conditions for introducing a bilingual.instructional program include the following:·
- Completion of an assessment of needs based upon an approved procedure.
- Appointment by the Board of Education of a director of bilingual
educat::i:on.

-.

- Negotiation of agreements or understandings with each school where
bilin~al

.-

instruction is requested.

Creation of an arrangement by "\ihien the District's supervisor of the

.

program can maintain connection with the principal.
teachers:\and
.

-1&$ -

"

parents on children currently enrolled in bilingual classes.
These minimum conditions will merely initiate a process by which certain desirable characteristics will be brought into bilingual education at
the level of each school.

The needs assessment should eventually become

a continuing procedure, familiar to the parents as well as to the adminis-

I

~ --.

,~.

trator£ and teachers.

These adults are the best informed sources on the

prevailing culture aIld language of the neighborhood.

A director can give

bilingual education, indispensable administrative support and initiative.
It is through an effective administrator that neighborhood points of view
and values can be related to the broader uses and the wider horizons of
bilingualism in contemporary life.

What kinds of District assistance each

sabeed program is to receive and what responsibilities will be assumed by

its administrators, teachers, and parents can be useful in two respects
if they are reduced to agreements or understandings: one, they can apply
past experience to the continuing program of instruction; and two, they can
provide a basis for continuous review and adaptation to changing conditions.
Programs will undOUbtedly be revised from year to 'year.

Between revisions

there viII be a regular interchange of information and evaluations between
the director of the District program and the involved adult personnel of
each school.
The

State--gu:i:deli-!1efr~eal'l/f0¥-a=!th4-gh-'~a±-ity~"phase-in'L-:fo-r-new
bi-

/',

/

.

,

l-ingual"programs7·'~·The,·,f.oregoing
· suggest.ions"a.r:e..
- --/
,f"

·,.,tot4is

intended asan approach

standard.

Considering that serious attention to
minority children were for so long

t~e

ignored~',it

language handicaps of
is nOL surprising t,hat dec-

. i's·ions are likely to be made out of sense of urgency, almost of crisis.
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The data from an assessment of needs should establish priorities as to
types of children most urgently requiring help.

Assistance to such

children should come first; but over and beyond "crash" programs that mostly
on the part of school systems;,it should be recognized

reflect past

that only persistent effort on plans ca.refully made can eventually prod-uce
successful bilingual instruction.

Success vould be evidenced bYI teachers

who are highly competent in the use of Spanish;, appropriate
.
~

~

materials~

_"i>; ~

adequate supportive services

cultural awareness$\ a curriculum that avoids

..

';'"

as it often does in a second;. evaluation

boring children in a first

and testing procedures tha.t a.re culturally
·;-·_-!]he$~s-&'l:'e-flet 'P'PCOCflt !to tit this
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a

degree that would j:ustify

an

initial

for

education for

!

~l grades, kind~rgarten.thrOUgh·twe1fth. It would be more prudent for the

t

District to start with bil{ng~al classes at the kinderga.rten level in as

t

~y

~~~

schools as express a desire for them.

These

would be

I

~riented toward long-term planning for hilin~al

ion ~~d would re-

I;

flect, on the kindergarten level, the ultimateA;oa.ls and commitments of the
this area of instructl:on.

In" each
-'

be additional and

,/.i"~

,

needs of children in

or the

schools,

J"'~
mainlY,L~P9rvised progr~~s
..-,"
-

th~.grades
~f'.~

to meet

most

~'.

above-tindergarten.
-., ~"""'\"

Ie should be

e,n,a.erstooa, however, that ,these improvisations w;uld grad'.lally make way
".
I
more reflective of ultimate'"goals. A five-year
ror instruction

"",

l

period should

i

lts own

I

~r

to allow the District to overtake and
as to teacher competencies

'~

the rest. and t"'Jntrod....ce
,

~ilin5u~ instruceion
1
}hreugh junior

~~d

re~ove~

ically and effectively from kindergart~~
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The San Jose unifieu"fu:hOOl District
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~uch a cooperative effort.j
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In'1;l1e ter!ll7/of the preliminary grant under,
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the ACT of 1912 it is stated that lithe
District has approved entering
./"'.,
/'
~nto an agreement with, San1 Jose ,State tn~Yersity School of Education
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to train additional nrlnorib:Aeacher~ and 'train and hire bilingual,
\

{
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bicultural teachers. n, n/ is expected that such an agreement will be
/f',

J"

concluded by September 1973 •
.'

*
Recornmendati~n:

That there be developed a Joint Services Under-

-""""

standing among the agencies and institutions that have an "a,ctive role

-, ,

!
i.

in ciling-ial education; and that such understanding or agreement be the.
;4~'

basis for the creation of :a Joint Biiingual, Bicultural Service
./

1

of' "al1,·the -part iei pating
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In-Service training.
That classroom teachers need retraining while

in+ser~ice

indicates

that changes in educationEU goals and values have occurred and that the
new educational performances required by such changes now make it necessary to send the tea.cher herself back to school.
Progress in any prof~ssion
implies a grow1;h of knowledge, replacement
,
of old values by new ones; shifts of emphasis, formulation of concepts
I

"

,.'

- IC7A·u ....

"

that serve the clients of the profession better, improvement of techniques. sometimes drastic refopns ;in methodology;;and not infrequently
-'

radical departures in philosophy.
The pr;,ble.'ll is not how to slow down such growth to avoid the inconvenience of adjusting to it, but how to differentiate between substantive progress and modish behaviorr.
singularly inclined to the latter.

The profession of education is

Educational innovations can move

quickly from hypothesis to proposition to promotion to catch-word to
-progr8JlJll1ing and thus to in-service training ..-.
..--'
"Outwardly, something like this has happened to bilingual education.
-~

~

-~-

"~._-~._-,~-_.~

Those who find themselves disturbed or perturbed, unfa.'Jliliar or inadequate in bilingual education. are likely to be hoping that in the
not very long run it will prove-to be one of many of education's
passing fancies.
~

,

1

Inwardly, however,. bilingual,:.bicultural education has the potential of becoming a major and permanent advance for

~'llerican

society.

This remains to be argu.ed and proved convincinglY..,and to th.e extent
that that it is so proved it will require new skills, and indeed new
attitudes of A'Ilerican educators.

And it already has brought· its own

set of requirements for in-service training of teachers in bilingual
education.
At the present time bilins~al education is running a g~'Ilut of
skeptical and even unfriendly, not to say hostile, appraisal.

As in-

dispensable as in-service training is, the conditions under which it
is administered and even required can themselves diminish enthusiasm
for

-

biling~alism.

In-service training for bilingual education is

.-

~:

'~

;":.

.~: .",r

a.pt to be Just one more "special program" att"!'lnded' putside the reg'-l.lardaily schedule and added to the/already demanding requirement of the
formal

curricul~~.

be called.

Out-of-school meetings for orientation are apt to

Workshops can become another form of more work with less

time to do it in.

Through the mind of the teacher run serious pro-

fessional questions: "How do I carr'J the new bilingual methods from
in-service training into my class room?
I need?

Where can I get them?

enough in Spanish?"

What kinds of materials will

Wnat should I read? -Am I competent

Goals, objectives, aims, and values in bilingual

education that she has to accept can feel as drastic as a
treading or as awesome as a religious conversion.

,
1
-l,

m~~tal re~_

And when the teacher

is additionally considered as a spouse or a parent, bilingual education
•

",e'

~~

_ _ , , , , , ....
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i in his ~her priorities ~:'-=.:':_:ikeIY to stand very high'.

-

If biling'.lal-bicultural education is bringing new values and in,

sights into

&~erican

education that will prove enduring, the possibilitf

that it will some day be lightly discarded can be lessened by using inservice training in a manner that will not add to the already obvious
strains of teaching.

Better still, in a nanner that will diminish those

strains and thus become a factor in

h~~nizing

teaching as well as

reading.

s

Pre-Service training.
Essent ially:, in-service training is remediaL

Since it now takes

five years of college to certify a teacher)it may be assumed that it
-'-~,",

,.----.."

will take that lone;. ip Santa OJ a, a COI;lU±iJ1',., to graduate teachers who

will have been prepared specifically for bilingual instruction.

The aim

is to avoid remedial retraining in the ruture, or at least to lay such

'-

adequate foundations in the preparation of teachers as will not require
in the future such traumatic reconditioning as in-service training
"'

,-~--,-~,,,,#,~~4'

often. entails.
It is in this connection especially that t-neJoint Bilingual Services

Council can play an extremely usei'ul role.

Pre-service courses .f0::!.'cd;J.i-

. and organized with continuing awareness of what other agencies and
other programs are experiencing in this field.

Insofar as the Mexican

,(

child is concerned,

not=onl~st

these courses.deal with his ancestral

history.and culture, the experience of his own minority and his first
language, Spanish.

They must also incorporate the results of fifty

years of research on child growth and development.

It

w~y

even be pos-

sible, if pre-service training answers to its responsibilities, that the
financing, administration, philosophy,'designand practice of American
education. by way of bilinguistic, bicultural innovations can change the
CGncept of the teacher in the class.

In place of the driven drudge of

classroom routine, special programs, accountability, and in-service
fringe penalities •.the teacher might bec·ome the respected strategist of
the growth and development of the children entrusted to her by a commu11ity
~~d

a system ready to act in her support.
Aides in

bilin~~al

education.

The use of aides in the classroom has become a part of bilingual
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practice in school districts with large enrollments of Spanish-speaking
children.

Th.ey are employed in the San Jose District and they are

~ikely to become a permanent part of the administrative plan of bi':

lingualislll.
Because of their nu.mbers and their presence in the classroom, aides
should receive mere consideration under the heads of pre- and in-service training

1

t~an

they have in the past.

Unless assigned as a mere

I

.4-

flunkey to the teacher and content to remain in that status, the aide
enters increasingly into the instructional process.
ucational problems

grow~'and

a consciousness of

~ole

Awareness of ed-

observation of teaching situations develops

that must be positively clarified and guided.

There has been enough experience with the aides system to indicate

1

1.

that such clarification and guidance should be provided more systemmatically "Chan in the past.

In-service training can be required of them"

after they are hired, and pre-service orientation before.
deserves partiCUlar attention in

biling~al progr~s.

Such training

Generally speaking,

aides operate uncertainly either as assistant housekeepers or sUb~pro:'
fessionals.

If bilingJ.al educat ion is to use them more and more in the

latter category, their sub-professional training should be taken seriously
by administrators.

Who is to offer such training, what

it to consist

of, how can it be designed so that it offers genuine educational insightsf
--these are questions that must be posed and
than they have in the past.

~~swered

more deliberately

rhe professional, ethicel'and

issues raised by the use or aides can

h~uper biling~al

a~~inistrative

inst=uction in

subtle as well as noticeable ways, if they are not resolved constructively •

.
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rooms.
, Competencies in Spanish.

If bilingual education is to justify the funds and the effort spent
'on it, teacher competency in the langI:(age other than English must be
judged

by increasingly higher standards. A rising level of expectations

as to what a bilingual teacher oUght to kno'" and be able tOo do is necessary if the low benchmark from which they have started is to be raised.
That requirements for assignment of a teacher to a bilingual class
have been less than strict can be admitted without embarassment.
{\
less than a decade school

s~stems

In

had to be turned around to qualify

for federal ar:.d state funding of massive biling'.lal progran1S.

In some

respects this has called for drastic changes in attitudes and improvisations of many sorts, ranging from statements or educational philoso'::
phy to design a.>J.d production of materials.
provisations, in

~~y

not the least of these 1m":

instances, has occurred in the matter of teaching

personnel.
So far as the teaching of Spanish in bilingual programs is concerned
the start vas not auspicious,.

In states like California it was condi-

tioned by generations of neglect or hostility on the part of the official
establishm~~t.

which did not concern itself with respecting or preserving

or enhancing the language skills of' Spanish-speaking children.

Their

C:Ulture :faded:\and their Spa.'lish skills were leached through Official

- 1/:2.'*' '" -4 ;z
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indi~ference and neglect.

It is fro~ their ranks that much of. the

recruiting of bilingual teachers has had to be done.
It

is no offense to the ethnic ego or to the educator's pride to

confess all this.

historical circu'1l.stances improvisation is
is provisional.

that under these

The importa.'lt thing is to
unavoidable~

.\

It should: not be too much to hope that within ten years

incompetencies will be .1eveled upward.

the

but also that it

This can be done
pre-se~lice

partly thrrrQgh in-service training but mainly·through
education.-

----------:.

.'-- The competencies to be
language and skills in using it.

relate to knowledge of the Spanish
They also have to do with a·wide curof Mexi.can com-

riclUum of cultural l!'.atters of which the current

munities is a part.
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It is one of the tenets of bilingual education that parents shall
have the opportunity to take part in the entire

This begins wi·bh

the choice as to vhether or not children will be· enrolled in bilingual

e!

W&

j

""U!!>l! til all:

A

••

~

»#X

»kW

'.

classes.

:For those parents :who apprOYe, the schools are expected to

ofter opportunities for. __involvement.
__ ,
~

'~!Ilvolveme,nt

.,~

~

---.o:~

hars ta.1I:en a number of forms.

-,

Parents have been ap-

pointed, to advisory committees which pass on matters of policy.

The

school5 are expected to encourage demonstrations of cultural skills by
parents in the classroom.

The prevailing view appears to be that par-

ents shouJ.d know what is going on in the school and to have the opportunity to express themselves. about it.
This desirable aspect of bilingual, bicuJ.tural education couJ.d be
:made :more effective it parental roles were somewhat !l:\()re specifically
described and presented as options to the parents. -"
T.b.ese a.re some of the w'"S.ys in which this might, be done: the identit:i:cation of' adults who haye a craft or other skillstl;e.:l; they are willing

i,-

to demonstrate in classroOl:ls; lectures in Spanish to explain t):le methods
and philos?phy of current 'instruction; consultation'of parents in a con-

t
L

tinuing assessment

or

needs based on a procedure established by the

flistrict; presentation of visual programs about classroom activities il-=i

lustrat.ing what the school is doing and why; convocation of discussion
groups to provide facts and elicit opinions whenever a situation or issue

I

:1
,

;

arises that

c~Jna.~ds

the present interest of the community of parents;

a 'service- of' technical information for parents who are members of ad'V'isory committees and who as such are called upon to :make policy
judgements.
While the doors to participation should be kept open to all

paren~s.

it is not likely that most of' them will be prompted to participate actively on the· level of a general interest ,in the educational progress of

-/14£lit,;».:;;

'"

t¢4(

!&J$4ut

441 I

i

oT the school

syst~~

as a whole.

interested in the educational
specif~c

It is probable that they will be more

e~periences

or their

classes in which they are enrolled.

own children in the

If this is true. it might

,--

be desirable to organize that local interest into supportive and informational committees identified specifically with particular classes.

The

local interest could then be personalized by identifying organized parents
".

with their own children in their own class.

In this way important dec'::

isions which are now made by the school alone could be explained and used
to prOlllote the education of the parents themselves.
There is another:, more productive Use

of

class committees of this type

--to apply them to the encouragement of activities supporting what the
,bilingual teacher is trying to do in the classroom. Being read to at home
strengthens the effect of being read to at school.

But in many instances

the paren~s would require and perhaps welcome guidance in reading tech:
niques as well as assistance in providing the horne with reading ;material
complementary to those of the school.
Parent

p~~icipation

implies the assumption by parents of certain

responsibilities, like reading at home. that can encourage responsivenes's
of the school and the family to each other and the child to both,

There

'-

are precise technical methods to be worked out to ac,complish this; the
class committees can be a means to identify and apply them.

COlllpared to

other fo::::ms of parent participation,-this seems to offer the most immediate
benefits for children receiving bilingual instruction.
Community involvement.
This. like parent participation. is a characteristic of bilingualbicultural education.

Since without its presence it is not likely that

-)I.r~
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~~ding

a school district will obtain federal or state

for bilingual

education, it can be described as a required characteristic.

It can be

argu.ed that there is a difference between the two concepts.

Parent par:::'

,,

l

ticipation, as suggested above, should aim at increasing closeness of the

··l .

'L

family and the school on the level of the growth and development of the
individUal child and the enlistment of the support of the family itself
in encouraging that development.

Comlnunity involvement, on the other

hand, supposes a more general interest in the operation of the school
system as a'whole in the cultural and linguistic areas.

This in turn

presupposes that there is)n the cOr:L"rrunity a structure or }Jays and means
by which that general interest can be expressed, b;y- ;,rhich it can ask
questions and consider the answers and make suggestions as to policies.
If such a. structure .does not exist, if such ways and means are ab:
.

sent, theiPistriet itself must give thought to creating them and making
them viable.

active part ic i pant..s-in--the ~='fF_n-,.-'\i""'''''';;;--'*l~~~bH;€BHl,&-a-'l'~pes
ont
i
/
!
i
?
at i ve-'Qr",del,ega;l;.......:GQ~sul:t;'ive - status.
Evaluation and research.
Advisory bodies and . consultive
committees very soon fall into
\

dis~

use unless they are genuinely functional within the system.
ant !1lnctions which the council could assume would be research and eval~,

t
si

the object

woul~

be to assemble data related to the
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progress of the bilingual :-- bicultural, progra.."ll in meeting the needs of

Spanish speaking children.

The assessment of needs should be continuing.
to the school authorites

I:lDd tecrmically reliable;\.and

and the cC1J1ll"".J...'1.ity.

The advisory

CO'u.D.c

can 'be the channel fOT this.

As a :function. of the advisory counciJ.;,the same objective would apply
with regard to evaluation.
as

possible~with
~

.

The evaluative process should be as continuous

the

and parents as participants as well as all

those staff members vho are responsible tor day-to-day operation of the
program.
vide

profe~sional

advisqrs could be contracted from time to time to projUdgements when needed; but the aim should be to evaluate

the action as it 1ll1folds. and its purpose should be the recognition of
success:f'u1 action

as~well

as the correction of mistakes. oversights. lax-

ity;..or unproductiveness.
Resources staff.·
A bilingual:: bicultural program for a district the-siz.e.,of.--San ".lese
vith ongoing activities on various fronts and at different levels: and
calliIl.g for active participation by family and community will require
effective supportive services.

At whatever point of the pistrict1s

. administrative machinery they are attached. these services are important
to keep the numerous participants in the totai program moving forward
together.
In any public program of any proportions there is much that can be~
,
come
and even mystifying if there is not within it an adequate
exchange system of information and services..

It is not possible to

answer all the questions. pro)-ide for all the contingencies •. coordinate
all the resources,\and anticipate all the needs in advance.

-1/7-

Provided the

,

'

..

goals are clearly sta.ted and the commitments are ta,ken. seriously\
-'

-

crea.tive- team operation will be possible, even among a c0111pa.ratively
large number of persons.

The two requireme.\1ts are clear definition of

vcsponsibilities and ways and means to bring guidance a.'1d help to those
in the pr<)gram who need to Imow and to act.
important in the parent

S-.'1d

These needs are parlicularl;r

cO.llllll.unity sector of the program..

is to be avoided in bilingual

If rigidity

the traffic of ideas,
.~

information, materials,

equiplnent'~and

.,

will have to be lively

and responsive.
Like the use of aides, parent

ion and cot:lMUIlity involve-

ment resources services must' be particularized and special staff training
for them provided.

j

,. 1,

• 'J

. '
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-
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Conclusion.
eul't~t::'mu1R3'~~d
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An adequate bilingual- bicultural program must concern itself with

materials, teacher training, ·la..nguage skills. parent participation. com=
munity involvement;:curriculu.'!l strategies. educational philosophy and
#'"-'\

cultural awareness.

"'';!,>-",,\M.'''i,:-~. ..··~_

Prom time to time the emphasis may shift from one of

these areas to another.
on all fronts.

But over time the program must advance evenly

Neglect of any of them will'1L.'1balance the whole effort.

Special attention should be given to the aspect of culture becaUse

,-

it is the area least clearly defined at the present time and most likely
to contain vague concepts and blurred objectives.

It is important to

avoid these faults since they can reverse priorities and derail the act=
ivities of the participa..'lts, possibly creating false expectations in the
'COTr'1l111'nity and missing the centr.s.l purposes of so much effort and expense.
These purposes ~ in order of priority. would appear to be as :Collo'.rs;
llumber one:

to prevent the injury done to young learners
who are compelled to take instruction in
uage they do not understand. or

,L.".ll~,-

which they

have limited skills.
Number two:

to reinforce and to encourage the

self-

signi:ficance socially and self-worth psyc:he,lelgi
by recognizing and

the culture

which

the child is born.
Number three:

to preserve and enhance the
the child

which

in the culture o:f his birth with::::'

out interfering with other linguistic

-//9-

that

will prepare him to act in the second culture
that will condition his future life.
the fulfillment of these

the child.

to

Number

f.,

,.with a continuing series of sccol and

priorit

".

home exner1en,ces in all of which there are always

" .
following vital elements',,'cognitiYe
growth~
j.

1

interest ardused by the significance to

;S\

the learner of what he is learning;.. creative use
}

of things and situtations;suontaneity
in his rew
~.'

sponses which will bring the element of delight
:~

into

learning~

affection for things learned and

for the persons with whom they are learned;. and
ability to give and receive companionship among
peers.
cultural content of a
mary

• not be dominated by them.

should serve these pri-

If they are clearly stated and con-

·the element of condescension toward minorities will

scie;ntiously
be

biline~al progr~~

for

will be seen that What society is doing is not so

much treating the individual as curing itself.

Here the so-called Anglo

.culture and the so-called l·!exican meet on common grou,"1d.

Both will have

to look at. themselves in critical evaluation of hQ"'; far they serire and to
what extent.they fail with respect to primary ends.
The child is entitled to these priorities.

They are the

fo~~dations

for an adult :Life tha.t is capable of reshaping society in signif'icant ways
so that it better serves the ends of

U1lt ;:

h~~anity

ita

itself.

jtU4k1ll

l.ThesEl remarks on bilinguaJ.-bicultural educa.tio n
from a longer essay >by pr.uGalal"za entitled

san Jose UnU"ied School Distriot. 1t

1tBilingual~Bicu1tural

They are reproduced with

Education in the
ssion of the

original publishers,. the Department of Urban Education of the San Jose (California)
School District and the San Jose Hodelt;ities, Inc.
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Editor.

,
JUAN GOl'rEZ, QIJI ID!-lES

Reflections of Discontent in the It'.erlcan Novel, 1890-19U>V

As noted by,Ernest K. Bramstead for Europe, the sociological novel made its

,

appearance: at a time in the nineteenth century when co ndi tions in soci ety were
char.gir.g. ~ /' There is a correlation behrs'en the tendency tOl"ard art:. stic reali sm,
conp~_

marked social and economic, ....

7BF~

in narrative literature, and the first impact

,-

of modernization;: In Mexico, too, literary trends and conditions of life i'ocused
the novelist t

S

attention on social conflict 4~;-;;;'" that reflected problems

arising from social change.
Most of the

r~vels

considered here belol".g" to the realist literary trend in

l'Jexico, as defined by Joaquina Navarro.

»~~ Some knoldedgeabla scholars like

John Brushwoodprefer the term ltrealism/natuX'ilism,n but ]'(avarro considers the

distinction bet'iieen realism and naturalis.1'J1 to be meaningless for Hexico.

In

:europe, X'ealism 1's i'or most nurposes considered to have been dominant between
1830 and 1850, whila in NeriCQ its impact was not felt until the 1880s.

It

was the principal illl"1ue!"..ce in 't-ierican literature up to the second decade of the
twentieth century, stimu1.ating the production of many novels of

-=

politica:!. and

socia:!. content.
By 1880,th.e r-'ll3rican ....T .i.ter had at his disposal the major novels nroduced in

,c,'

Europe under the influ.ence' of: realism.

He could choose

~r.d

select what was attractive

-and: useful to him from the new current, and adapt i t within the Mexican and Spanish
:traditions.

But rc1'lanticism, especially in its more exaggerated features, continued

to have adherents

=Ol"€ the nr.o.ar writers, perhaps because they catered more explicitly

"''':'to established tastes.

CostU!llbrismo--in its specifio COl'Ocern with character ty-pes,

·"""9.oknowledged cust:,.ms, and institutions, usually with satiric or didactio purposes--

1s also in
.

~,Emilio

S0111e

instances a parallel literary trani, partioularly in the work of

_
(~ for sp~ci:tic.Europe~? in...f'J.uences.!
.
~ models"
,
shass.. ~~i'ra~~rzr.rFrench and ,Spanish ~predominated,

'.especially Zola and Galdos, tl::.ough Dickens was also read.

As a whole, the afficity
i

I

to the SDani sh novel of the sa-rne period seems to be the clo ser, but thi s gMwS ottt of
;

,;

the sharing of co.."ll:lTlon: moral and~' social values, tastes, and literary traditions rather
than, out ,of a oonscious ~ imitatiol"..

After 1895, . moderm srn.o was a major Ii terary

current,' one most commorJ..y associated with poetry•

.Along with Buenos !dres, Hexico

City was a center of the cult; and two of its most inroortant journals, Rei.'ista Azul

(1894-J.896) and Revista Eoderna (J.898-1911), were published in Nexico.

.l>:odernisrn.o,

as an escapist mOVelllent, avoided social protest, though escapism may be a form of
suooonscious -protest.

~t::
! Parrino Dla,V
For the most., though, novelists of th~~period

do not exhibit major modernismo ir..fluer.ce8; and, exc'ept for Nervo, few of the
writers to be considered are m,oderni stas.

-3-

In their

portr~yal

of social dissati sfact:ion and political corruption, He.xi..can

novelists expressed explicitly and implicitly their coreerns for natir.mal reforlll
and regeneration.

A good :mar.(jr 'novels revolved around prota,gomsts or groups that

found their situation to
_

oe

uni'avorable because their enivorrment undermined their

aspirations--a harsh reality kept the.'1l from advancing socially and eC9nonU.cally.
Conflict might be generational or political, stimulated by economic conditions or
a resll1t of an individual's beir"g out of step with a quickly

char~ng

envirorment.

--

, . Situations of social con...'1.ict might ral"..ge from the humorous to the tragic.
Through them the noveli st s communicated their ideas on social al'.d political

refom.

-/:<"4-

period

NO'vallsts of

in the plot,

and~in
/

pleas for national

literature.

dedications and prologttec, made

c~

awar~~e3e

Many of

th~

and the creation of a national
used

Writers of the late

as a model Ignacio M. Alta:4:'lirtimo. whose novel Clemenci)'l
(l869) was a benchmark in Mexican l~t~erature.

-

Lic~o

late 1860's, in a debate at the

called cfor the formation of a national

literary independence.

Hidalgo,

During the
Alt~uirano

litera~urecto

had

secure

The writers of the Eorfiriato contrib-

uted oonsiderably to the formation of a national

litera~ure.

Novelists in Mexico i~ theiperi~d'1890-1911~~st
be
.
~

,:

. ...

~,

seen in relation to their tLucS and ~~elr diversityappre~
ciated.

To view the writers of the Eorfiriato as

homo~

geneous, Or simply as precursors of tha r:.evolutionary or
Indianist novel of later years, is to deny them their just
merit.

...

They

w~~e

writers of an age, speaking to an age.

.
and insti~utionsrusuall::y-ew.i-elr-satir1:e-or--&idaet;-~~s
I
~s also in some instances a parallel literary trend, par.~

in ~~e work of &~ilio Rabasa. P~;cng the Mexican
~iters, French and Spanish influencas predominate~ espe9ial1y zola and Galdos, though Dickens was als~,xead. It
is to these tllat~1exican novelists turned foxr-their
AS: a whole J the affinity to th"" Spanish novel of t.lls SI.\ll'1.6
period seems to be closer, but this grcw5 out of ule Eharing
of common moral and social,values,./tzlstes, and literary tradition, rather than out of 'a~,conscic1.1s inti tation. After
~895 m'odernismo was a major,~itorary current, one most com$only associated with poetry. Alcing,with Buenos Aires,
~lexico City 'ias a c,,:mter- of the cult ''hnd t';"o of its !:lost im,,:,
~icularly

4

r

1

"

.
j

portMt journals, RIl~vist8 Azul (lC94-189i1>-- and Rf?vista HoCiarnl:\; U89S-191~Vw""rl'E: pUbli&hed in :'1exico>",Nc~dtJinhm, as
an ~capist ~~v~~ent, avo~ded social'protest,'tbQpgh escapism
may be a £crm of subconscious protest. For the m6s~part,

"novelists of
Eorfiriato do not exhibit
or ::::::~';::;.:~=~
influence and, except Nerve,- fa..' of the writers
are modernists.

f

..

.
'",.,,~- .~j"

They evolved with the times.

The social-political attitudes

of tna writers covered the spact.r>J:m from endorsement of th.e

status quo to dissatisfaction with

it~

The novelists,as individuals and in

tl~eir

writing:,

evolved along with the course of public opinion.

Clearly

there is a noticeable distance between the attitudes ex:
pressed in' the early
tura in 1910/1911.

l890~s

and those found in the litera-

Individual writers expressed highly in=

dividualized opinions and modified their previous attitudes
slightly
or significantly through time.
.
.,
. A

distinction must be made between.the position of the

wri~er toward the regime--that iS I the dictator and his
).

governmsnt--and his position in relation to thesocialeco-!
~

nomic .:structure of the time.
~

t

-::

"

Given the fact that a dictatot-

ship existed, inregard-to-the7dictat~writers either endorsad
or ignored him, refusinaw to
. •

co~~ent

on politics.

However, nearly all novelists voiced some dissatisfaction·rega;dinq the Bocial.:"economic state of the nation.

.

expressed a variety of causes for

.

it i

They

a few alluded to the

'or

;-

~

reigning political scene, particularly as viewed at lower
levels of function; a number saw the current evils as fruits
of· a vine that had deep roots in history.

Still others,

especially toward the end of the period, saw the faults in
a historical:perspective but considered that the current
system exploited and aggravated the situation.
viol~nce

as a fi::-st step townrd Ule re..-uedy.

.~

,

-/~5"'-

None preached

Most, with

varying
tio~,

of vehemence, expraBsed their dissatisfac-

and modestly but insistently voiced now vague, now

specific aapirationsfor "a batter society I! a greatar, more

just Mexico.
factor in constructing a view of the past fu"1d a

As a

consensus on its ideological importance, the historical novel
Was

significa.~t.

As a genre, the historical novel reached

its apogee in the second half of the nineteenth century.
~~um ~p_~~ent

colorful

st~le,

was Juan
.

A.

The

Mateos, who wrote· in a simple,

.

accessible to all the-literate pUblic.

His

no~eis"exalted patriotism and-used adventure and mystury to
help
maintain interest; hence:.his·
work was well read.
•
or
'

He

,~

idealized national historical figures and always emphasizsd
the association of the Liberal cause with positive national

evolution.

He \1rote novels the way Liberals liked to imagine

that history

w~.

To him the national cause was inseparable

from the Liberal cause, t.ltough his notions of duty and patriotism made his novels palatable to a wider public than
sketcrr, see Juan B.

Iguini~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.(Mexico

Impren~a

) , PI'. 209-

For discussion
-ni:s._.historica:'t'~novGls, consult
de Jesi!s Aguado Alvarez ~~;rU:an Antonio r-1ateos y seis
~e ~us mejores novelaB_hi:storicas" (}t-.. A...,_thesis, Unhrersi4'lad .Nacional Aut6:noma"-de Hexico, 1963); arid:-~ a discus
of other historical novel~sts, sea Lloyd J. Rea~~

;215

~ar!a

can Historical !:ovel, 1826-1910 (New York:

~as

Espanas en los Estados unidos, 1939).

Instit';'u';;;;t""o;"';'~:";';;';"

\ , ~...

.,

j

'" -simpl:'l -lib;:;rals.

The expli 7it theme of Juan A. Mateoa in his series of
historical-novels was an exorbitant patriotism and a conscious effort to associate patriotism with Liberal ldsas
such as repUblican demooracy and antifeudalism.

In exag-

qerated rhetorical prose, he glorified the figures of

Eid~l

. qO,and Morelos during Independence, and Juarez and Zaragosa
,~

,0,

,'~

:~

during the wars of y,t.;form and:.tntervention, extolling their
,-:-

~

-"

love of the nation and.their dedication and sacrifice for

it. 'He also strove to make popular his view that these
~.

struggles for national liberation were a continuation of
the Indian cause initiated upon the arrival of the Spaniards..

.. :;~
_

-Association

wi~~

the Indian and Libera1 heroes and ideals

~'

i

,

came to be part of the forming nationalistic body of beliefs.
/! i

The major part of
published

prio~

,;.

~s

historical fiction was originally

to 1890, but his work was alwayeundergoing

new editions and was very popular during the period from
·... 1890.

to 1911.

Sacerdote y caudillo (1868) and Los insur-

gentes (i869) cover the period of independence:and the principal protagonists are Hidaigo, Morelos,:the Bravo brothers
and other leaders.

He projected myth and truth into heroio

proportions, along 'with an anti-Spanish bias and a romantic
indigenismo.

El sol de mayo (18GB) and El cerro de las cam-

panas (lB68) :ch.~k1e-and idealize the war of the Reform

i

and the French Intervention, glorifying the Liberal leaders
and branding Conservatives as traitors.
- '1:<"7-

"a;;r.

In

Slliu,

Mateos

upheld a national view, supported change beneficial to the

prepared a generation.

Demetrio Mejia in 1889 could unabashedly announce in
his prologue" to Entre el aIDor y III eatria t "Amo a

roi Patria

con verdadera pasi6n"; and in the nov~'i(procee~ to illustrate
}~:~

t~"".,.-,~:t

..">:'.,L

':;_.:

r,-

. ,to',wh~t extent t!:Le'!lfu,o......."h,o'sharesthe passion c.<+r;:r:±ed.:e-..it:A.:!. t;.: ~~ v'. -':'7?';-~
':
'3'
The central p~~~~o~ist, a young hacendado of Liberal
,-!

convictions.sacrifices comfort, love, and life'during h±s

. parti~ipauO;'-iA

the struggle for independence.

!'1ej!a,

Mateos ,and other historical novelists contributed 5ign1£i-'
cantly to the formation of' a popular view of t.'1e past and -:;::
---.

a consensus

on~historicalpride:andone

to mobilize

pUb~ic'

.'

1

which could betappeq

r

sentiro.ent.

~

=L~a~g;r~a~p~.~c~i~e~r~.c~ia~·

Emilio Rabasa published La bola and

......

,

in 1887 and In.the following year El cuarto poder
m

~~d

Moneda falsa.'§; Though his novels were written too close1::( together to register evolution of the au thor' s attitude,
appar~'tly

Rabaaa did support qualified change and expressed

concern for the national situation.

Satirically,' in the

"._-----,-----------I \ l~'
.
.

\

Demetrio t'1ej ia, Entre /!Ol a.r.o.,:n v la patria {H!5xico,
El'Plll::tido Liberal, 18891, Dassim.
\

.ID.F:,.:
t

!i

-

,_\

.

'2
\

I \.
' . '.

Emi1:I.o. Rabasa, El

i

l'

\

Co,

\

·.~tH'.rto

'\

'

poder y Hor..oda falsa (I·16>:1co I

!D.F.: \Editorial Porrifa,~ 1943 lIst ed., laUdj) I La bola
I (H~xico, D. F.: L6pez y Camp., 1(87); La gr;:m ciE:nci~l
i{f·iexico, D.F.; LOpez y Comp., 1887}. -Foz: a biographical

;sketch consult Juan B. Iguiniz, Biografia de novelistds
:mexic~nas, pP. 285-287.
, _ . ---.""'--.,'<"~-~_ . .~_._-~---------
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.the late 1880's, emilio Rabasa chronicled the disillusion- ment

~.d

corruption of his principal protagonists as they

participate in politics." After reading Rabasa, one is convinced that politics is a futile activity, even though

~

for political

works also impreEs the reqder with the

reform and national unity, which apparently was an implicit
.....

<

intention of the novelist.
Sources of xenophobic feeling were the yanguis and the invasion nac:i'fica-- ,

Aao..~ntion~.Q. -in---the....seeont,l:-eha:o-te.r7_'l;,;.ae yanQUiS

and

the nonviolent penetration of economic and social irnuences from the-United states.

::the.-.invasi6n.. pac-ff-iea-wer.~};.gets-o-f-xenQpoo~.el:irl:9

•

But t~is feeling was not limited to the United State~prenence: it

g~,eralized .itself

to include all foreign influ-

enee, and it was both economic and cultural, as well as a
reaction to current inlitative modes of certain

elements~d

within Mexican society •. In some instances it was a nativistic reaction toehe incipient cosmopolitanism, and the cnaractelfs;who
voiced
it often were provincials on visits to
I..
.

_.

the capital~

Jose T. de Cuellar in Los £uerenos (1890) had

a character speak about his impressions of the city-and

the economic jealousy af

v~e

~~e

i

bourgeoisie:

.

"Yo se 10 he dicho a V. Sr. Gutierrez, todo as
extranjero hasta el teatro ••• "
"Eeta va a sar de los extranjeros y ~as hijos del
pais nos quedaremos a un pan peelir 1"/

.

1\. 7:;z.heL1?S~~ne .petn.'!t!b, tIC;?

of. tluiLed" 3 lates economic

an4-sOe-i~7~n-~-fi-~*i60. .
." 2
~ .. ,
. _
f ' F -Jose-ne-€tleller-;--£les
ftlereUe6 i
t.an<~r-': El ......A'tlane!.ea, 1" 9G), p. 14
.~....,.r

- 1:<"1 ~11i

1ft !/'.oehe lm:ne: (San-

itA los extranjercs se lss paga todo ca=o, y a1 h1jo
clel pais sa Ie desprecia. ",~>
"

Often

re~arks

like these were followed by a complaint of the

absence of national pride and cohesion, with the implica.tion
that if these were more robust foreign influonce would not
be alloweQ to evolve.
'~,

Even in a writer notably nonpolitical,

"
r';',

such as Rafa''!!l Delgado, are found sarcastic references to';
"La invasion pac!£ica de nuestros amables {his italics]
primos de Allendeel Bravo ••• lit
;

'\

Rafa'l Delgado best epitomi~e~ the withdrawal of his

generation from active political involvement in the 1890's

Given the period, his rationalization is not unattractive.
It was hasedoo the sense of patriotic responsibility then
corr~on, one Which was markedly to change from

acquiescence

to,d~ctatorship

a patriotic.

to a patriotic rejection of it.

Delgado rejected political involvement, arguing that it is
inherently

corr~ptible

turbulent~~and

-"

advised

and divisive, making men petty and
~~at

after the recent prolonged period

of civil turmoill peace and unity"was what tho nation needed.

However, he strongly affirmed that this rejection does not
imply less love of country ~~an that held by the g~~eration
refo~m.

of the

For Delgado, an intellectual's patriotic duty

was to contribute to culture, to teach, and to write.
l

he

....

As

-:~~/"

a~ulated,

"paz y j"usticia" was not the politician's

---~-----

,
"

1:
11):".16.,. p .. :32..

. ~~afa~1':;Delgad~r~~;:;:!:.~r:ia=.4M3X:ieor=~F __:'--.EdiCiones
r,,i. ,
. -, <ti()O-},'\:.~:·p_·~ 135
de '>1,.'
a._ r"'-o'n ·n._1.4."' .,'.1....... ............
r ,..
•
3
'-i..(.,~
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-
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•

slogan for justifying a dictatorship but. a thoughtful man's
rationale for

na~ionai s~lvaticn.<!Y

;.

~Ni~j..

HIs novels or-a
tranquility

rur~l

setting reflected a surface

whi~nbelio~-the anL~osities

underneath, and

often much more conflict is implied than/cactually character,~".'

Rafa~l Delgado was aware of the

ized.

anL'1losity of the poor

and the resentment of the proud middle class against the

haughty local rich.

Both La calandria (1890) and l.nqelina

(1893) acquaint the reader with the oppressiveness of small
...,

town snobbe=y and pettiness.

His novels aealf successively

with the social dissatisfactions of the skillful artisans,
the,middle class l and the lower upper class.
.J

Gabriel of

.

LaCala~dria,

a prOUd and skilled carpenler l keenly felt

,

Fobrel - repiti6 - Pobrol Esta palabra encerraba
para ella significaci6n mas insultante y of ens iva •
same novel, Nagdalena, a woman of shady morals and

intellectu~l

pretensions and great social

a~~itiongr

ad-

,vises~
>
,

i

,"

~

-i
i

"Oiga usted Carmen, o{gnme usted; hay que salir de 1a

esfera en que nacimos~ los tie~pos ya son otros; la
ilustraci6n pidc, va~05, manda que procurcmos subir
.•••hij:, subir. Sea como fuese: ,.1 <)/

-l
~

t
,

-t
{

,

-:,';~

- 13/.:.1f3

,

,;;

indign~tion because of his sociar,economic status.

.In. the

':.~

. . . . ."

th~i- ~-,~--~~--

"

•.$

and insecure

of

The

~ey ~e dissatisfi~j

becaus~

with their position and are oftan .

striving
, satis

as thes3 enter into the process of nacr~ating

tionalism

a propitious

rram~

there is the prototype

In

of mind for it.
the individual

whose pretensions place him. in a marginal position:,
.~

Mu~rdago er~ e1 tipo ~~acto y completo de esa juventud bullicioaa y ardiente de Ia clase media, ain
lucre tii patrL~onio que a las estrechezes.6 insaciables daseos de la pObraza aduna leg habitos y
refinamien'cos del pr6c~r; de eaos .j6venes inteli-·
gentes y de singulareg aptitudes~ sin mnor al trabajo, con todos loa vicias y preocupacion~s del

pot~l\tado.l .,~~J

. t\nqelina {1893} by the same author depicts

tween the Reform
prose the

~~d

b~autie8

Tuxtapec.

the

time be- .

It idealizes in exquisite

aud virtues of traditional society and

draws the contrast between that age arld Mexico in the
18901 s. B~t the• author confessed, albeit by implication,
that the reality was not altogether pleasant.
The novels of urban setting more graphically depict
conflict;.s, anin:.osities, and frustrations than do those of
. rural life.

Economic resenbnent and personal frustration

are the themes, rather than social huniliationand open
. brutality.
~

At the same time that Delgado was idealizing
""

priJvincial life, J>.:ngel de campo pUblished La Rumba ·(1890)

-I.e~
~.

-

"-"

, '--/

which portrayed the misery of urban e,."(iatence.'/ de Campo,
~

who lived a life of petty fr"ustrat.ions, knew \,rell the pathos
and frustrations of the-urban lower middle class,and much ,of
)

his work deals with the effects of "poverty on those whose
education accentuates their

sensitiven~ss

to it.

His social

criticism has a strained urgency.
Remedios, the heroine of La ful~~a, was pa~~etically
frustrated in her efforts to improve her station in society.
Studying grammar and arithmetic were little aid to her efforts to leave the slum where she was born.

She was aware

that others led different liyes'and she resented her exclusion:_~;;..;" [0]

diaba a los elegantes, a las rot as que visten

de seda; sent!a una inmensa rabia de sar una

'.

Ii:"

cualqu~era.R~'

Perhaps because of her unreal aspirations, Remedios ends
badly.
the

There were many people like Remedios at the turn of

centur~

and the nationalists' advocacy of equality and

an open soeiety could well have appealed. to thel1.'.• · Though
de C~~po made no political proposals, he did show social

-

concern and he documented the lives led by the people who
were listening to nationalist exhortations during "the period

'--- ..

'

-/33~

At the same time de Campo was writing his heartfelt plea
for 'the urban lower middle class, t..'1ere were further signs
of different literary themes.

In 1891 El1gio Ancona pub-

lished La mestiza, which at least mildly condemned the mis, treatment of t11e Indian and asserted t..'1at Mexicans must
recognize their Indian heritage.
1925) produced

Tomo~~i~

(1893), a novel with serious impli-

cations regarding the validity,
"the

regL~e.

Heriberto Frias (1870-

legitL~acy,

and stability of

The novel described a military campaign against

& rebellion of Indio-mestizos in Chihuahua, and questioned

the basic patriotic rationales for the regime, suggesting a
new critical attitude toward it.

In its narrative, neither

peace nor justice existed and national progress was debatable.

However, the book was not revolutionary; D!az was

lauded personally and no political militancy was advocated.
Rather, a romantic melancholic nihilism pervaded its pages.
In this novel, Fr!as offered little beyond sympathy-to t.'le
oppressed, but his viewpoint and questioning attitude were
to broaden in time and, from a concern with the injustice
practiced toward the rural population, he was to focus on the
prevalent national social and political

corrup~ion.

After Tomochic Fr!aS

conc~ntrated

his criticism on a

society that to him was corrupt from top to middle.
view Mexico needed

reg~~eration.

In his

Fr!as was convinced

~~at

the regime's structure was in a malignant condition, nec€asitating a quick remedy.

Corruption invaded all spheres--

public, private, social, l:L'1d political--as

sho~'n

in

g

. /":'

dltimo duele (1897);~ He depicted the lives of crooked
political la.r"'Yers ,thieving final'lciers, &"ld opportlli"listic
bureaucrats in a society closed to deserving

~,d

honest men.

Even in a local beauty queen contest the popular crolcidate
loses to one who enjoyed more political influence.

In the

novel, however, Frias shifted the time to the years of the
Gonzalez administration, no doubt in order to have a freer
hand in criticizing society.

The panorama focuses on tile

corruption within official circles, corruption Which the
author portraY'S as an element so pervasive that it wrecks
the honest and dishonest alike.
101898, in the

prologu~

to the novel La parcela, Jose

L6pez Portillo y.Rojas issued a call for the creation of a
H,exican literature which would deal with Mexican life and
the.'1leso'

,The social criticism of L6pez Portillo y Rojas
.,

was mild, and his social vision limited.

Conflict for him

•

wasstrlctly personal, never institutional er historical.
(189S) described

and

conflicts within

in local politics.

tively tranquil.
ley

fu~a

personal animosities
~~e

group which

The

decep-

There is a case of the spplication of the

(the right to shoot prisoners if they try to es-

cape, which often simply a."l1ounted to assaseinationl;'snd the

responsible jete politico admits to twenty such acts ordered
by him personally:2;f,/ The' author's suggestions for reform
were that a people should be kinder, that the anticlerical
laws be abolished, and that the

rightfu~

cient!fico riff-raff should rule.

elite and not the

He idealized rural

M~~ico

because it was less spoiled by the forces of modernity than
,

the city; it was closer to the colonial period, which he
admired.

He eUlogized rural society because it was 910ri -

ouely traditional and not fertile ground for the modern,
as was the~city.

His concern for it was that of the pa,~"."

t'

<

ternalistic hacendado;~ For the troubles of the nation
L6pez Portillo y Rojas blamed the hQurgeoisie that sprang

sea
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up under n!az and the corrupting forces of a germinating

in his work, along with supernatural escapism and sensation-

alism, also advocated nationalistic tendencies for literature.
and

In all his work there is an implied concern for Mexico

~~ings

Mexican, <though this is not an exclusive concern

but rather a reflection of his ge..'leral concern for man and
his world.

In 189S he too urged the formation of an indig-

anons literature:

.' .Yo quiero qU7 tengamos teatro nacioual; yo aspiro
, a Ill. autonom:U:l en este rnundo; yo me sublevo contra
Ill. depE".ndencia del extranjero a que nes vemo;; sujetos.\",~/
"

Porfirio Parra .. like other aut..'1ors, dealt 'with the
frustration of aspirations by a hostile environment.

In

•

the novel Pacotillas (1900) .. the hero and heroine share a
'common background 'of comfortable bourgeoisie upbringing,
but their situation becomes one of poverty.

Paco .. a

perpetuallydissatlsfied youth .. is an excellent portrayal
of one '''ho is denied by his surroundings:

... [bi] ada he

hecho, ni siquiera lanzar un 'cari:ucho de dinamita para
\

t
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saciar ~ased de destruccion que ss ha apoderado de mi.'·~~

Not satisfied with reproaching himself, he saw this dissatisfaction as a phenomenon ,of his generation.

students, he makes the aCC"J.sation:

To his fe-11m"

" • Que bia.J1 represen tais

a ~a generaci6n an€mica. a la generaci6n escualida. a Ia
gerieraci6n sin ali~~to ni ideales de que form&~os parte~.
It expresses
a dissatisfaction
, .
,

and himself.

wit.~

his age, his

fe~lows,

The author's sympathy for his character was

not complete, but by his selection and description the attitude tot17ard the society ",as
national progress
:~.

t~~ough

plain~y

negative.

Parra urged

evolutionary reform.

In Pacotillas (1900) Parra drew a sorry picture of the

poli~icians

brought forth aftar Tuxtepec, though of course

'he. tOok care to place the narrative in the period of the·
Gonz£lez aQ~inistration. The antagonist is a former general,
a, typical porfiriato politician, corpulent and \-"Ulgar, who
is now a

~ongressman,

the owner and director of newspapers,

who aspires to be a minister.
the wars:

He is of a type spawned by

crude, ignorant, but shrewd.

Porfirio Parra

tended to see political inju:s'idce as evidence of a lack of
,
~

~

,- f
J

sciencein,.government and' in social
Don

c~i~~ario

CUSto.\11S

in generaL,

of Manuel San Juan's El senor gobsrnador

(190ll is a typical porfiriato politician type:
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M~~uel

~;e

delight in
ies without

th~

San Juan,

Qusly satirized local politics

leagued

• gov-

gta:t:e:~.Y Cartoonists

ernor of his

such characters ;:~/ Nox: \,'as

J

will

rJ

1--

- ~•
,..."...

fortunate circun:<s'tances and

• by implication, bur-

administration as he exposed current political

~

i

~

I

- :,
;
<

·
!

J

- Ij
-

into the workings of the political

I
•;..t

syst~n

at the local and

state le"'els.

ii

,-

His amusing novelette provides insight

cliches as a farce.

In Los parientes ricos (1903)

Delgado described

the
.changes brl;lught on by the
,,'

current in Hexico

/.

as·th~y regist~
:

,,"

in a provincial

to~~.·

p~vio~~ly

The

,ordered and olosoo society showed evidence of strain, despite

poetry readings and S-chubert recitals.

Social' antagonisms

!

-"
<

-

!
!

~
~

- ,·t
t

-

i

~

were sharper in this story of a family \>;hich, because of its
deteriorating position, was forced to depe...rtd on a:id from

wealthy

relativ~s.·

With bitter irony Delgado depleted the

French airs and pretentiousness of

~~e

pseUdo-aristocratic

family in Los parientes ricDs, whom he jUdged
for

bei~9 ~tinational...

nega~i',Tely

The fa.'!!ily boasted French cooks and

1
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D. F.

:

f~om

English coachn1en, a.nd its '\"'feal::...l:. dat,ed

collaboration
t.hf~

with the ene.'1ly duzing' the Int.ervention.

By 1903

of even this gentle-,.,(riter was hostile.
.
...

In t.'te work of

"-~

view

Delgado there is visible a deep love for tn3 Mexican land

and culture, as well as patriotic references and a

distr~st

of what is foreign.
As often as not, when expressions of resentment were
made in reference~t~ the idle 'rich, statements exalting the

virtues of the hard-working lower sectors were affirmed with
-

.

'

the implication that

~~esa

sector of the nation.

.

were the worthiest 'and largest

Many \",ould

~gree

with 'the reIn ark of

/)

Federico
"

,

G~<boa's

character Don Luts:

• de las tres

II •

capas sociales, la alta era incurable, 1£ media susceptible

de alivio nada

~as,

-'

pressions reflected a developing pride
the bourgeoisie:. and

~~;/

Y la popular curabilisma.·"·

land-o~ming

~ree

Such ex-

of imitation of

behavioral modes.

Often i t

would be expressed in, terms of a work ethic, dutifulness,
devotion, in.itiative, and hard work.

A

forthright anger

indicating some politicalization also was evident,

su~~

that expres,sed by a character in Federico Gfuw·oa· s Santa
e1903} :

·Yo soy un hombre libre; you soy partidario de
todas esas republicas,
de las borr~as de din~'1lita v de 'a olla podrida;
yo soy soc:talista, )marquista.t '~Y

•

as

."

Through 1900-1911 the growing interest in literature

that reflected Maxico and Mexican concerns developed.
.

.

:

£: . . ; ,

.

.~""":,,,,~:~""';i;""

In

"

.<;.-...

9

1901 the novel .. Pacot1.11as .. by Por-,-J.r1.o Pa.rI?<:{'j"'<"';as'. ·praJ..sed
by the: positivist journal Revista Positiva for its' "mexica... .~"

rr;.'"-

nessP;~ urged

ten.

that mora truly authentic books be

~~it-

Significantly, this journal had in the past urged

European 'sta."1dards.

By 1906 .. Jose Ferrel .. in the introduc-

tion to a new·.edition of Frtas' Tomochic argued for an

.

ex-

elusively nationalistic literature and the abandoning of
European modes~

He proceeded to use nationalistic content

as a value norm for judging literary worth and in so doing
pra:.ised Rabasaas the initiator of such literature and judged
the.
work
of Frfas, crude by any stal'ldard, above the polished
.
.
acade.-nic prose of Delgado, Lt'l effect saying that riexican
lit.erature

work of

must ha'le its o,,"-n autochthonous

Azuela~~i~d

standards.

The

the expectations for a national litera-

ture.
By 1907, in the work of Mariano Azuela. the resentj

. ment against a closed and stratified society had become
~d,j

.' patent."

Controlled anger was the underlying tone

1
':.'
..
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: I - t ~ ~..
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trials and tribulaticns of Licenciado Resendez ~ the id8a1iatic lawyer ~ a:o.d his fia.'I'lceo, who compounds the original
- ,...
0.y
·stain" of illegitimaC"j' by being an over£-ducated wo;:r.an."·-

Resendez, of h\4-nble origin, arrhres in

-

tm~'I1

lIed ,'lith

juvenile idealism/ and" soon becomes the focus of the intrigues

~'I'ld

clel;'gy.

town.

chicanery practiced by the local oligarchy and

Soon both he and the girl are forced to leave
Th,e fictitious &>nezcua family in the novel is a

caricature of the crude bourgeoisie with aristocratic pretensions.

The mother reads for "improvement" El 1iberal,,~~-".

lama as pecado

.

....-... ,........,..

~-"._"

o-~~iiia:.:Sai."il-i!!ny~and the

... " becOmlng the head oligarch.

father dreams of

On the other hand, Resendez

dreams. of some future reckoning:

"'La canalla as ahara·

duena del poder, pero 61 triunfo definitive no Ie esta
destinado. "./ ,f{es~ndez beco;r.es disillusioned and reveals
his frustrations:
~

T~a la supremacia de la inteliqencia no as la puerta de la prosperidc:d, que el
triunfo a~ la vida corresponds a las medianias y
alin a las nulidades, porque se llega a los mas altos
puestos no por el tBlcnto. ni por el saber~ sino por,
la audacia y por la intr;ga, per 1a bajeza, la desverquenza y el c.inismo. ",;&-\' v

·Se di6 cuenta de

Azuela also focused on the snobbery, pattiness, and social

-14/~

exclusiveness of a provincial

to~m d~mina~ed

by a shabby

.--.

bourgeoisie and a' pseudo-;,aristocracy L"l Sin timor

{19~2).

'--"
>

The novel chronicles the pathetic if

te~acious

efforts of a

mother and daughter trying to crash local society.

succead, later

becorr~ng

as selfish and

a~rogant

And t..'leY

as others.

Though Azuela recalls Frias and Rabasa, one in describing the defeat of idealism and inIlocence, the other in

graphically narrating social satire, he went beyond them.
Be looked

fO~lard

and suggested that the social cure must

.be a massive national regeneration because the entire
national social order was corrupt.
were

'~isciplined;but no

w~s ~rovincial

lean emphatic.

porfiriato society.

strong patriotic.

concarn~,

inc~usivesense of

His anger and indignation
Los frascados {lSOR)

From 1907, Azuela showed

dislike of the foreigner, and an

national community, and

ar~ed

for nation-

al p~litical reforms •

..

As characters'novelists often had the petit bourgeoisie,
skilled artisans, and small independent farmers who are
proud of their achievements, role, and contribution to na.tional society, and hence doubly resentful of the disdain
meted out tQ.them.

In turn, they are disdainful of the rich,

who to their eyes are worthless and frivolous.

The view

\

that the upper class did not contribute much was often expressed.
,

Pajarito (1908) was, in a sense, a novel pf praise

:

for the poor and honest workers, though there is a certain

- 14'::"_

passivity and fa;!.:"alis?1 ireplied.
9odfath~r

In one

hero's

zc~ne ~~e

urges an ethic of honesty, frugalitYiand indus-

triousnass t whose rewards will be D!:lth moral and material,

perhaps even sooial,
agair~t

a~d

couples this advice

WiL~

hostility

the riCh and disdain for useless knowledge.

he was a promising student, Pajarito decides to be a

Though
br~ck

. mason, ~')/
"
Marginals within the society playa part in the novels
of Rabasa, Frias, ,Parra, 1>.2uela, Gamboa, and Quevedo y Zubieta~

Frias gave them the apt descriptive label of ftlos

--'

They were the misfits, tho failures, the

destripados."
frUs~ated,

the disillusioned, the hangers-on; in a pp..:case,

the ,people without a place.

Their world \>1a5 one of un-

realized dreams: and shabby boarding houses where once in
a while people discuss anarc..'1ism, socialism, and their re.

~

sentment of the foreigner •
. In El.amor de lassirenas (19GB) Frias defined ftlos
destripados· as those gutted by life, failures through per..::J...I'- ..

sonal weat.ness and the harsh environment>..// Interestingly

enough. Frias' El amor de las sirenas was dedicated to Mexican students., the youth of t1'.e middle olass, and the working

-/43-

~f

class.

Apparently Frias believed that thnze were the re-

gener.ati·..r e sector,s of the society which 'Would do away with
~

the conditions depicted in t.he novel.

The t.'1eme is comm.on

enough; a provincial yout.." comes to the capital. filled with.

ambition but

~~e envirofu~ent

is so harsh and his will so

However, the novel ends on the optimis-

weak that he fails.

tic note of the hero once again well,

a~deavoring

to pick

himself up •
. El triunfo de Sfu"lcho Panza (1911) was the. angriest a1'ld
most biographical of the Fr.Las nO\~els ~.,

It recounts his

life .or that of a character very much like him.

riit.l-Jin the

min~,of a middle-aged editor in Mazatl£n, Miguel, a

struggle

.".:

is

going on between Sanc'lo Panza and Quijote.

the intrigues' o~ a. thieving financier I
"-<--

a"1

opportunistic doo-

tor, and a lawyer t MigUel t1as in a dilemma:

se11':his

ideals~ not

Uncovering

should a man

for gain but for simple peace?

No.

Miguel decides; Fr{as clearly evolve.i to a more stride..Tlt
militancy in regard to national reforms :-:: ¥?··conveyed an
acute concern for Mexico as his hero dedicated himself to
live for his family and for his nation.

Federico

G~~oa

(1364-1939) was the novelist most oon-

cemed with contemporary and future Mexico and the role of
/
~4

the artist in the last years of the porfiriato.

-/41~

..
•

In 1907

~

whi'~~

he wrote a drama

which he tauntingly

called "La venganza de. la g2eba:'--'

dedicated~"Para los

ricos de mi

tierra.~

The crises of the artist protagonists in Reconcruista (1908)
and La llaga (1910) were intimately associated with the ongoing national
o£ it.

~4isis;

in fact they were explicit reflections

In their self-scrutiny both characters examine and.

identify

w~~~ ~~e national·erisis~

upon the:l1'l as citizens and artists.

seeing duties incumbent
As artists they must be

committed to national regeneration in their art, which ought
. to be strong, milita,l'lt, and for the people.

a

Gamboa offered

broader vision than the other novelists, for he encompassed

the political, social, .eeonomic, moral, and cultural aspects
of a national crisis.

In each aspect Gamboa saw a nead for

reform and for vigorous regeneration in order to save and
strengthen the patria.

Salvador, the artist protagonist in

Reconquista, after a deep personal crisis dedicates himself
to his art and nation and

credo

diff~rent

theme,

s~bject,

co~~its

himself to an artistic

from that in vogue, and suggests a different
and purpose to art:

n • • • yo aborrezco e1 arte esteril, no creo en la
doctrine de a1 arte por a1 arte.
No,.no crec, jamas ere!: y si. fuese verded yo no
seria artista, serIa cualguiera. • •
Yo arno el arte viril, sacerdotal y apostal1
e1 que lucha por hacerse eS~uchar de los desheredados
de est:e :mundo. • • ~,,-:-

,

,,

,1FedericO'P~a-FReeom'JII±JJst;~~-tln4~~a in '~j{wela;;:;
{Mexico'," ~fhF .~-"':Fo.ndo--,-de-etr±tura.'rle0~t&iea-.-~5+,.,...-pa.ss..i..... "
:2
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La l1aga (1910) opens

...

consider:
menaster."

wir~~

a plea for.the reader to

• las da~as independencias de que Mexicoha

The novel is centered on

~~e

of a forlner

military officer who is condemned to San Juan de Ulua for

the murder of his wife.

The prison is a nicrocosm of the

larger society with its virtues

fu~d

defects.

Most interest-

ing are the discussions held by a group Whose leader is a
newspaperman cond~vned for his politics.

cusses

society~

The group dis-

the nation, morals, politics, and progress.

After eleven years, Viezca, the protagonist, is set free to
face a hostile
ships.

enviro~Ttent

and a series of personal hard-

He suffers an accident; a lengthy illness follows

which only accentuates his personal crisis and leads him to
a self-conscious examination of the world around him, !'lexica.
At a moving moment, significantly during the national independence celebrations and through tile intervention of his
fiancee, ha obtains a personal illumination and dedicates
himself to creating a better life for himself and to con-

tributing to national greatness as an artist and as a citi-

In

za~.

~le

final pages of La llaqa, a beautiful eulogy

bursts forth A exultant in.national pride, dramatic and titanic.

It is a cry of anguish and joy in being Mexican and

for r1exico.

\.

Reconquista (1908) and La llaqa (1910) are similar in
,--~"

theme, subject and resolution, and botii involve

i46-

p~~ta90~-ists

highly

~elf-conscious~who undergo

personal crises and in

I'

their self-reappraisal minutely eXwuine their society and
conclude by identifying their crisis and personal salvation
with that of the national crisis ~~.d its possible solution.

BOti1 novels demonstrate explicit concern for moral, social,

political,
and

~~d

greatnes~

questions.

economic aspects related to national progress

by an author previouslyunirrvolved with these

In each novel an intellectual's crisis of belief

is identified with the crisis of t.l1e nation.

Salvador the

painter and Viezca the ex-officer and amateur philosopher
are overt nationalists obsessed with themselves and Mexico.
La llaga and

Recon~uistaare nationalistic

novels.

, La camada (1910) by Salvador Quevedo y Zubieta (18951935) presents a society where rules vJere flexible for the
..

~

few and harsh for the many~' ,~description

of.th~·novelists'

In

~camada there is a brief

interpretation of the oli-

garchy and the feeling toward them as s.eJSn by the eyes of
the people.
"• • • viejos ex-traidores, evaros de manos vivas, y
de manos muertas,
unos cuantos frailas gol0806, extranjeros perniciosos
y yernos diputudos. '. •
que nos manden eaos es 10 que ~e duale y esgrimi~ e1
puno contra e1 mont on :ideal. ".~/
o
The view is not complimentary. Salvador Queveda y Zubieta
fil~ntropos

j

!:4>alvado'r Que·.redo y Zu:&:' eta" La

v'" 1\1'" de

(H'!}.ieo,

I).

F'";':-
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refer~ed to xenophobia as ~~~henomencn. particularly
c·

•

•

•

trave:;; del

l'

ail~ncio

a,.~o

Ia recua

~'1

~~'"~'~1'~-,~~.__. _ - - - - -

1a garra del extranjero.

e~tran)b~~

invade por mayor: le.lleva 10
or del susIe y ceL
subsuelc; nasa enorm~~ente en Ie politica y en Ie
administraci6n. • • • sil~~cio
las filas todo
el anp. Pero la noche del quince Septerino sa desahoge

en

In. his

novel ,Quevedo documented the need for reform: his con-

cern for the national situation was sharp.

His honorable and

well-intentioned characters, such as Sergio, Milanes

and

'. Flon, are crushed by the pervasive hostility,. and corruption.

Many of the characters L. La camada are men forced by

50-

ciety to accept roles not in keeping with. their talents or
They represented the explosive sector in Mexican'

ambitions.

society.~o/'a character,
assaults the dictator;,;
the

resent."ll:ent~of.

in·blind resentment publicly

Arroyo, a former la" student~!:shouts

the left-out in Parfirian J:-lexico:

mi no me regenero la revalucion porfirista. y.
vaya ~que ha regenerado a otros. A los ladrones de
caminos y veredas, los hizo guardias rurales. Regenero a muchos licenciados y medicos politiqueros
chaciendolos diputados mudos. '. •• Pero, a roi qus?"··~

4A

Arroyo also represents a violent urge tllat was becoming ap.'

par~~t,·and

the growing moral indignation against

the regime

c'

_.

that had done so much, but not for him and people like him.
The principal theme of Quevedo y Zubieta in La camada is
" .,,-J,/.

political}~oral corruption, a corruption which goes from

_-.:...•':;:..2;_"_ _ ~._~

the neighborhood precinct to the chambers of the national
P?lace¥ from the acquisition of ministerial posts to the
passing of simple bar examinations.

He realistically For-

trayed the web of intrigue and greed underlying D{az,
though the dictator is seen more as victim than as creator.
Generally, either implicitly through satire or directlythrough explicit exhortations, novelists called for national political reforms, as did other intellectuals.

While

the novelists were often indirect in theiistatements,
other

~ntellectuals

alongside the novelists made explicit

nationalist advocations and vigorous calls for reforms •

..

\
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Notes for Juan GOme:<;-QuiF.ones, "Refiections of Disoontent in the Hexican Novel"

<~'This essay is adapted from a c.'lapter of the author's doctoral dissertatior., lts::.uia1
C'nange a.nd I.ntellectual Discontent: The Growth of Mexican Nationalism, 1890-19'll.ft

';~Sea

ErX18St

K. Bramstead, Aristocracy and the 1Clddle Classes in Ge:l"l:lany

(Cb:icago: University of Chicago Press, 196i j..) and also Raymond Willia.'1ls, C~lture

and Sccietz, 1780:'1950 (London: Penguin Books, 1958).

Ediclones, 1955.) John S. Brushlll'Ood, rfe::dco in Its }bvel:

A Nation's SBarch

for Identity (Austin: Universtty of Texas Press, 1966).

,!YFor a biographical s".:etch of r-Iateos, see Ju.an B. Iguiniz, Bibliograi':!a de
novelistas 1llexicanos (Nexl.co: D:rprenta de li"Secretana de Re1aciones Exterlores,

1926), 209-215.
Aguado Alvarez,

For discusston b1s b1s historical nov~ls, see r'!ana de JesUs
~Juan

Antonio

y~teosy

novalas bistol"icasri

s de sus

1965).

(M. A. Thests, Universidad Nacional AutOmol!la de
~;Dametrio Mejla, Entre el

&.'1102'

y Ie natria. (Mexico: El Partido Liberal, 1889),

passim.

6

V:Em.lio &abasa, Bl cu.a.rto nodar

y Noneda.

.

falsa O>fexico: Editorial PorI"Sa,

1948 [1st ed., 1888J); La bo1a(Ke.xico: LOpe~ y Cla., 1887);
(Mexico: Lopez y C:la., 1887).

For a biographical sketch, see Ighiniz,
(Santamer: El Athl:ntico,

-Jp.llif;. Delgado,
J),

!!d., 1890

La cal!m:h;ta. (Ne..uco: Ed1ciones de

135.

-

fStj-

~a Razon," 19)].

[1st.

~aji

Delgado, .4.ngelina (:!'fexico: Editorial Forma, 1969 LIst ed., 1893..1),

, :315-336.

~elga:dO, La calal'ldria, 152.

l!trbid., 166.

~,Angel del Campo., La

rU.lllba.

(Herico:

t'_

p.,

1890). For biographical data on

-

'""'" 53-55.
de Campo, see ..Lguin:Lz, :r;IJlllo
-l:9De Campo, La r'.h'11ba, 194-195.
~7Eligio Al'.cona, La l'testiza (i'ie::d.co: Imprenta Editorial, 188l), passim.

'~9Heriberto Mas, Tomochic (Barcelona: 1-iaucci, 1896).

For biographical data

on Fnas, see Iguiniz; 133-137.
·-¢?Herl.berto Fr:l:as, 'Et Ult:5.ma duelo (~.azatlan, Sinaloa: Valades, 1907), passim.

,E?Jose

L6pez Portillo y Rojas, La narcela (Herico: Editor.tal Porr!a, 1961

[1st ed., 1 898J, J.
'<~

~Ihid., 333-3)4.

:

For biograprdcal i!".formation on Portillo y Rojas, see

Iguiniz, 192-197.

'~Jose L6pez Portillo y Rojas, Fuertes y d~bi1es (Mexico: Liorena §spanola,
""
19.1.9), passim.

It was in Fuertes y debiles U914 ed.), published after the fall of

the regime, that

Po~tillo's

resentment of the nouveau

nene

of the Dr az period

burst through in a heavy caricature of their language, dress, and mannerisms.

~J.Amado Nervo, Obras com;)letas (r·1adrld; Aguilar, 195.5), I, 17.

'~~or

-

biographical infor:nation on Parra cO'1sult Iguiniz" 255-256.

",~5porf'irio Parra,

Pacotillas (Barcelona: Salvat

-ISI-

e hijo,

1900), 36.

~iranue1 H. San Juan,. E:l senor gebel"r,ador (He:rlco: M. Nava, 1901), pasri"n.

~'1Rata.a1 Delgado, Los na~'" ental.' rices (l'-Iexico: Editorial POl"r1!a, 1961. L1st.

~~ev:i.sta Post tiva,

~JF$rrell, in

1. (JaI'.llary 1, 1901), .24-26.

the prologue to Tomochic by Herlberto Fr:!;as, 1906 edition. p.

5.

~r

biogra?hical ir,formation on Azuala and insight into his new of the tpnes.
i
S$e "Mariano AZllela: El novelista y Btl. ambients" and "Antobiograf!a del otro u id
Obras completas (I>1exico: Fondo de Cultura Eoon6::tdca, 1958). III, 1 012-1194.

~:ti'.ariano

Azue1a, Los £racasados,

Obras comoletas, I.

:-

~7""",Ibid.,

,8.
(Mexico: Eusebio MmeE de 1a ?.zente,

1908),

~eriberto Fr:!as, El .!!"lor de las sirenas (l".azatlan" Sinaloa: Valao.es, 1.90&1.- pa.ssi:n~

.~Heriberto Fr:!as" El

triUnlO de Sancho Panza (Mexico; Luis Herrera, 191:L). passim.

.~JFedericQ.

Ga::nboa, Recongui sta and La 11a.;:;:<1, in ;,nvelas, Eass"imQ

~Sa1vador

Quevedo y Zubi.eta,

.~

clL'!1E.da

(I-iexico: Bouret,

biograpidcal data on Quevedo, sea Iguin:iz, 282-224.
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-;':;,Q!.1avedo
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lj.fL

Zubieta, 358.

"'-:Ibid., 352-353.
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RICHARD E. LOPEZ 8: JULIAN SAMORA
George Sanchez and: Testing
The major issues surr01.IDding the omental testir.g of: minorities i."'l the 1970,'s
include the heredity-versus-enviro:nment controversj+r' the effect of bilingualism
!

.

on test perl"ormance, and the, validity of teats. George Sanchez tackled aJ.J. these
,

issues in the early 193O\s in an effort to insure equal educational. opportunities
for the Spanish-speaking.
George Sa'iJ:chez recogrl'i zed heredity as a legitimate avenue of investigation in
the pursuit of expla.."'lations accounting for inteNgroup dif.ferences on mental tests;
0

however, he .felt many investigators did net give careful consideration to env:ironmental.

01"

linguistic explanations.

He stated that the interpretation of test results

should not fai:1. to consider important differences in personal" social, and cultural
histories and rniJieu.

He 'rec6gn:i..zed that biJ.ing]:i.aJ. children had special problems

in Ang'lo-oriented schools including the inability to use the school language
1

J- ...-

I,
)-

"

ef'ficientli~ and possibly art env:ironmentaJ.J.y based confusion hindering the
~I

expression of innate ability';./

In one instance, an investigator accepted the hereditary explanation (i.e. the

j

I
j

lower scores represent low innate ability) assu.1ling th~t language han~caps should
disappear as a result of scbooJ..?-ni+; hence there should be increases 1.'1 mental
scores in each sllcceed.:L'lg grade.

t~st

Dr. Sanchez pointed out that even i f the language

handicap was reduced substantially .nth progress in grades, the handicap could still
exist and might be even

~eater

because of the progressively greater amounts of

language required in succeeding grades.

~e imp'orta.'!t

O

quest.:i,qn here is 1'lhe-ther or-not minority groups are geneticaJJ.y
-rnferior to A.'1g1os in :UiteJ.J.igence-because- minorIties as a. group score lower than
Anglos on mental tests.
/

~eLOIULOL_the o.ffrstio
warn that ];ngliS~-language IQ teStso were
''.-,-", , ' . . '.
I

, __ ".~,

questionable.

~an~aged-;~t'erences may play a role in 'the adjustment of Mexica."'l American
children to school (Sattler, 1970).o,.,.. ",>~.
"

. • _-'"«'

_.~

_

-t'

•

0

"

,

,r'

. 4.rfie-Dff;ic'e for Civil Rights, Department of liealtn, :&iU:cation, and Wellars. has
documented some cases where school districts have fan sd to inculcate English
language sldlls (LOpez. 1973).

"

Some people in th.e 1970"6 accept the idea that heredity contributes more than

environ'lient in the determination of intelligence:'?/ Kagan (19n) outlined and evalJUlted some of the maior reasons for this acceptance and, 1i.1<:e George SS;chez,
~

doubted the heredii:;y arguments9/because IQ tests are culturaJ..ly biased instruments.
Ka.g~ also doubted the genetic argtL"llant because .... •similar IQ scores of genetically

related people can be sil'nulated in ge."1eticaD.y 'U."1related people ,,110 live in similar
environments ..... a.."1d· .....the probable correlation between heredity arJi e.ulronment

.

"~

is ignored in current irrterpretatio:ns of the heritab:ll:ity ratio.+~.f!
~

r

Sanchez also criticized those' accepting en:v:ironmerrt.al expla.7J.ations _ "On the
environmental side we f:ind litt.le scientific analysis of the ir,fluence of envi-ron-

ment on test results.

UsuaJ..ly investigators have

content to make a ron&l1

'estimate of living conditions of the subjects under consideration and then to
suggest a possible relationship between low socio-economic status and the low
scores 0:0 the

..

tf

Mercer (1972) accepted

challenge and develop.ed a sociocultural index for

'classifying' children by family background.

Using 17 background variables a.11d the

full WISe (i.e. Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children)

a series of stepwise

multiple regress:!.ons yielded five primary background variables (those most strongly
7
~
related to IQ).' The sample co:nsisted of 59$ Chicano children (ages 6-14) repre-

sentir,g the total. Chicano student populatio:n of three segregated minority elementary
'school! in

,

.

r

'"eT's-''''
.
• - ~~"" , Calif
- , orn:J.a..

Children ware assigned scores from 0-5 depending

i

Jensen ;(1970) st",,:"es that 80% of the variance on IQ among A.'1glos is genetic yariance.

6
'.!
.
1 • Smce genet.:ic ';,.,fluences probably have an effect on mental functioning, differences
in IQ are pr-'...mar"'-7 determ:med by hereditYi 2. The closer the genetic relationship
between tNO peo;;:'-e. the more si.",·n ar their IQi 3- Social class is correlated with IQ
;~aus!e biologic e - -;,y more intelligent people rise in social class.

l ro~m;

co~ege;

?l",LJss then 1 •.:.. ;;er
2. M';;ther expects the
to get some
3. The
head of..theh6US~~ld' has nine plus years of education; 4.- The family speaks English
all ~ most
t:::e, time; and 5. The family owns their own home..

-/5'4-

, on how many of these background characteristics the chud' s f arni.ly shared 'l'd.th the
typical Anglo fa.'Ili1:y b

Riverside.

The results sho'l'led that Chicano chi1:dren as a

group had an average IQ below the national norm; however, when the Chicano child's
family shared all five background characteristics with the typical Anglo family
the average IQwas considerably above the national norm (104.4 and 99.5 respectively).
George Sanchez believed that the study of the effect of language problems on
bilingual chUdren's performance on mental tests was handicapped by difficulties b
measurement.

Translated tests were of doubtful value because of questionable equiva-

lence to origi.'rlals ar.d could be questioned further on the basis of cultural content.
'Literature reviews of recent studies suggest the measurement problem is still1"nth us.
These reviews show contradictoty results across a number of studies and sometimes
unwarranted. conclusioX"-s are

made~/(Sattler f 1972; Zirkel, 1972);

for example, Zirkel

(1972) reported that 1-faha.id.an and P.itchell f'cnmd scores on the Otis Group Intelligence
.

,

Scale to be significantly higher among Spanish-speaking children ::4t the primary!,
,

grades when instruct~ons were given :L."l Spanish as compared to when :L."lstructions 1were
given in Eng1i:ili; however, Anastasi and Cordova, using the cattel Culture Free Test f
clid not find laDguage of instruction to be a significant factor with Spanish-speaking

A more positive note is offered by'Moreno (1970);. who did a literature

children.

review of studies specifically investigating the effects of bi.J.iTlgtlallsm on the
mea5urement of intelligence of elementary school children.

He concluded that "In

general, the findings of the studieS tend to support the conclusion that monolingual
~

Spanish speakers and bilingual children suff'er from a language ha.'1dicap when
intelligence is measured on verbal testing.n

'"
Sanchez
said that tests were tools that could be used to find educational needs
but questioned the value of IQ tests as yardsticks' of btelligence for bilingual

&

I

.

.

. 1l'hese"reviews mc1ude studies .using translated test~ (i.e,
. V;ers:i.ons) ,,__where test, i..'lstructions are either in Spanish
ver:bal-a.~d "nonverbal" mental. measurements' are compared•.
\~j.-

...

. sh and English
and where

'~sh,

children; for example, Binet tests contain mar~- ,.;ords not in the best of recommended
, word lists for bilinguaJ. children, in addition to other quaJ.itative va."I"j.?-bles (6L'·:·

experiences, background, rapport, etc.) presupposed by these tests.

ha"1dicap';>c~/

word knowledge would not necessarily remove the language
Garcia (1972) questioned

tnarJy ~f

He felt supplying

the intrL"1.Sic assumptions underlying the

basic structure of the Stanford-Bi-Ilet IQ test and concl.uded these assumptions are
so restrictive that to use these scores to compare groups is tantamount to a sociaJ.

conspiracy to label these groups inferior and propagate the status quo.

Binet built

the test on the a~sumptionof generaJ. intel.ligence which, at the 'start. affected the
choice of :item13; secondly, only items having to do with reading, writing, and
arithmetic were included; and, the standardization samp1.e included only children
with white, English-speaking parents.

It' one were to write items that favored

Chicanos, presto, we wculd have equal lOs between Anglos and Chicanos as maJ.e and
f'emaJ.e IQs are _now equaJ. as a result of designing it into the test.

Professor Sanchez stat~d that the fundamentaJ. queStions in the use 01' merrtiaJ.
tests among bilinguaJ. children were those of vaJ.idity:

.ill ~

P&.-ticular child what they Jl1l--Port to measure?

l.~ liDo the tests measure

The tests may be valid for

the. 'average' child and still l.ack validity for an individual or for a particular
group.

Questions of cultur"e, schooling, socio-economic status, etc.; lEom big in this

phase of' the problem." : 2) "Are the assumptions on which the test

'lias

"

based for the

originaJ. 'norm' children applicable with equaJ. justice to -the particular case? If
-the use of a radio t,ere assumed to sample intelligence, would a Navajo India"l
liv:ing :in a hogan be equally subject to such an asSU.lllption as average children, or

would the taJJ.ying of sheep be a more desirable measure."

,-

Sanchez's emphasis on

validity d"'>'"ected attention to -the rnis:i:nterpretation of test resul-ts among minorities.

9

1

,-

.t

~

"

..• -

. ~ons¥er. the ~~i:,d difijLCulty of: homonyms, word usage, and equivaJ.ency of' concepts'
/ °rgaruzed :l.CI~as. i
I
-
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On one occasion he discussed a study were about

1,900 Spanish-speaking

children from communities in Texas, Co1orado, and Ne-v1 l-fex.ico were tested and obtained
a median IQ of ?S, :;,1ight:q shove the

"mo~on"

level of 70.

Uncritical evaluation

of test results could lead to the conclusion that the Spanish-speakLTlg children

represented by this large sample were capable of operating,',at a level slight:q

-

above that of the "moron"; such a conclusion would be indefensible but such
the results of' test application.

i ..ere

A consideration of validity would show that the

interpretation of the obtained median :tQ of' 7[5 (slight:q above the moron level)
-?t- Gv4_Vce.,,~
depended on the exfent"i;ha:l;-the past histories of' the Spanish-speaking children
I

;!

...

"

had been assayed by the test in equal manner, .dthequa1 justice, and in equal terms
as the past histories at' those cr.dJ.dren LTl the standardization sample.
George Sar.chez stated that the school had the responsibiiity to supply those
experiences- to the cbjid which wculd- make those experiences sampled by standard
measures as common to him as they were to those on whom the norms of' the measures
were based. When ihe ,school had met the language, cultural, disciplL"1a.ry,
ir.f'ormationallacks of the clrlJd and the cl'dld had reached the saturation point of
his capacity L"1 the assimilation of fundamental experiences, and a.."tivities-then
failure on his pari to respond to tests of such experiences and activities could
be considered. his failure.

As long as the tests did not sample

_.,..__ degree

a state of saturation that was equal for the 'norm' children and the particular
bilingual child."d_t could not be assu'lled that the test was a valid one .for that
child..

The Office forCiv:iJ. Rights in the Depa...-.tment of Health, Eaucation, and

Wel.fare used tids idea in drafting a recent policy statement.
.M~

25, 1970-the Office for Civil Rights, BEI'l, issued a memorandum focusing
on the identification of discr:L1t:L"1e:tion and U<;:':lJ.<:u.. of' services on the basis of'
On

national origin.

This memorandum was mailed to school districts with more tha.'"l

5%

national origin.".minority group children and listed the t'ollow"ing areas of concern
relating to cOlllpliance with Title VI of 'the Civil Rights Act o£ 1964:

- 15""7-

fl) Where inability to speak and understand the English
language excludes national origin-minority group children from
effective participation in the educational program offered by
a school district, the district must take affirmative steps to'
rectify -the langu,age deficiency in order to open its instruc"':
tional program to these students.
,

~

,-

(2) School distric-ts must not assign national originminority group students to classes for the mentally retarded
on the basis of criteria which essentially measure or evaluate
English lang>J.age skills; nor rna;)'" school districts deny national
origin-rn:inority group children access to college prepara-tory
courses on a basis directly related to the failure of the
school system to inculcate English la.'1.guage skills.
,..,

(:3)

An¥' ability grouping or tracking system employed

by the school system -to deal 'lath the special language skill
needs of national origi.'1.-minority group children must be

designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possible
and must not operate as an educational dead-end or 'perma.'1ent
track.

(4) School districts have the responsibili-ty -to adequately
notify netional orig'.L..'1-minority group parents of school, activities
which are called to the at-tention of other parents. Suc..'1 notice
in order to be adequate may have to be provided in a .language
other than English.
.
Gerry (l972}:" Office for Civil Rights official, stated, the follow"'ing regardi.-:tg

this memorandum:
The draft~ of the policy statement (Memorandum to
School Districts) reflected the operational philosophy that
school districts should create a culturally relev:ant educational approach to assure equal access of all children to its
full benefits. The burden, according to this philosophy,.
should be on the school to adapt its educational approach so
that the culture, lang<lage a..'1.d learJ1.ing style of all chi 1dren
in the school (not just those of A.'1glo, middle class background) are accepted and valued. Children should not be
, penalized for cultural and linguistic differences nor should
they bear a burden to conform to a school sanctioned culture
by abandoning their own.
He also stated that:
In the hrenty-two months since the issuance of -the !1ay 25
Memorandulll, the Depa..-tment of Health, Education, a..""ld Welfare
has developed a comprehensive program for implementation :in
the field. Techniques for pro'Ving noncompliance 'W-ith the
various sections of the ~emQra..""ldum have been developed and
field tested and have passed legal lUUster. Nevr issues are
being investigated as trai:ni.r:.g programs make operational
'these "investigative and analydcal techniques.
~./S8

-

This work of the Of'.fice .for Civil Rights is one of the vertJ fe~" Federal civil
rights efforts
_

~ven

a positive evaluation by the U.S. COID.'l'ission on Civ:i?- Rights.

Generally, the Federal. ef.fort was found. to be "big,.lily inadequateft (U.S. Col!ll!lission

on Civil Rights, 197.3).
Lopez (1973) reviewed and synthesized six letters of noncompliance sent by OCR.

to school districts found to be in noncompliance with one or more of the various

.

W/

sections of the memorandum;./ llthough the letters were small in number, they did
provid~

the .following information: [a} a wide geographic overview, i.e., Massachu"

'

setts, Wisconsin, Arizona, Texas, and Indiana; rbJ a look at rural. versus urban
(Karnes City, Texas/East Chicago, :frl.diana) school districts; and c} a look at
.discriminatory treatment of· a nu!Ilber of racial-ethnic groups, including the
Spanish-sFeaking, American Indian, and Blacks.
'l'tte .following is a summary o.f ·the civi1 rights violations listed in the six
civil rights noncompliance 1etters:l~ less adequ.ate and e.ffective educational
,

".'='

services to minority students;

L2}

,'v

f

discriminatory assignment to and segregation of

minority students in classes .for the educable mentally retarded; . '3}. discrimination
~

in class assignments t;X:;tracking) of minority

studen:ts;4~ creation
;

and operation

o.f raCially identifiable school or school sub-systems; i'5~ discrimination in the

hiring of minority pro.fessional staf..f; .

6; provision of less e.ffective guidance

and counseling services for minority students; (7~
.failure to notify parents in
\ ,.

their prilnary la"lguage of sc..'lool related matters; '.

S:"~

discriminatory assignment o.f

penaJ4,ties for school violations among minority students.

Tab1<r; 1 shOl-ls civil

rights violations by school district.

~o

lOAJcordi."lg
one OCR ,o££ic; a', these si.'t letters were part of t\1enty-one letters
of tioncomplia.'1ce that had been mailed as of Fall.l972. By ted.s tilr.e there were
aJ.~o approxirrrately 36 fadditional. districts under rev.i.ew•. The six letters were
aJ.;i that were availab~e from OCR.
1.
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Insert TABLE 1 and Number by School
"'--.

District Index here.

L6pez also found review findings to mirror ~~tional statistics in several
areas including deficiencies in English language skills at the first grade level
among minority students, a progressive decline in educational performance among
minorities, and over-representation of minorities in low·ability tracks and classes
for the mentally retarded.
- Discussion
If schools use mental tests to determine the capability of students, and

if these tests do not in fact, measure these capabilities and yet are used unl

critically as yardsticks of intelligence, obviously, students who do not measure
up to the "norms" are placed at a disadvantage and; therefore, will receive less
than an equal opportunity in the educationid endeavor.
Dr. George Sanchez spent a great deal of his professional career, beginning in the 1930s investigating the issues surrounding mental testing of
1

minorities and in particular, the Spanish-speaking. Be sought to· insure equal
1

educational opportunities for all children. He was among the first spokesmen
for bilingual and bicultural education. His voice was loudly heard in academic
circles. Be influenced eventually, public policy in and out of government and
1

h

throughout tl-}e public school system.
Bis objectivity in the heredity.versus.environment issue, his emphasis
on the validation of tests

and hiS insistence that school districts in the United

I

States take the responsibility. of educating minority children before making judgments of mental inferiority provided an important base for those who have
1

followed him In the quest for equal educational opportunities for all children.
-/6a-
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Civil Rights Violations by School Districts
Civil Rights Violations
1

Less adequ.ate and effective· educational
sendees to wL.'1ority students
2. Discrit~~atory assignment to and segreGation
"01' -minority studen"ts i..."l E:MR classes
3. DiscrirrCL~ation in Cie-S5 assign.."1ents
(e.g. tracldna)

1.

:-

4.
'"

5.

6.

-

7.
8.

School Districts
2
3 4 5 6

-X

X

X

X

X

X

Creation and operation of racia2l:y
identifiable schools or school
sub-systems
Discrimi...'laticn in t"'he :r..iring of
minority professional staff

X

Provision of' less effective guidance
and counseling services fo.r minority
students

X

Failure 110 notifj." 'p~ents in their
language of' schovl-related matters

X

X

X

CiVil rights violations are rank-ordered according to
frequency of' occurrence starting at the top with the
most frequent.
Number

School District Index

School TIist:!"ict

No.
1

East

5

Uvalde

6

By

Chicn~o

Public

Indc?enden~

Sc~ools

School DistTict

Karnes City ~de:encent School District

-

/(, / -

X

X

X

X

X

Discriminatory assign~ent of' penalties
among ndnorities stu.dents for school
violations

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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lXhe important question here is whether or not minority groups are genetically
to A.nglos in intelligence because

mi~rities

as a group score lower than

2 He was one of the first to warn that English-language 1Q tests were questionable.

children to school (Sattler" 1'170).
4.rhe Office for Ch'il Hights; Department of Health; Education; and Welfare,

has dOC~'l1ented some cases where "chool. districts have failed to ineulca.te

.' -

sh-

lar.guage skills (topez, 197».
__ ,5Jensen (1970) states that 80 percent of the varlance on 1Q among Al"'.glos is
genetic variance.
I'

0(1) Since genetic :i,fluenoes probably have an effect on

differences i:l 1Q are primarily dete:r:r.i ned by herem ty; (2)
relati.onship b&tween t ...-o people" the more similar their IQ.; (»

social

is

correlated with 1Q because bi.olo",,':ca:Lly more intelligent people rise :in
7(1) Less t~An 1.4 per room; (2) mother a~ects the child to get some college;

(J) the head of the household has nine plus years of education; (4) the facl.1y
speaks

1t

E1'1g1.ish all or most of: the time; (5) the family owns their own home.

Brhese reviEr«s include studies

511 an! Engli

or

versions), where test inst!"ll:ctionsare

sh; and where

verbal and "nonverbal" msntal measuremecnts are
9Consider the added difficulty of homo!'\)'l1ls; 'WOrd usage" and equivalency of
CO:1Cepts

and organized ideas.
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Aoeording to one OCR cifficia1:t these six letters,were part of twenty-one

latters of' noncomplia.nce that had

bM~

mailed as of Fall 1972.

By thi s tLllle there

were also ap:proJdmately trd.rty-six additional districts under review.

letters were all that were available :from OCR.

The six

George Sanchsz:

Teacher, Scholar. Activist
.....

It was not my good fort1Jn,:

=0,

know

,.... /

~

Georg~ ~ancnez

well. personally; ~r" meetings "'d::.te infrequent, separated by
long intervals, and our correspondence was limited. Nevertheless

r thought of him - - and still think of him - - as a close personal
friend t a tribute no doubt to his generosity, kindness, and responsiveness. His death saddened me to a degree which made me
realize how much I liked and admired him and how much his
friendship had meane to me.
In the spring of 1942 - - .-\pril 27-30 - - I
attended a conference held at the Uriiversity of New Mexico in
Albuquerque which Dr. Joaquin Ortega had organized with, as I
recall, the cooperation and assistance of certain government
agencies inclUding the Bureau of Indian nffairs and the Soil
Conservation Service. The conference had to do with the Spanishspeaking of the Southwest, their problems and prospects and government policies related to their needs. I presented
part in the

di~ussions.

d

paper and took

It was at this conference that I first

met Dr. George I. Sanchez and carne to know something about his
background and career. I am"not sure just when I first read
~9..gq9TTEN_.R~~l?~E, which

as published in 1940, but whenever it

was the bock made a deep and lasting impression on me. At this
same conference-I also met for the first time Hugh Calkins of the
Soil Conservation Service and .rtl1en Harper of the Bureau of Indian
.rl.ffairs, both of whom I came to hold in high esteem. ,=..long with

Dr. Eshref Shevky.they were responsible for the important Tewa
Basin studies. Allen Harper and I became

~nd

remained close

friends until his untimely death. Calkins I do not remember
meeting again but I had occasion to admire his astute direction
of the SOil Conservation Service in New Mexico and his remarkable
-2- .

insights into the problems of the region$

~t

the close of the

conference, my wife and I were taken on a tour ofsCme of the
Spanish-speaking

village~

between Santa Pe and Taos, including

Truchas and Cordova, an extraordinary experience for us and one
of which I still retain vivid. memories.
The Albuquerque conference and attendant experiences,
including long talks with the participants, was, ina sense, my
first direct exposure. to the Spanish-speaking villages of New
Mexico and their inhabitants. Of course I wanted to know more about
the people, the setting, and the region, including its history
and present-day socio-economic-political realities$ The individuals
I met at the conference, and Dr. Sanchez in particular, proved to
be excellent guides and advisors, patient,

kn~~ledgeable,

and

rich in insights. Prier to this visit, I had for a long time been
interested in Hexican-,"'rnericans in California, their history, \'lork
experience, problems, and relationships but I had not fully sensed
the way in '"Thich the New J.l1exico "chapter" fitted into the larger
experience of the Spanish-speaking until this visit. But I lost
little time in attempting to learn more about the "forgotten
people" of New Mexico, Colorado, and Texas.

And when my friend,

Louis Adamic, asked me to contribute a volume on the Spanishspeaking to the "Peoples of America" series he was editing for
Lippincotts,I made good use of the knowledge and insights of
those who had participated in the

~lbuquerque

conference$ Of

these sources I was more indebted to George Sanchez and Allen
Harper (on the Indian connection) than to any of the other
participants.
In the spring of 1951, not long after

my book NORTH
UNI:rED S?rlTES

was first published, I left Southern Colifornia to join the
staff of $,:THE-...
NJ\TION
- - succeeding to the editorship in 1955
'"
~.

and have since lived in New York. Among other unpleasant consequences, this shift in residence made it difficult for me
~o

maintain ties with friends and associates in the Southwest.

In the process of transition, also, I made a gift of my library
and certain papers and documents to the University of California
at Los Angeles and - - in

general confusion of

~oving

- -

quite a lot of my correspondence was lost or misplaced, so that
I cannot refer to my continuing correspondence with sinche~.
Not only is

ZO

Vesey Street - - where the offices of

were located in 1951
East Los

~ngeles

~BE

NATION

quite a distance from the barrios of

and the mountain villages of New Mexico -

not to mention the campuses of the University of New Nexico and
the University of Texas - - but

ed~ting

a weekly journal is a

compulsive, time-consuming, never-ending task.

So of nec-ess.ity

my involvement - - but not my interest - - in the affairs of the
Spanish-speaking as well as

~

direct contact with the friends I

had met in the course of my writings on thGfsUbject, rapidly
abated.
But from time to

tim~

I

exch~nged

letters with George

Sanchez and had occasion, more than once, to seek his advice about
articles, book reviews, and editorials relating to the Spanishspeaking. His responses were invariably prompt, helpful, and

to the point. On January 20-22nd, 1959, the National Council of
the Protestant Episcopal Church held a conference in Austin on
"Latin-,i,.merican Relations in the Southwestern United States." Along
with my friend Maury Maverick, Jr, and Sanchez, I participated
in this conference and rpad a paper on "Good Neighbors, Good Friends"
--3-- - I(~ '7-

which appears in the summary of the conference which was printed
in pamphlet. form. I am sure that George Sanchez was the moving
force behind this conference and that he was, of course, responsible
for my presence there. The conference gave us a chance to renew
our friendship and we made the most of the opportunity, limited
as it;was in point of time..

Latec we continued to corr",s/Jond but

I do not remember . .pxx seeing him again.
George Sanchez was more than a remarkable scholar and
distinguished educator. He was a forceful and courageous leader,

a brilliant spokesman for the Spanish-speaking, and the constant
foe of cant and hypocrisy. Only educators can properly appraise
his pioneer work in attempting to educate "anglo" educators about
the educational problems of

chil~ren

from Spanish-speaking homes
I
I

and communities. His efforts in this field alone were heroic rnd
his ach:ievements, will stand as a lasting monument to his name! and
reputation .. I knevl him as a friend and a good friend he proved to
be. He was a prime source of whatever insight I managed to acquire
as a non-Spanish-spe:aking ".Anglo"

acbeit one of very mixed

ancestry - - into the fascinating experience of the Spanish-speaking
of the Southwest, an experience that is now taking on new dimensions

of interest and importance for the culture of the region. tUl
editorial which I wrote for

NA'I'ION Clune 5,1972) after his

death summarizes seme of the reasons why I cherish my friendship
.....41-h
_ G sorge S'anchez:

TJ,

Washington has its full share of memorials for national heroes -- explorers, generals, admirals, Presidents, statesmen-- whose reputations have been certified, sanctified, and
recorded in song and story and first-grade readers.

But

wP~t

Washington does not have, ~~d needs, is a People's Pantheon, a
memorial to those men and women who never attained widespread
national fame but who served the true interests of the people
better, in many cases, than the "official" heroes.
Consider, for example, Dr. George Sanchez, of the
University of Texas, who died recently.

Born in Albuquerque,

,...

Dr. Sanchez was educated in the elementary and secondary schools
of New }fuxico and Arizona and received degrees from the University
of Texas and the University of California after graduating from

--

the University
,

of~~ew

Mexico.

No one knew more about what was

~"-~,~:",,,,,,

-,

wrong with the education of Spanish""speaking children in the

pUblic schools of the Southwest, or did more to correct the stupid
and inept teaching practices which mangled the education of so many
of these youngsters for so

~4ny

years.

His performance in this

one area was heroic and memorable.

All those who have written about the Spanish-speaking
.~~~ ind~b,!~q to Dr. Sanchez for his little book Forgotten People

(1940), 'abt'),b:t
the Bpanish-speaking in New Hexico, a classic in
.
the field.

.

Be also published important studies of the education-

al systems6f Mexico

~~d

Venezuela as well as a fine book

The People: A Study of the Nayajos

{19~8).

Be served as

education~

al specialist on the staff of' the Coordinator for Inter-American
,Affairs and on the board of the Peace Corps when i t was first
established.

But it was as professor of Latin American education

from 1940 until his death that he gained national recogni-

tlon as a teacher and scholar. Upon learninw6r his death, one
~

of' his many doctoral students commented,
the students who will never know
Unlversi~f

-

11

I'm sorry for all

His record at the

him~11

of Texas indicates that he supervised more than

sixty-five masters' theses and some twenty-eight doctoral
dissertations.
~But

he was a great deal more than a scholar.

In the

finest sense of the term, he was an activist." He maae it
possible for others to make the best use of his scholarly research, his remarkable experience and his shrewd insights.
generation of
.-

.<:"
...

YOt4~g

A

Mexican-Americans who are now transforming

the status of the Spanish-speaking

r~ve

been, in a sense, taught
,
,

by him even if' they never stUdied with him.

He was a man of! rare

courage and infectious high spirits who never hesitated to say
what he thought about bigotry and prejudice and institutional
stupidities; he was never in awe of the high and mighty.

Rep.

J.J. Pickle, speak:ing in the House on £:I".ay 2, said of' him:

IlEe

has served well the cause of Spanish-speaking peoples in this
country and abroad.

P~'1d

in so doing he has served well his

country and his fellow man everywhere.1!

The Washington Estab-

lishment will erect no memorial to him but he deserves a place
of honor in thefeople's Pantheon of the future.
i

"

"
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JORGE
I$!toofid
sA~EEZ t sANCHEz' (1906-l972)\~/
:
;1i-';;;
.

"...'

~.

There is a pubUcation called Leaders in Education, a herty volume that
contains the biographies of' the lead:ing men and wmen of the United States who have

made their mark in the:fi:.e'i.d of Education.

If' you should care to look under the

letter tils-t in the fourth ani latest edition of Leaders in Eduoation (New York_

1971)" you ll-..ight be surprised to find that the nalne of George I. sanchez is not
there.

SUppose you

go"

then" to a similar pUblication" dso functioning a.s a kini

of' honor roll for people in Education--Who t

Term., 1968).

Again you odll

rim

5

Who in A.'nencan Education (Nashville"

George sanchez among the missing.

On the other

hand, Dr. sanchez is included in Who's \'lho in Ane!"ica for 1972-7.3.
There are

lll.I1l'1.y

--.
expl.anations ~kictt we might -come up 'idth, a.s to why George sanchez

has been considered distinguished &l".ough to appear in a Whot s 'Who devoted to Americans
of all walks, of life,

~mle--a.pparently--hedoes

not rate m.enti:on '1.n sill:ilar rosters

""1ievoted exclusively to scholars in hi,S own field.
such

pormenores~

his 11£60

I shall not attempt to go into

at'least not nov--except to l'lO't"e how t;ypical this was of the man and of

He liaS always a maverick, .a noncomonrJ.st.

A."ld he often u.a:ie his academic

colleagues ext-ramaly ul'lCo:n:fortab1e - by sayj.ng exactly what he thought.
he believed in putting his convictions into action.

Furthermore"

SUch behavior d:id not make for

him a bed of roses during his tenure at the University of Texas.

Chicanos.everywhere have

come

to know about George Sinchez aId some of the

-/7/-

things he stood for, but I doubt that the fullness of l-.:i.s contribution r.a.s been truly

apprec1atedQ

The casic facts about his career are well koo"W-n:

Jorge Isidcro sanchez y sanchez was born in Albuquerque, 1iew Mexico, on
October 4, 1906.

His parents wera Te1asforo and Juliar.ll. Sanchez, and he

, the stock of the early colonizers of the area.

CalUlJ

from

He received l".:i.s elementary and seconda::-:/,

educa.tion i.n t'he public schools of Arizona and New 11exl.co.

In 192:), at the advanced

age of sevfjnteen, he became a rural 'schoolteacher and principal in Bel"l'.a!ii,i,o' County, '

New Mexico, working during the SUtrJll.ers toward his B.A. degree at the University of
Naw Mexico..

In 19:)0, he received his bachelorts, and by that. time he had advanced

from principal to superintendent of' his school district.

After that. his other

degrees came in quick succession.
Immediately af"ter receiving his bachelor's he

Board.

~da

his first sojourn in

Ona year later", i.n 19J1, he had completed his Master of Science degree-in

Educational Psychology and Spanish.

From Texas he went to the University of' California.,

:in 19)4
Berkeley, where/he received his 'Doctor of Education degree in Educational Ad.'71idstrat:ior:.

Duri.l'.f!; these same years, by the way--from 1930 to 1935--he also served as Director
of the Division of Information and statistics in the New Mexico State Depa..""'tment of'
Education.

An underacr,j.ever he was not.
.

--

-_._---_.~

/'

During the penod from 1935 to 1940 he was, among other things, an Associate

-3"-

w

.~

Prore.ssor of Edu.eatlon at the Uni varsity of New Mexico, a' Julius P.osenwald Researoh

Associate, arrl Asesor Teemeo General tor the Mimsterio de Educacion Racior.al
'c)J ,,}

,

the Republic .of Venezuela.

Then, in 1940, he

f'\ " :

f:tJi!'

l

~. to

Texas to stay.

From 1940 untU

his death on April. 5, 1972, he was a Professor in the Department of History and
Ph:Uosopr.y of Education (now Department of Cultural Fourrlations of Education). and
'-

Col1S'l.l1tant in Latin American :&iucation 'at the University of Texas.
1959, he was chairman of .bis J:lepartment.
to his students..

He

WaS

weeks before his death.

From 1951 to

As a teacher he gave of himself unstintingly

still teachif'.g during the Sprir.g se:ooester of 1972, a few'
During his tenure a.t the University of Texas, students of

i l l interests an:i disciplines were drawn to his olasses.

As for his work as a

graduate prof'essor, it isoificially. reported that as a me:oober of the OT Graduate
Faculty he supervised more tr..an 65 master's theses and 24 doctoral dissertations.
He wa.s a Visiting Professor at a number of' universities in this country arrl abroad,
am in 1967 he was a..' arded the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws, by the University

George Sanchez's bibliography is volu.\'!linous.

The books, monographs, an:!.

special reports that he authoried or edited during his lifetime run to something

like 'fifty itel!ls, to '!t{hich must be added .some eighty articles that also came f'rom
.his pen.

The subjects that engaged his attention as author

am

editor range aU.

"

ji'

'

""..._~_~-"",

ltay f'rom the arithmetic of' the ancient Mayas, t" ~the culture of the Navajos, to
education 'in southern Peru.

But his overridir.g preoccupation was the qUality of

edue.ation given to children of Mexican descent in the United states.

His many-

writiI".gs on the subject have made r.i.s name fald.liar to today's Chicanos, who see
:in him somethir.g of a precursor--one of the few glimmers of light in the dark days
before the mov"irniento.

Perhaps r.i.s best known work, certainly the one most

frequently found in Mexican-Alnerican bibliographies, is Forgotten People; A Ji,tudy
callir.g attention to the plight of Mexican-Americans in New }lexico "that appeared

"

in 19400

But somewhat earlier, Sanchez was already attacking the validity of

intelligence tests when 'applied to Hexican-American children.

Hi s ..best kn:n-ffi
~---'

articles on the S',;,-bject are uGroup Differences ar.d Spanish-speaking Cr.i.ldran:

A Critical Review, It which appeared in the Journal of Applied Psychology in 1932;
am ItBilingualism ani Hental Measures: A Word of Caution,1t published in the sa."l!e
".".=fr".". •

journal in

1934.

sanchezts writings are er..cugh to earn him a favored place a."llong the
'. However,
prominent figures our people have produced~' ~~ 'to KrJOw.only George Sanchez's
j

published works is to know but part af the man.

""''hat is missing from such a picture

is by far the most dynamic aspect of the man he was, ani the most importa.nt one
as f.ar-a~ his ,~egacy to Meriaan-AmericarlS i\1;; of today .ani of the future.

-/74-

•
This aspect of Sanchez's uork st:ll1. awaits scme thorough and. basic researah on the
part of Chicano scholars of the present generation.

We can, however, limn the major

outlines of this area of 1:ds activities, as they wers readily apparent to
llho knew the man for any lel".gth of time.

ItlJ"H. those

Vital in our appreciation of C-eorge s.(nchez

is the reoogn:ttion .of his piol'J:!er w-ork in what we now call ~;Ierlcar:-A.'1!erlcan Studies
~ We~have said it is officially reported that sanchez superdsed sometl1ing like
ike 00 th€,~an::l d:l~5ert..a:!Lions during his ta~z:~t Texas~
or Chi.cano Stnd~ es. f\ Someone should make a survey of these thes"Ss and dissertations,

noting hey many of them deal; not only nth the l'Iexican-Amerlcan' s educ2.tion but
with :b1s history and. his cuJ.ture.
'-

It. is a safe bet that the proportion falling

"

into tl".ts category will be 1:dgh, because S~nchez und.erstood education as impinging
on all of a people's activities.

His terrlency to range ta.r an::l lIide in

-

~

;
inter,
j

disciplinary field was one

of the

reasons why he

~

'W"aS

something of a thorn in the

side of those who favored the academic status quo.
The courses that sanchez taught were informed by this same point of view
-,

regarcung the unity of education and cuJ.ture.

For many years at the University of

Texas, he offered courses such as "The SOcial Context of Eduoation." a senior
eourse, and. "Spanish-,ipeakir.g People and Their Acculturation in the United states,"
i

On the graduate level.

SO George s.(nchez was teaching Mexican-American Studies

oaurses at Texas long before the idea of a Mexican-American studies program had
COMe

to anyone's attention.

It was only

natural.,~ when

Mexican-American Studies

.were.!ormal1y initiated at the University of Texas in 1970, that the courses taught

,

by GtJorge S.tr.chaz should become an important part of our program--a progra.m they
.

~

had preceded by many years.

courses but from

th~

man.

1

f

The progra.m at Te:xa-s drew strength rDt Ol"'~y from the

s.tnahez was b;r then in extremely poor health, but he

censented to serve on the faculty-student ,committee for Mex:ican-American Studies.
In January 1972, less than three months before George Sanchez's death, the program
bece.roe involved in difficu1:t.res ,,"ith the University of Texas admir.i.stre.tion.

One

of the first to jump into the breach was Sanchez, with eloquent ari! abrasive letters
to the ad.'TIinistration ani to the press.

I visited him at his home a few days

. before he was hospitalized ·for the last time.

His final advice to me was, "Give

This, by the way, reveals still another aspect of George

and persor.ality:
in.

~nchez I

s career

his' .'*i!i!!iI§tliiiil:E:l't!1d passionate commitment to the things he believed

He was both a scholar ard a man of action.

full'
A/list of his consultantships,

directorships, committee chairmanships, ani membership on boards ari! commissions
would cover mal""'y pages.

A fa.... 1lXll..'llples should give us an idea o:f the ral".ge of

his activities in the areas that intere5t us most.
In 1935 ani 1936 he was survay:i.r.g rural education in Mexico, where
bilir.gualisrn and biculturalism are expres5ed :in terms of' Spanish and an Indian
language, rather t:i'.an in terms of spanish

am

Engll.sh; but with the same problems

a.."ld the same potential. ,.E.ack in this country, from 1941 to 1947 he was a lllEL"lber

-1?4 -

, ot the Coll:llllittee on Teaching English as a Second. Language; and in 194.5 he became
hesident of the Council on i:iucation of Spanish-}3peaking People in the Southwest,
a post he held until 19.50.

.

t

He was Director of

8.

Bilingual Migrant Workshop for

the Colorado State Department of &iucation in 19.57 and. was ~~nsultant
for the
,

u.s.

Office of E:!:u.cation Project on BillngualiSlll trom 19.57 to 1959.

In 1952

he was a 9'onsultant on the &iucation of Migrants; and from 19.57 until his death
(

he was active in the Migrant Children's Fund-as a member of the / Board or:'~D:i:rectors
.
from 19.57. to 19.59, and as • .iij;« nce
president since 1960.
'
!

From 1951 to 19.59,
He also found

be was IDirector of the American
Council of Spanish-Speaking People.
.

time
to be iVice / Chairman of the Texas Council
on Hlunan Relations, a member of
.
'
the Floard ,of Directors of the Central. Texas Affiliate of the American Civil Liberties

Unio~ am President General of LULAC from 1941-to 1942.
I

J

These examples, lengthy though they lI1&Y seem, are but a Slllal1 part of bi>s
actinties expressing his concerh--decade's before the Chicano movement--i'or human
rights in general and. fClr the rights of his people in part1cu:Lar.
cv.. . ._ )

And let us Illake

'_'

i t clear that this list ~ was not ~lil\\K' exercise in v:ttae'r-nanship.

His activities

sanchez could be blunt or caustic, and he very often was;in attempting to gnn

.
a hearing for si.gnificant action in education a,nd civil

/--...

c.(.~",",i ~.'4

.

,

)

G

.j

11 .....

t.{;.;(.~ ~"} ..•. ",.~~~-f""" .~~."-

rl.ghts/raH.;H"J'7~

.

Awirrlow dressing.

Another area. of research that awaits some YOUJ:\g Chicano sc:b.olar

t;:

,,1s.1n

stnchez's correspondence to people in high places both in the government and in

academia..

He did not believe :in llIino1ng words when he felt it necessary to speak out

on issues.

,the le2al battle:;..)
st1ll arother area that he was active in wa~'~lI' IV'for school

'$
desegregation in Texas; .a- he often appeared as an expert witness in virtue of

his stan:i:ing as an educator.

He

was in the llIidst of this fight in 1948, during the

historic case, Delgado Vs•. the Bastrop Independent School District; and in 1971,
just a :few months before his death, he appeared as a witness in a case of de

!~~~

segregation of Chicam schoolchildren in Austin.
There were so :many facets· to the l1f'e ani personality of George s&nehez;
that it is not easy to characterize him in a phrase or two.

But if I were to attempt

it, I wolil.d say of him that he was above all. a fighter, a man of' courage.

Let me say

that his was not the courage ~=e
of
risthat.:
called machiSl.11O, that supposed1y Mexican
complex that social scientists love to study.

Machismo is supposed to be sometJ->.i.ng

especially ours; after all., we are told, we do have a word tor it.

But we forget

that the term machismo was coined ~ ~ fairly recent1y in our history, by
. . social scientists.

Mex:l.can sooial sci:ent:tsts, it is true, but _

North Amerioan methodol.ogies.
»(,

trainad in

I t is a strange commentary on the subt1e ways of

~

brainwashin~~~uyot our young Chioano

writers have accepted macm$lllo as

an ineluctable' part ~or t,b.eir eth.'1io make-up ani" even ~more, have attempted to
lIlevate the cult. or the macho into s. kim of' Chicano mystique.

The cult of the

"bu11y'--the maton and the castil!ador de mujeres--does not deserve a place in our scal.e
#

(--...,

~

""~-'"

o~ values.; the lIillingness to face death ~or a cause is not machismo.

It is

simply courage of a l"dgh order am .has been admired by many peoples in many ages.
Curious1.y enough, there is another aspect of courage that peopl.e of
~~i&xican

culture have always admired-so much so that

WEI

do have a term for it.

:'fhisldlld of courage, which by the way has never interested people trying to,
p~hoana.lyze

us en masse;, is what we call valor civil.

Valor civil is courage

,Lt s }
.'

•

1

t.hat req1dres no weapon but the will itself;. the courage of the W'.armed and
--.lIIal1

who will not flinch before threats of violence.

peacef~

Valor civil is the ability to
I

stand stea.d1'ast for what you tlD.nk is right, come what may.
valor civil.

George S~nchez had I

He was a tighter for the things he believed in--way back, many years
~:c~
~~

ago, when very few fought alongside of him.

J And

he suffered for it.

He faced up

'-

to threats of violence in lD.s early days in New Mexico, and in later years
pressures of other sorts were applied to him.

For a long time--until the last

~ew years of his life--he was one of the most poorly paid full professors at the

University of Texas.
that afflicted him.

In the

wa:y, he fought against the physical. ailments

A man 'With less courage would have retired from active life

ten or twenty years before
George sanchez bore.

Sa1ll.e

---

~

the em--if he had had to bear the burdens

But he was in the thick of things until the very last,

giving of himself lIitho:qtstint--for which many thousands of us are grateful.

-/7
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As you wellknow!> one of the fictions th&t we have,have had to contend with as
Mexican-Americans has been the legend of the sleeping giant who suddenly wakes up.
As one of our recent advocates has put it!> "That lazy bandido sleeping' beneath the
big sombrero in the shade of the adobe hut has

sudde!'~y

awa.1.cened. • • •

Certainly

'.,

the age of self-analysis and self-diflcovery has finally caught up with him. ~,
With advocates like that,

Wl10

needs detractorsT . The lives of men like George Sanchez

are ample evidence that Mexican-Americans were not asleep in the generations preceding
thi s one.

They have been iOwa-lee to their problems for more than a century, and they

have always been concerned with questions of self-analysis and identity.
•

Yet!> those men--forerunners of the Chicano move.'llent--were frustrated in the:1r
l

a.ttelllpts to have sufficient impact on the majority society, in order to bring about
changes they desired as much as we desire them today.

Some may argue that they did

not create the necessary 'stir because they were a small minority of their own
generation.

But let us not forget how small a fraction of the Mexican-American

population is formed by the Chicano activi sts of today.
If there is any group in the United states that "suddenly awaker..ed into an age
of self-analysis" during the 1960s, i t is the WASP majority.

And without taking

any credit from our contemporary Chicano leaders. one may conjecture whether they
wouJ.d have been so succa·ssful in :making themselves heard. had they not come along at

the right ti.llle, when the American majority were willing to listen.
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~

they

These remarks are intended, not as a captious observation on the recent' past
but as a hard look at the future.
in the United states.

.

~~:2:' -!:~_:~__

I

}- . .~,:-". :.:-:-::-

The Sixties were indeed a time for soul searching!
j\
i

But the signs begin to point in other directions as we move

f

deeper :into the -Seventies.
J

It begins to look more and more as though a reaction has

set in, and--as regards minority rights ani interests--no one really knows what the
next few years may bring.

After a period of relatively quick, though partial,

successes in the sixties, we may be entering
{

~ again into times when we ldll

be able to inch forward toward our goals only at the cost of great effort am much
frustration.

In such times, we will need men patterned after Jorge Isidoro

sanchez y sanchez.

IRJ -

Notes for Paredes, "Jorge llddoro Sanchez y Sanchez-

~hase rElll".arks were read at a d:inner 'b.onoring Ge')rge

-ff., ..
sanchez at Sacramento
A

(California) State University, DeCern.ber 8, 1972.

~Documents and Minutes of the General Faculty, Univerldtyof Texas,et
September 27, 1972.

, ",,3i'dward, Sirnmen, ad., The Cl:',icano: Frq:m Caricature to Salf-Portrai t

1971), 15.

(~lew York,

PAUL S. TAYLOR

PERSPECTIVES ON ...;;MEXICAN-A}1ERICANS

~.:;_:

"

George.I. Sanchez came from the oldest stream of European immigrants that settled in New Spain.
we call the State of New Mexico.

In 1605 they-arrived in what now

This was two years 'before the English

settled in Virginia, and fifteen years before the Pilgrims lan,ded at
Plymouth Rock.

More than two centuries pas'sed until the progeny of

these settlements met.

Borne on the tides of history, it was the English

language, cu.1,ture. : economic and political power that s'i1'ept westward from
the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific, not the reverse.

Yet these tideS

never obliterated Spanish language and culture in southwestern areas
where originally they had taken

root~

nor in areas to which later they

had spread.
The twentieth century brought renewed and heavy infusion of
Spanish culture, language. and people into the Southwest.

This fresh

immigrant tide, coming £romMexico, not only expanded the numbers of
persons with Spanish language and heritage, but also diversified their
";~

racial and cultural strains.

It spread Widely into areas spotted over

the United States, multiplying contacts with the dominant Eng1ishEuropean elements of American society.

Within the Spanish-Mexican so-

cieties a sense of community was to develop only slowly, awaiting the
rise of an enlarged American-born generation.

"

George Sa~chez was well aware of the distinctive characters of

the two migration phases.

Of the first--the impact of the westward sweep

from the Atlantic-he wrote -in 1967:

"The Spanish American of New r-fexico

was left to the mercy of waves of exploiters:

merchants, cattle barons,

land grabbers, venal politicians':'-merciless all."

Of the recent influx

from Mexico he 'wrote that "cheap labor displaces A.-nericans of SpanishMexican descent all along the border, and even beyond."

Searching for

leader:;;hip among his own people, he gave a paper at the University of New
-Mexico entitled "The Default of Leadership. "

In it he observed that

although some persons of his ancestry were beginning to receive the advantages of higher education. ,"These few were powerless to stem the over,whelming tide. It"V
In contras I:

1:0

George Sanchez, who spoke from the insight of an

, insider. I can write only from the observations of an outsider.

Born in

,the final decade of the nineteenth century of British and European ancestry, I had no contact with the Spanish-Mexican world until 1927.

Then,

as an observer. I was tossed for five years into the modern stream of'
immigration from Mexico.

This I followed in person from its sources in

.-Mexico to its agricultural and industrial destinations in California,
Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, and Pennsylvania.

Now, in this personal

perspective of forty years, I meet a rising young generation of insiders
of which Sanchez was a forerunner, a generation seeking to understand
and evaluate the position of Mexican-Americans in contemporary' American
society.

I observe them endeavoring to find common bonds that can unite
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the diverse elements among them, the common values that can provide and
clarify their goals.

This can be the task only of insiders.

But if

insiders can give ,the answers, perhaps an outsider can assist by offering
his observations and asking some of the questions.
Mexican-Americans, like Europeans and unlike Africans, came to
the United

~tates

ho~genized

by their own or ,their forebears' decisions.

They have

into this society more slowly than most Europeans, and much

'faster 'than Africans.

For one thing, their own cultural and racial

tage is in large measure European.

heri~

Then why have they shared the "melt:"

ing poe' processes more, 'slowly than most Europeans?

Some answers' can be

suggested, relevant especially to the large numbers who entered the
United States in the ,twentieth century from Mexico.
The outbreak of World War 1 in
Europe.

1~14

cut off immigration rrom

In the decade that followed, Congress sharply reduced permissi-

ble entries from Europe and excluded
American entry into the war in 1917

immigrant~

stim~iated

from large zones in Asia.

the labor demands of the

economy and reduced the supply of domestic labor by drawing many into
the armed forces.
from:Mexico.

This created a "forced draft" syphoning laborers in

These served mainly in western agriculture, on western rail':':

ways. and to a lesser extent in northern industry.
Although immigrants from Mexico came by their own decision, they
did not make the decisions determining their social and economic role
upon arrival in the United States.

Rather, they responded to the deci-

sions of others who sought their labor services.

This points to a first

question:
arrfve~

ted?

When, in the stream of time, did these later Mexican-A.'llericans

and what, consequently, were the roles into which they were fit-

Time. place
The

occupation are elements crucial to understanding.
them in the sugar beet industry at the time

of their arrival offers one concrete illustrative answer.

This agricul-

tural industry sprang into existence at the beginning of the twentieth
centurY: and expanded rapidly on western irrigated lands arid at points
;

in' the, Middle West as far eastward as Nichigan and Ohio.

Already the

,'era of free land had passed; a decade earlier this frontier had closed
down.

Opportunity for

Me:dca~-p.mericans to

011; which to grow sugar beets did not exist.

acquire farms of their own
The demand for t.heir services

,was as laborers on the farms of others--northEuropeans who had preceded

,

them.

!

It:vas limited to seasons of need for labor in the beet fields

heyond the capacity 'of the farmer's family and his hired man to providJ.
"For most .Mexican-Americans this meant northward migration to the beet
fields in the spring, and southward migration to winter quarters--even
return to Mexico--in the fall.
This reception by the sugar beet industry--and it was similar in
-'cotton as that crop expanded into Arizona and California under irrigation
--was in sharp contrast to the spirit abroad in Mexico at the time.

,.

Al-

though they left Mexico in an era when "tierra y libertad" expressed
popular aspirations, their personal heritage generally was not that of
peasants experienced in carrying t.he responsibilities of farm management.
As field laborers at home they fitted readily into the role of migrant

seasonal workers in the United States.

-J

-

In other eras it would have been otherwise. 'Earlier immigrants
e.ntering by the Atlantic seaboard from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries h~~ found ;'free land'" awaiting them.
English, Scotch, German, Irish, and
of peasant stock.

Scandinavi~~

These were largely

in origin, and largely

with opportunity on the land open before them. they

rose in large numb:-rs by the "-agricultural ladder" of the times, either
directly to landownership, or step by step from hired man to tenant, to
farmer.laboring on his own land.

Even Asian immigrants, especially 'those

'with peasant experience such as Japanese and Hindustanis arriving prior
to Wotld War 'I, were able to rise to tenancy and landownership in California and the West.

The South was an exception, and a region generally

'avoided by free immigrants.

There the large plantation system prevailed,

their own.
Except in the. Old South, times had changed greatly when, the
twentieth~century Mexicans

arrived •. Not only was there no agricultural

ladder for them to ascend; the effect of their ready availability to
landowners was to check further widespread distribution of landownership,
-' and so to contribute ·.to the decline of the "family farm. II

2

f

Participation of Mexican-Americans in the historic melting pot
process by which immigrants were amalgamated into the receiving society
was further slowed by the very proximity of Mexico, their country of

,-

origin.

Since it was immediately adjacent geographically, it was also

close psychologically in the minds of Mexican i=igrants in the United

-)8'7-

States.· Return.to the mother country was natural and easy. or seemed
so whether actually undertaken or merely contemplated.

Either way, the

result was reflected in slowness to seek American citizenship and to
engage in active participation in the civic life of the United States.
These actions were retarded for a full generation and more.

As with

the Japanese-Americans, World War II, with its draft calls for military
service, confronted the new American-born generation with tangible questions:. Was their future to

be

as Americans?

Was Mexican heritage to

'override full allegiance to the country of the1r birth and residence?
Or might there be some balance between these alternatives?
Earl1er European immigrants to the United States seldom faced
'such

qeustior~.

Over the centuries, especially as long as travel was by
r;n:::ll1
-,- ------,

!;4q

with ,no anticipation of return to the homeland. not even for a visit.
Only later, in the days of large and fast passenger steamships did fre<'

quently homing "birdil of passage" appear.

This change was notable among

Italians in years immediately preceding World War 1.

Many of them came

to the United States for industrial employment. returned to Italy when
"employment slackened. and came again to the United States when "good
times" and jobs reappeared.

Many Mexicans did likewise.

Among 'the results of delay by Mexican-Americans in deciding to
accept and affirm

Americ~~

citizenship; has been prolonged civic inaction

to protect their own self-interest.

A dramatic example is the survival--

under very dubious legality--of concentrated landownership in Imperial

Valley, California.

There the Bureau of Reclamation constructed the

Boulder Canyon Project to serve irrigation needs of the valley.

Reclama-

ti..on law was declared to "govern the construction, operation, and manage-'3,
mant" of the works. "except as otherwise • • • provided."
In order to
distribute water and land "in accordance with the greatest good to the
greatest number of individuals," as described by the U.S. Supreme Court,
reclamation law allows no water deliveries in excess of 160 acres per
individual landowner.

The project was authorized in

1928~

yet in 1965

'some 800 person$ owned and were receiving water on 233,000 acres, an
average of 290 acres apiece.
One-third of the valley's population is of Me:xiccln ancestry,
'consisting almost entirely of landless field laborers.
!n~~p~nry~nt fa~er~_

Hardly any are

~p.flecting these facts, the o~envhelming maiority

of "farm personnel" in Imperial Valley--87.3 percent--belongs to the
'''lower class," as compared with only 13.6 percent in Iowa where his torically landownership has been Widely distributed.·4· The purpose of acreage
limitation on water deliveries and a companion requirement of residence
on the part, of the water

receiver~

is to prevent the very stratification

-'that has developed in Imperial Valley under nonenforcement of -the law,
nth Mexican-Americans at the bottom.
In 1933 a Secretary of the Interior said that acreage limitation

law does not apply to Imperial Valley.

In 1945 a Solicitor of Interior

said that it does, and in 1957 a Solicitor General of the United States
said the same.

Still, there yas no enforcement.

In 1964. thirty-one

.years after the.first Secretary said acreage limitation law does not
apply. a second Secretary said that it does.

'Io.'hen finally the case
~ec-'

reached district court in 1971. a first judge agreed with the 1933
retary that the law does not apply.
dropped its
stand.

0I'11l

Thereupon the Justice Department

case without appeal. allowing the adverse decision to

This appeared to close the door of opportunity that a law designed

to prOVide "land for the landless" sought to open, i.e •• "tierra y

libErrtad • 11

Over Virtually all these years there is no evidence that

M~xican-

Americans were informed, conSUlted. or concerned over the outcome.

Except

the arrival in the valley of a Brooklyn physician. this would have
"been the end 'of opportunity for the many on L"'lperial Valley land.

This

praetitioner of medicine in t1ue became curious about this situation,
investigated its legal aspects, gathered about himself 123 Mexican'Americans lacking farms. and brought suit to have the law enforced.
The initial response by the court was discouraging:

the district

jUdge who denied that the law applies to Imperial Valley, denied also
the right of a physician and" landless Mexican-Americans to appeal his
-'decision.

In August, 1973, however, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

reversed this latter denial and agreed to hear the landless in their own
behalf. 5/
The slow-oe5s of Mexican-Americans over

50

many years to act in

their own self-interest through the judiciary; is paralleled by the more
recent fact that so far. apparently, no organization of Mexican-Americans

0-

has undertaken to publicly endorse the suit and the issue it stands for,
or to raise funds for its prosecution through the courts.

Explanation

of the answer to the natura·l question, Why not? mus·t be deepse.ated,
rather than accidental.
To begin with, there is 'lack uf a close sense of unity among
Mexican-Americans, a lack grounded on both historical and contemporary

-

facts.

In the late nineteen twenties when I was observing Mexican 1a1;or-

. ers in .the field, I found no

recognized word or phrase a11-

-inclusive of the various groups of persons of Mex:lcan ancestry in the

-.

Southwest.

"Texas-Mexicans" trejanos) were distinguished from "Spanish

Americans" of New Mexico and southern Colorado, and from the newly arrived
''Mexicans. U

To the latter. the Spanish Americans were "little brothers"

(hermanitosi.

This fracrionized condirion apparenrly has not wholly

vanished despite current prevalence of the all-embracing terms "chica.nos"
'and ~lla

raza. II

At the end of the nineteen sixties, careful students of MexicanAmericans cautiously reported progress in the direction of a developing
sense cif unity that I found so conspicuously absent in the nineteen
-·twenties.

They concl;uded:

Mexican Americans began to discover themseZves at about the same
time that the nation noticed their existence. The changes they
witnessed in the larger society solidified a growing conviction that
their traditional approach of patiently waiting for recognition was
unproductive. Mexican Americans formed politically oriented organizations demar~ir~ national attention. A new generation of leaders
began to sense that the whole complex of national opinion, concern
within the Federal government, and modern communications media could
be used to voice and eventually redress their grievances. the concept
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-,
of a "national minority" was slowly replacing the parochial orientation of earlier spokesmen who s::mght to solve individual problems in
individual areas "s..'
Final answers to tIie questions that face Mexican-Americans are
unlikely at this time.

'-

Each future generation will face these and ask

others) and will give answers revised in the light of its own time.
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itA Bibliography of George I. Sanchez

The bibliography that follows is ordered chronologically.
This strategy was adopted for this publication so that readers
could obtain a sketch of Dr. Sanchez's active life by observing
the time-sequenced topics of his written works.

Reading these

publications in chronological sequence is experiencing vicariously the drama of the life ofa man dedicated to elevating the
quality of human relationships.

Dr. Sanchez was a striking

example of a rare wholeness--scholarship and action directed
toward the satisfaction of human need.
'\..~~7-..J
~Qgh

his publications he sought to break through

erroneous generalizations that inhibited social interaction

a~
i

appreciation of cultural differences.

He attempted to replace!

those generalizations with fuller understanding of historical
and cultural factors that contribute to diversity.

He tried

to clarify the meaning of democratic social arrangements, particularly in

education~and

needed reconstruction.

suggested means of bringing about

He identified economic, social, political,

healthAand educational needs and goals of minority groups and
)

documented the roadblocks that impeded progress toward fulfillment of those needs and goals.

His attitude was positive in

the suggestions he recommended for the removal of obstacles to
improvement of social welfare.
At times his writings reflected the anger and indignation he must have felt when confronted by the reality of
~

-h'4

entrenched bigotry and cultural blindness of special interest

-

groups in the dominant cul ture that manipulated our institutions to the disadvantage of American minority groups, particUlarly the Spanish-speaking people in the Southwest.

But as

the record will show, he never doubted the potential good of
democratic ideals as guides for social interaction nor the
intentions of the majority- of Americans to bring these ideals
closer to reality through social unity amid cultural diversity.

~

\
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